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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 (9:28 a.m.)

3 MR. EATON: Okay. I think it's about 9:30. If we

4 could call the meeting'.to order. I have a few opening

5 remarks.

6 First of all, for the benefit of those who have

7 come in, there are some extra agendas on the corner of the

8 table up here and there's an agenda or two probably back by

9 the back table.

10 My name is'Ron Eaton I'm the NRR Project Manager

11 for Pilgrim Plant. This meeting hera today is a part of the

12 fact finding study on off-site emergency propuredness at th?

r("} 13 Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. This is a public meeting

| \/
; 14 between Boston Edison Company and the NRC at the request of

15 the Task Force. The public has been invited to obserse the

16 proceedings here but not participate in the actual meeting.

17 At the conclusion of the meeting there will be an

18 opportunity for interested public to make statements or

19. provide documents that they feel are pertinent to the

20 meeting subject.

| 21 The meeting will be transcribed and the

22 transcribed proceedings will be placed in the public

| 23 documents rooms and sent to the different participants.
|

| 24 The basic agenda is available. I've told you,
l tA

* )\-/ 25 it's a fairly open agenda. There will be breaks during this

|
|

|
l
,
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;- 1- morning session and as necessary in the afternoon. There

O 22 will also be-a lunch break from 12:00 to 1:00,

3 Okay. At this time I'd like to introduce Bob

14 Erickson.- Bob Erickson is the Task Leader for this effort. !

|
'

5- I'll turn the meeting over to him. Thank you very much.

6 KR. ERICKSON: Thank you, Ron.

7 -I'm Bob Erickson, head of the Pilgrim Emergency

8 Planning Task Force. As you~know, we-were formed followin.,

9 a 'ublic meeting here in Plymouth on September 6th in 1990.

_1 -0 At that meeting, the NRC received information from public

11= officials and private citizens regarding the state of off-

-12 -site emergencf.pianning for the Pilgrim plant.

.13 ' Twenty-five persons testified during that meeting-{ }

14 regarding issues and concerns about emergency preparedness

15 for the Pilgrim station. The NRC also received a number of

16 pertinent documents from persons at that meeting.

17- _ The main job of our task . force is to establish the

. -__ .

: facts concerning issues and concerns that were raised at18

19 .that meeting. We approach _this task by compill.g all of the

20 ' issues that we could discern from that transcript into some-

T21 22 or so topics which were then assigned to field teams to
;

( _: 22 follow-up.

23 Are three field teams, respectively, led by NRC
~

24 emergency preparedness specialists, professionals from the

25 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Team 1 led by Falk

L
L
L- 2- . . _ , . - - - _ _ . . . _ . _ . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . _ . . , _ - . . _ _ . ., . .
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1 Kantor, who is to my right, Team Two by Ed Podolak, to my
,

't 1
'

2 left, and Team Three by Aby Mahseni, two persons to my left.

3 The teams also include membels from NRC inspection staffs in

4 our regions, as well as emergency preparedness professionals

5 from '.he Federal Emergency Management Agency and consultants

6 to FEMA.

7 Now, as you know also, the teams have been engage'.!

8 in fact finding activities for several months now, and

9 they've been holding numerous interactions, discussions with

10 local officials, citizens. These have taken the form of

11 phoGa calls, letters, meetings, discussions and the like;

12 visits to facilities.

() 13 What we seek to do now is to meet with BECO. We

14 do not expect that the Boston Edison Company will be

15 answering for the towns or for the Commonwealth. We have --

16 it's been made abundantl*, clear to us by the towns and the

17 Commonwealth that they speak for themselves on these

l's matters. I should also add that the local officials and the

19 State have been extremely generous and cooperative in

20 assisting us in our inquiries and fact finding.

21 What we seek, at this point, is simply to -- since

| 22 each of the teams have questions that we're wrapping up with

23 Boston Edison, it seemed fruitful and worthwhile to get

24 tog 2ther in a working meeting todey to iron out and clarify73

Q,

| 25 the last points that we were trying to develop.

!
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1 After we complete our fact finding, we will

!
E\_/ 2 compile a report. That report will be made available to all

3 parties, and it will be d'.ecussed here at a public meeting

4 at the appropriate ti.ne. I should hasten to add that this

5 is not that public meeting. This is simply a fact finding

6 working meeting with the Boston Edison Emergency Planning

7 Staff.

8 Now, before we get into our questions and develop

9 our discussions, I thought it might be useful to introduce

10 the members of the Task Force and perhaps have an

11 oFportunity for the Boston Edison staff to be introduced and

12 then perhaps also for Mr. Daviu or Mr. Varley to make any

(~} 13 ;pening statement that you might wish.
v

14 So, at this time, I'd like to ask the members of

15 the Task Force to begin identifying themselves. We have <

16 Margaret.

17 MS. LAWLESS: Hi, I'm Margaret Lawless, I'm with

18 the Federal Emergency Management Agency in Washington.

19 MR. DOLAF : Jack Dolan from the FEMA Region I, I'm

20 also the Regional Assistancre Committee Chairman.

21 MR. KANTOR: Falk Kantor, NRC Team Leader, Tcam

22 Number 1. )
1

23 MR. ERICKSON: I'm Bob Erickson, head of the Task ]
l

24 Force. '

I
25 HR. PODOLAK: Ed Podolak, Team Leader of Team

|

.. - . _
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1 Number 2. I'm from NRC.

( \ 2 MS. GOOD: I'm Gail Good I'm from NRC Region V and
.G

3 I'm on Team 2.

4 MR. MAHSENI: Aby Mahseni, Team Leader for Team 3,

5 NRC Headquarters.

6 MR. SPITZBURG: Larry Spitzburg, I'm on Team 3 and

7 I'm from the NRC Region IV.

6 MR. BORTH: Stephen Barth, FEMA, Region I, I'm on

9 Team 3.

10 MR. KELLER: I'm Joe Keller, I'm the contractor to

11 FEMA.

12 MS. DESKINS: Laura Deskins, I'm on Team 1. I'm

13 with FEMA, Washington.g--
'
,

14 MR. TROJANOWSKI: I'm Bob Trojanowski out of the

15 Atlanta Office of NRC.

16 MR. OVERSTREET: Jerrv Overstreet, Kansas City,

17 working as a contractor with /EMA.

19 MS. SHANKMAN: I'm sorry, 'm Susan Shankman and

19 I'm a project director for NRR.

20 MR. ERICKSON: Well, I guess we're over to your

21 contingent list.

22 MR. DAVIS: I'm George Davis, a Vice President

23 with Boston Edison Company and responsible for the

2s prnagement of a nuclear organization which incledes the

) Pl'. grim Nuclear Power Station and the Emergency Preparedness25

-
.

._ .
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|
1 Japartment.-

() 2 I have Mr. Varley here who is the manager of the

3 Emergency Preparedness Department; Mr. Ron Markovich, who is ]
l

4 -the Manager of the Off-Site Planning Division and other

5 -members of Mr. Varley's staff and I'll ask Ron to introduce

6 him in a few minutes.

7 In my opinion, the off-site plans associated with

8 the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station are among the most

9 comprehensive-in the United States, and they certainly ought

10 to be. An enormous amour.t of resources, boch fTom the towns

11 and from Boston Edison, recoure.us, in terms of energy,

12- . manpower and dollars have been devoted t; the end of making

13 this a comprehensive and effective plan. Its adequacy has
_

14 been tested and has been proven in exercises, in particular,

- 15- the combined exercise-of the fall of 1989 and the exercise--

-16 we-ran last spring and we will do so again in the t nmer of..

17 this year.

018 Boston Edison is committed to continuing to-aid

19: .the communities in sustaining the adequacy of this plan.

20 This commitment is long-term and it's the subject of written

21 agreements between the company _and the communities,

22 agreements that bind us to continuing our support to ;
,

,

23 ' communities in theircradiolcgical planning efforts.
1

24 This is an obligation that the company takes, it

. it
. 25 takes it freely. It's an obligation that the company will'

>

>

_------__-___-.__m m e3ma-- , ,, p +,-,,,-m~r S4-O* T- T
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1 fulfill.

- -2 I'm well aware that this Task Force has been on

3 the road a long time, starting early last fall. You've

4 talked to community leaders, you've talked to our concerned

5 neighbors, .you've assembled an enormous body of knowledge

6 and understanding of these emergency plans. We welcome this

7 opportunity to hear from Boston Ed;. son, to add to that

8 information'so that you can produce a very comprehensive

9 -report on the issue of off-site planning associated with the

10 Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

11 I regret this morning that my schedule prevent me

12 remaining here-beyond.nocn today. But I assure you that I'r-

.( 13 no more than'a phone call away and if there is any way, and
'

14 I repeat, any way_that-I can facilitate the effe<.tiveness of
J

15- these hearings:and Mr. Varley is to-get in touch with me and

16 I will'be back here in a very_short period of time. I am
.

17 dedicated toimaking this as productive a meeting for you as

. e possibly_can.18 w

119- Mr. Varley, you may now proceed to introduce your

20= . staff and answer questions and listen to concerns._

21 MR. VARLEY: As Mr. Davis pointed out, I'm-the

22 manager for Boston Edison's Emergency Preparednesa

23 Department, and I'd like to say a few words before I,

;

24 introduce the rest of the staff. First, we -- we-appreciate
'

25 the opportunity to meet with the Task Force. We -- it is

_. _ - _ . _ . . __ .. ._ _ _ _ _ _ ~ . . _ . . _ , _ _ . . . _ - - - . . . _..
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1 out intention to respond to your inquiries on the status of
l

*v 2 the program to the best of our ability.this morning. As you

3 and I have talked several tiuss, Bob, there's some

4 limitations on the level of detail that we_can go into

5 without all of our files and stuff available with us. But

6 we will make every attempt to respond as fully as we can.

7 I've brought the various members of my staf f with
!

8 me here today so that we can have the broadest range of

9 information available to us.

10 Before we begin, however, I'd like to clarify, as

11- you noted in your opening remarks, that the views that wo

12 express-here today are those of Boston Edison and we do not

) 33 necessarily represent _the views of the Commonwealth or the

14 local communities. In addition, pursuant to the laws of the

15 ' Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it is the commonwealth which

16 bears the legal responsibility for off-site emergency

17 -preparedness-and has.the practical ability to implement that

18 program.'

19 With that in mind, I'd like to touch on a couple

20 of-key points which I believe would be helpful during our

21 discussions today.

22 MR. RON: We have, over the last three years,

23 invested extensive resources-to assist the Commonwealth and |

|
24 the local conmunities in upgrading-the off-site emergency

k
25 preparedness program, and I'r sure, as we go on in our

1

l
:

. - - . . , ._. . __ _ - . _ _ - . . _ , . _ . . .__ _
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l' discusst an this actning, that we'll elaberate and touch on

;- |2 most of chose forms of assistance.

3 We:believe that with our assistance, the

4 commonwealth and the local communities have in place today a

5 very comprehensive off-site emergency preparedness program,

6 but we also recognize that emergency planning is a fluid

7 process, that improvements are always possible, and that

8 planning changes are needed from time to time to respond to

9 those changing circumstances.

10 However, I think, when viewed against the

11' applicable regulatory requirements and guidelines, we

12 believe that the offsite-program that's currently in place

13 for Pilgrim Station, that the local communities and the

14 Commonwealth have worked very hard on, do provide a

'15 reasonable assurance-that the health and safety of the

16 public could be adequately protected in the event of an

17 emergency.-

18 We recognize that procedures need to be revised

19 from time to time, and I think some of your task force has

20 .seen-through the review soffar that there are places-where-

21 procedures are=still in the review process 1to accommodate:

22 changes that occur. But I don't think that that-changes the

23 coliclusion that the program can be called upon t.o respond in
__

24 an adequate fashion.

'kk- - We believe that these conclusions were borne out25

. - - - - - . - - - - . - . - - . .-
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1 in the most recent exercise in 1989, coupled with the
O
\~ / 2 remedial exercise that was held in the spring of 1990. So

3 we believe, at the present time, there are no outstanding

4 exercise deficiencies that would preclude a reasonable

5 assurance finding.

6 Finally, in response to an NRC request in the fall

7 of last year, we put together an extensive report that

8 summarized to the NRC the basic findings and conclusions

9 that were a result of cur analysis of the September 6th

10 public meeting transcript and the FEMA exercise report.

11 For the record, I'd like to submit a copy of that

12 October 4th report that we produced, and the follow-up

{} 13 letters that are associated with that report. We have that

14 available and we'd like to add that as part of today's

15 transcript.

16 MR. ERICKSON: We are happy to receive that.

17 MR. RON: With those thoughts in mind, I'd like to

18 now introduce the various members of my staff, and then make

19 ourselves available for questioning.

20 KR. ERICKSON: Great.

21 MR. RON: I think we can start down here with

22 Laura.

23 MS. POLLOCK: My name is Laura Pollock.

24 MS. SULLIVAN: I'm Karen Sullivan, and I work in

25 the investigative area, too, and transportation issues.
,

-
. .
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1 MR. SAMANO: My name is Albert Samano, and I've

I) 2 worked with the emergency preparedness for three years.

3 MR. MARKOVICH: My name is Ron Markovich. I'm the

4 offsite emergency planning division manager.

5 MR. FINN: My name is Dick Finn, and I'm the

6 senior community planner for Boston Edison.

7 MS. FISCHER: My name is Evelyn Fisher. I'm the

8 town planner for Kingston and Carver.

9 MR. LEONARDI: My name is Joel Leonardi. I'm the

10 Plymouth community representative from Boston Edison.

11 MR. YETMAN: My name is Barney Yetman. I'm with

12 Boston Edison. I'm the rep for the town of Duxbury.

13 MR. McDONOUGH: I'm Joel McDonough, and I'm the
.

11 4 community planner for Bridgewater.

15 MR. WEBER: My name is Ray Weber. I'm the-

16 commitnity planner for Wellesley.

17 MR. GERETY: My name is John Gerety, and I'm a

18 senior engineer of the Nuclear Engineering Department.

19 MR. HARTNETT: My name is Ed Har :nett. I'm the

20 planner for the town of Marshfield.

21 MR. ERICKSON: We appreciate taose remarks. We're

22 delighted to get to this point now, ar.d what this is, as

23 I've said, is a working meeting. Without further ado, I

-24 think we'd like to get into-the questions that our teams

(
25 have, and we thought that we would pose these simply Team 1,

i
1
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1 Team 2 and Team 3, in that order. So I'd like to ask that

k) 2 the questioning and discussions be lod off at this point by

3 Falk Kantor, who is the head cf our Team No. 1.
'

4 MR. KANTOR: .Thank you, Bob. As has been

5 mer.cioned, cver the past several months, the teams _have been
'

6 meeting with the towns.- In most of these meetings, your

7 communit y representative is present, and there quite often ;

8 in reference to BE Co.'s assistance or BE Co.'s agreement

9 w:.th the town and BE Co.'s involvement in such things as the

10 training program, a naintenance of equipment, wordprocessing

11 service.

12 But, like I say, we've only been getting sort of

13 snapshot views of your program, so I'd like to ask if you

14 could give us a short overview of your EP program as it's

.

15 structured to assist the towns.

16 MR- RON: All right. I'd be glad to. Three-and-

17 a-half years ago, when I came to Boston Edison, in meeting

18 with each of.the local communities, one of the th'ings that

19 was crystal clear to me that I d.bsequently discussed with

20 our then senior vice president Mr._ Ralph Bird was the need

21 for consistent dialogue and a consistent approach to

22 providing contact and coordination with the local
i!

23 communities.

24 Mr. Bird gave me the clearance to develop an

25 offsite emergency preparedness division with the task of
.

, . w - .,e_ e v - - - ,
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1 providing that consistency to the local communities.
,

2 consequently, what you see before you here today-

3 are members of that emergency offsite preparedness division,

4 so that we have a comm' unity representative identified for

5 each of the local communities, a permanent Boston Edison

6 position that is there to act as the liaison between those

7 local communities and the company. I think that the

8 creation of that offsite division and those community

9 representatives has significantly improved the lino Of

10 communication and thb level of coordination and cooperation

11 between the company and the local communities and the

12 commonwealth.

[)/ 13 That's one aspect that was instituted early on,
u-

14 about threo-and-a-half yea;s ago to improve the process.

15 That's a solid commitment. There are permanent staff

16 members designated in the offsite division that work for Mr.

17 Markovich that are there on a day-to-day basii, so that when

18 the local communities have questions or need assistance,

19 that planner is available to them and works with them on a

! 20 daily basis to ensure that there is good coordination, good
|

21 cooperation, and a consistent line of dialogue.
I

l 22 In addition, we recognized that there were certain

L 23 things that the local communities lacked in * heir ability to
|

24 implement their pr^ grams. So, 6 gain with Mr. Bird's7s
fy

25 concurrence, we developed several letters of agreament,

t

!
_.
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1 legal and binding documents that the local communities could
j''t i

\s,/ 2 rely on for the remaining life of the plant to assure l

3 themselves that they would have some resources above and

4 beyond what a town normally anticipates it needs in offsite

S emergency planning.

6 One of those letters of agreement funds for the

7. remainder of the life of the plant a full-time civil defense

8 ctaff position in each of the EPZ communities and each of

9 the reception centers communities, so that there can be

10 someone on a day-to-day basis in the local communities to

11 deal with their offsite emergency preparedness program.

12 We recognized early on that the level of detail

13 tnat needed to be in place for the Pilgrim program was more
,

14 than a part-time civil defense director and had the

15 w'.ierewithal to be able to manage and control. In

16 recognition of that, we in turn fur.d a full-time position so

17 that the local communities can be prepared and deal with the

18 maintenance of their programs.

19 In addition to that full-time civil defense staff

20 position, most of the communities -- I believe all of the

21 communities also have funding to provide a clerical position

|
= 22 to help that civil defense staff position keep up with all

23 the paperwork. That's one letter of agreement that we have

24 chat remains in effect for the life of the plant.
.

- 25 We also have a second lotter of agreement that

1

i

|

'

- . , . . , - - , , , , c
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. _

1 compensates those local community members who have to attend

O)A 2 emergency worker training. We wanted to try and establish as-

3 training program that was not a burden on the local

4 communities in terns of their having to at*:end evening

5 classes without some form of compensation.

6 So we have a letter of agreement again that is for

7' the life of the plant that compensates those emergency

8 workers who attend classroom training so that it is not an

9 onerous process to them.

10 That also extends to the time that they

11 participate in drills and exercises, and we've, in fact, had

12 that progran in place for about two years now, and it seems

(~T 13 to work quite well.
%)

14 The third letter of agreement we have was one that
,

15 was executed to upgrade the facilities and the equipment

16 capability within the local communities, and-that letter of

17 agreement was originally designed to provide a legal

18 mechanism through which we could go into each of the local-

19 communities to rehabilitate or construct modern up-to-date

20 emergency operation centers. I think most of you that have

21 met with the local communities have probably had meetings.in
'

22 'some of those upgraded facilities.

23 That letter of agreement was to ensure that we had

24 a mechanism to get in and provide the local communities with

-25 . enhanced facilities and also to provide additional equipment

4

. e- - - - m .-e , e-
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1 that the towns didn't currently possess at the time of the
,

*

x- 2 upgrade of their program o that they had a well-rounded

3 range of equipment that they could rely on in the response.

4 We recognized when we provided those pieces of

5 equipment that weren't already in place in the towns that

6 there not only was the need to provide the equipment, but
,

7 there was a need to provide for the maintenance of that

8 equipment.

9 So that letter of agreement also provides for

~

10 maintaining those additional pieces of equipment that we've

11 put into the local communities for the life of the plant.

12 However, I think, over time, there has also been

j ) 13 some misconceptions that we could, in fact, embark upon a

14 program that we would provide all new equipment whenever the

15 need arose in the local towns, and that is not the intent
,

,

16 nor can Boston Edison financially survive the ability to

17 fully fund all the local communities' needs for fire radios,

18 pe2. ice radios, for the life of the plant.
.

19 But what we did agree to, as Mr. Davis has

20 committed to, is maintaining those pieces of equipment that

21 we gave them that brought them up to the levei. of

22 performance necessary to fulfill all of the obligations in

23 their revised emergency plans and procedures.

j- . 24 The best analogy that I can_give you is that it

x)''- 25 was a slice of pie that was missing, and we filled in that j
<

3
/

- _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 slice of the pie to give them a full range of response
-

p
'l

'

2 equipment, but that in the future, as with all other local

3 communities, provisions-for new radios, etcetera, need to

4 really|be planned for, budgeted for, and funded through the

5 normal commu:uty process.

6 However, we recognize that we created a burden in

7' the local communities' budgets when we provided those

8' additional pieces of equipment, and, therefore, we're

9 funding-the maintenance of those pieces of equipment for the

10 remainder of the life of the plaat.

~

11 Bob, I think you also -- or Falk -- you touched

12 upon the training' program. We have worked very closely with

13 the Commonwealth to develop a very comprehensive training

14- program, very detailed-lesson plans.

15- Probably some of the more detailed lesson plans

16 that I've encountered in ray consultant experience in of f-

17 site emergency plannii'g that are r> sally geared toward a very

18 positive prograta of classroom training and some- hands on

19' training that are right down to the emergency worker level

R2 0 to-ensure that all of-the emergency workers are prepared to

21 respond.

22 That training-program is enveloped within a

23 Commonwealth certified training program. Again, I think it

E24 is a very strong program,-stronger than most that I've seen
-t

- 25 off-site, in that the instructors have to be certified

~
. .- .

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 before they can go out in the local communities and teach

2- these lesson plans.

3 I believe that most of our planners have been-

4 certified in that program. Our p'anners go out and-conduct

5 a lot of the off-site training under the auspices of the

4

6' Commonwealth's comprehensive off-site training program.

-7 MR. KANTOR: While you're on the training program
-

8 let me ask, once a procedure is revised in the town, how

9' does that get into the training program?

10- MR. MARKOVI.CH: The process basically is, when the

11 towns go into the revision process of the procedures, the

12 procedure would be revised. Then, of course, the lesson

13 plan, the corresponding lesson plan or plans that are

14 attached to thac implementing procedure, are then revised

15 -also.

16' MR. KANTOR: At what point in time is the

17 procedure, revised procedure, considered appropriate to

18 include in the training program? Does it have to go through

19' a-certain level of review in each town?

20 - MR.-MARKOVICH: That is correct. It'has to go

21 through-the review. Upon signature, upon approval in

22 concept by-the agency head, is when it is deemed ready to

23 implement.

24 MR.-KANTOR: Let me --

'

25 MS. GOOD: Could I ask a question about the

_ _ -. . - . . ._ _ . . .
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1 equipment before we move on?

2 MR. VARLEY: Sure.

3 MS. GOOD: Is it BECOs position that, if it is

4 determined that additi'onal equipment is needed, that BECO

5 would fund that equipmert?

6 MR. VARLEY: We made those determinations when we

7 set about supporting the local communities in revising their

a programs.

9 What we told the local communities is, as their

10 plans and procedures' develop down to the individual

11 emergency worker level, if it was identified through the

12 procedural process or through the training and drill proces.

13 that there was something lacking in terms of a piece of
)

14 equipment, whether that be a radio or a piece of dosimetry,

10 something of that nature, that fell out of that process, ana

16 the towns or the Commonwealth didn't have the capability to

17 provide that, that was the point where we stopped in and in

18 fact provided all of those types of-equipment.

19 To ensure that, when they reached that step in

20 their procedure, that particular radio on that particular

21 frequency was available for them to carry out those actions.

22 That process unfolded over about a three year

23 period that culminated in the exercise in 1989 where we saw-

24 that the procedural steps were in fact supported with pieces

25 of equipment to carry out those capabilities.

_ -
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1 MS. GOOD: If, in the course of the-life of the

- 2 plant, some of the equipment that's out there needs to-be

3 replaced, will BECO replace that equipment?

4 MR. VARLEY: We will replaceLthose pieces of'

C 4

*

5 . equipment that we've provided under the letter of agreement

6 that we executed with the local community.

7 If, let's_say, it's a_ normal police radio that

-8 they use on a day to day basis, one_that we didn't provide

9 during this three year time period, those are the kinds of

.,

10 things that I?was talking about, that the town has to budget

11 for and be prepared to replace, as does every other

12- community across the country. When equipment wears out then

- 13: it's up to them to budget for and provide that kind of

'

equipment.14

15- MR. PODOLAK: I have a follow up on that. When-

16 -you talked _about this_you described that three years ago, or

17 some period of time ago, you were providing additional

18 equipment, the slice of the pie that-was missing?

19 MR. VARLEY: That's correct.

20 MR. PODOLAK: And that those, that equipment, was

21 covered by maintenance agreements which would go the' life of

22 the plant.-

23 MR. VARLEY: That's right.

.
.

24 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. Had the_ equipment that was

25 provided before that time, was any of the equipment that was

!
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1 provided before that time considered essential to the off-

h 2 site plans? Or, how do you characterize that equipment that

3 was provided before that time?

4 MR. VARLEY: By Boston Edison?

5 MR. PODOLAK: Yes.

6 MR. VARLEY: Equipmt a that's provided prior?

7 MR. PODOLAK: You said that -- I thought that you

8 had said that certain equipment had been provided by Boston

9 Edison before that period of time.

10 MR. VARLEY : There had been --

11 MR. PODOLAK: And then you were supplying a piece "

12 cf the pie.

13 MR. VARLEY: Right.

14 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. My question is directed to

15 the equipment that was supplied before that time, before

16 this agreement.

17 MR. VARLEY: Oh, all right.

18 MR. PODOLAK: It's been termed to us, when we've

19 gone to the locals, as pre-Varley equipment.

20 MR. VARLEY: All right. I think I understand your

21 question. Let me see if I can paraphrase it.

22 The question is, what about those pieces of

23 equipment that were provided prior to a letter of agreement,

24 and what maintenance obligation do we feel under those

25 conditions.

_ --
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1 MR. PODOLAK: That's the' question I hadn't gotten
- - -

- 2_ to is the maintenance of that equipment. But that's the

3 - basic question.

4 MR. VARLEY: Yeah. The letters of agreement that

5 we-executed with the local communities recs;. 'os that'there

6 was equipment that was provided prior to the letter of
,

7 - agreement. But_that that equipment.would be the

8 responsibility of the local communities to maintain,_as it'

9 was part of their program. They were using it on a day to

10 _ day basis and it was incumbent upon them to-budget for and
?

11 maintain that equipment.

12 What occurred when we executed these letters of ,

o{) 13 agreement was -- and one of the things that I found when I

14 arrived three and. half years ago was -- there was no

15 systematic formalized mechanism for interacting with the

16 local communities and the e was-no. binding agreement or no

17 formalized process for how this equipment was provided, how

18 it was maintained.'

_ 19 What we' wanted to try and do was bring some real

20 structure,.some: consistency and some commitment to the

21 process.

22 In dealing with the various local communities,

-23 through Boston-Edison's attorneys and the_ local communities'

- .24 attorneys, the developed each one. independently-their own
'p
L 25 letter of agreement that covered what we were trying to do.

|--
,I
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1 So each letter of~ agreement is probably a little

2 different. But I believe each of the letters of- agreement

3 - are clear in-that anything that-Boston. Edison may have

4 provided prior to the letter of agreement was clearly the

5' local community's responsibility to1 maintain and that, with

6 the institution of the letter of agreement under which we

7 were providing the equipment that makes up this slice of the

8 pie as I described, that would then be incumbent upon us to

9 maintain that equipment into the future.

10 MR. PODOLAK Was there any, in terms of whether

11 the equipment part of the letter, was there any

12 determination if the equipment part of the letter of

13 agreement were essential to the off-site plan? For example,

14 let's say pagers, and we can get the specifics later when.

15 it's my turn. But I'm just trying to get a feel for-it.

16 Was it just that this equipment -- was it the fact

17. that the equipment had been supplied before you arrived and

18 before you brought structure to the process, was that the

- 19 determining. factor as-to whether it would be maintained or

12 0 not? Or was there some -- or was it a determination of

21- whether it was essential to the process or not? Do you
,

22- . understand what I'm asking?

23_ MR. VARLEY: I think so. . I think the best

' 24 response I can give is that the equipment was provided-

O' 25 before the letters of agreement were provided in a less than

,
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1 structured format. It was not clear what the obligation was

~() 2 on either' party's part.

3 There was nothing in hard writing that I could

4 find as to solid letters of agreement on who was going to

5 maintain what, in terms of what had been provided.

6 That's what I wanted to try and do away with, was

7 a lot of the nebulous understandings that existed out there.

8 And through these letters of agreement we tried to bring

9 some clear understanding and some clear structure to where

10 the obligations rested in terms of equipment.

11 So to answer your question, no there was not an

12 assessment up front as to waat essential equipment existed

13 in the local communities, and had it been provided by Boston, f ~g
V-

14 Edison, or had it been through the normal town runding and

15 appropriation process.

16 What we wanted to do was start with a clean slate

17 of paper in understanding who was going to be responsible

18 for maintenance of what, and that was done through these

19 existing letters of agreement.

20 Does that answer your question?

21 MR. PODOLAK: Well, I guess it does. But the --

22 it answers the question. Dut, as a person coming in late in

23 the process, I would look at the capabilities of the Town

24 "X", and what they have and what they think they need. And I

25 I'm seeing two types of equipment, pre-agreement equipment

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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1 and post-agreement equipment.

l) 2 A pager, for example, which is used to call up a

3 fireman or a policeman, or to bring somebody to the

4 emergency response center, if it were supplied by Boston

5 Edison before, if it were a pre-Varley piece of equipment,

6 it would not be covered by a maintenance agreement --

7 MR. VARLEY: Right.

8 MR. PODOLAK -- and, I guess by implication, not

9 maintained for the life of the plant.

10 MR. VARLEYi Not through Boston Edison.

11 MR. PODOLAK: Fot t hrouch Boston Edison. If it

12 were delivered to the commur.ity after you arrived and after

13 you executed the letter of agreement, it would be

14 maintcined.

15 MR. VARLEY: That's correct.

16 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. I understand the answer.

17 MR. KANTOR: Even if this equipment was part of

18 the planning effort, was essential to the planning, this pre

19 or early equipment, that would not be covered by your
t

20 maintenance agreement?

21 MR. VARLEY: No. Because, if you look at that on

22 a broader perspective, the town had a response capability to

; 23 respond to any event, whether that be police cars, fire

| 24 trucks, personnel, radio systems, etcetera. That was
'

(~N\ s/ 25 already in place and functioning.

.
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1 What we set about to do three years ago was to

f(-) 2 take those existing capabilities, rewrite the program with
,

3 new procedures, new training program, and in that process |
1

4 identify where there were still holes, where there wasn't a
i

5 radio, where there wasn't a notification process in place.

6 We recognized that, listen, if they need these
,

7 pieces of equipment to be fully functional and they don't

8 exist, and the towns haven't in their budgeting process ever

9 those three years because of not understanding that there

10 was a piece of equipment missing that they needed, we

11 stepped in and said, listen, we're going to provide those

12 piecen of equipment to fill in those holes. That's what the

( 13 letter of agreement was there for.

14 We said, in addition, because you hadn't budgeted

15 to buy it, we're also aware you didn't budget to maintain

16 it. So we're going to carry that load into the future to

17 maintain those pieces of equipment. However, we can't

18 become a surrogate to fund all of the local communities'

19 needs for all emergency response equipment.

20 Now that we've reached an even keel, the towns

21 again have to assume that normal budgeting process for

22 maintaining or repairing existing fire radios, etcetera.

I 23 MR. KANTOR: Once your letters of agreement with
,

l

| 24 the towns on maintenance were agreed upon, signed, are there

25 any provisions for amending or changing or adding or

f

. - - - -
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1 - deleting to those agreements?

2- MR. VARLEY: I don't envision any, no.

-3 MR. KANTOR: Even if something was identified as a

4 needed piece of equipment, say, next week or a month from ,

5 now, or after the exercise, would it be possible to include

6 that in an agreement?

7 MR. VARLEY: Well yes, I understand. And that's

8 where I think at this point the local communities have to go

9 back to the normal budgeting process.

10 Let's say, if a fire department radio were to wear

11 out and they need a new fire radio. Then it's incumbent

12 upon them to identify that, budget for it and provide it.

i 13 The vast majority of the types of equipment I

-14 think that are relied on to support the Pilgrim Planning

15- Program are, in the vast majority of cases, needed for day

16 to day service. So the towns naturally need to plan for
,

17- maintaining their day to day-services.

18 Should there be something unique, let us say that

19 Federal Regulation anticipates the need for-a new process to

20 improve the level of planning that none of us planners had

21' envisioned, certainly those kinds of exceptions I think the

22- company would'then-go back and consider that here's a new
"

L
23 requirement, here's a new wrinkle that someone hadn't

24 anticipated. It's a good idea to have that pisnning

"O 25 capability. I think the company would probably consider

- .. .- ._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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1 those kinds of things.

'[
\_/ 2 But the normal wear and tear on equipment that

3 falls outside of the scope of what we've provided, or the

4 need for a new and enhanced communications capability to

5 support the town's activities, those are the kinds of things

6 that we hope and anticipate that the local communities

7 understand is their obligation to budget for and to acquire.

8 MR. PODOLAK: When you say beyond what we've

9 provided, you mean beyond what we've provided since the

10 letter of agreement?

11 MR. VARLEY: Under the letter of agreement.

12 MR. PODOLAK: Right,

i 13 MR. VARLEY: Yes.

14 MR. OVERSTREET: I have a question. You

15 characterized the equipment merge before the agreement as

16 day to day equipment. And we did not clearly characterize

17 the equipment furnished in the agreement as day to day

18 equipment.

19 Of course, anybody who utilizes this equipment

20 should use it on a day to day basis so they would be

21 familiar with the operation of the equipment so that it

22 would function properly in case it's needed.

23 My question is, you followed it up with another

24 comment that this equipment is needed on a day to day
1

25 operation and what you're trying to do is enhance that

|
!

. _ . _ _ _
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1 operation.

() 2 I have a problem with trying to separate what

3 equipment is required from day to day and what equipment is

4 required for an emergency at the plant. It seems to me they

5 go hand in hand. And whatever is required should be there,

6 oven if it is an enhancement, so that they can function

7 properly.

8 You may think that it's too much for a day to day

9 but it would be great for an emergency. If they don't use

10 it day to day they wouldn't know how to use it in an

11 emergency.

12 MR. VARLEY: I wouldn't argue with that. I'm not

- 13 sure I understand the point.

Y
14 MR. OVERSTREET: Well you characterized it in

15 several ways. At first you said that the pre-Varley

16 equipment was day to day operation and, therefore, that you

17 had no responsibilities for it. And under the agreement it

18 was enhanced until, that you felt it necessary to be

19 utilized for responding to the plant.

20 MR. VARLEY: No, if that's the understanding,

21 that's not the intent.

22 There was a wide range-of equipment I guess that

23 was provided prior to my arrival. But what I tried to

24 portray was there was not a systematic nethod for providing

25 that equipment or identifying its role in the radiological

!

|

|
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1 emergency planning process.

fD 2 Certainly a lot of it I'm sure was used on a day
J

3 to day basis. However, it was integrated into their

4 program. It was an existing response capability that

5 existed at the time that we set about entering into a letter

6 of agreement.

7 Boston Edison's intention, again, was to provide

8 those missing pieces of equipment that would round out their

9 planning canability, their response capability. But the

10 aggregate is that there would be an entire system that could

11 implement their program.

12 However, we can't maintain tne local communities'

13 entire response capability. Boston Edison isn't large

.O 14 enough to survive financially maintaining the entire police,

15 fire, radio, DPW capabilities of all five EPZ towns and the

16 recipients of these communities.

17 However, we did recognize that there was a slice

18 of that that wasn't there. That's what we agreed that we

19 would fund, provide and then maintain into the future.

20 MR. ERICKSON: I think the point, Ron, is that

21 some of the team members have the impression that, prior to

22 those letters of understanding, that Boston Edison had some

23 effort to do exactly that, only not quite as well 1

24 structured. Namely, to round out the capabilities of the |

25 towns. But hadn't done it in a nico disciplined way. And
;

i

_.
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1 that there's a sense |of abandonment of the recognition of. j

'

2' that-prior attempt, however well intentioned but not>

y 3 disciplined it was.

4 So it's an a~ttempt to try and understand if there

5 was some earlier equipment that was provided that was ,

|

6 essential, deemed essential, to rounding out the

7 capabilities of the towns that seems to-be falling into some

8 kind of a limbo or lack of attention, or maybe even a point

9 of contention.

10 .It's one of those points we're trying to really

;11 refine our understanding of.

12 MR. PODOLAK: I'd even-go further, since I started

( ) the line of questioning13

14 What I am trying to understand is why. Boston

15 Edison would maintain a piece of equipment which was

16 considered essential after a date, a particular date, but --

17 I~ don't know the date of the agreement, but it was three

18 years ago --

19 MR. VARLEY: Right.
!:

20 MR. PODOLAK: ---and not maintain a piece of-
;

|
' 21- : equipment which was considered and provided to a town-before--

22 that date. Let's call it the " pre-Varley" equipment. What

23 is the rationale?

. 24 Now, the words that you have used have -- I

.i
12 5 understand _your reason for not doing it, but from a safety

- . . - . , - - . -. - . - - ~ . - . --. .. .- . .-_.--=: :. - ,
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,1 standpoint, from the standpoint of the emergency-plan, I am

- -2- not-hearing anything that helps me understand the connection

3 there.-

4 1:n other words, a piece of equipment is - essential

5 regardless of when it was purchased or when it was provided.

6 It's needed for a function. At one point in time, you felt

-7 that it was important to provide it to the town, and you'did
I

8 provide it. I
\

|
9 MR. VARLEY: My understanding is, in a lot of i

10 those cases, it was provided with the understanding that

11 when it.was given to a-town it then became their- 1
i

12 responsibility to maintain it, but there was no ability to

()'

13- go_back in the records and verify that on either side.of the -

14 ' house, either the local communities or the companies, but

15- .they did rave that capability. It existed, just like a car

16 existed or a radio existed.

-17 It was-a preexisting. piece of-equipment that was

18 now the local community's piece of equipment. They were

19 using it. It was an existing capability to implement their

:20 program, and thera was no recognition on eithe side of the

121 house as.to how that was to be maintained-

22 MR. PODOLAK:- I understand _that. ,

23 MR. VARLEY: 0.May.

24 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. I understand'that. You've
.-

-

25 made that point, and I don't want to beat a dead horse to

,,-...r.--,, v _ _ _ _ . . n.,.----+-----... , , , - . , ., , . , , - . , , , -%
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1 death. This is a big issue. It has been presented to us an

l'

( 2 a big issue. Okay.

3 Then you get to a point in time where you come a

4 onboard, and you say, well, there's additional equipment

5 that's needed. In some cases, this could be rounding out.

6 Let's say you had already given a town nine

7 pagers, and they needed one more. It could be the tenth

8 pager. In another town, you could be providing all ten

9 pagers, because they didn't have any pagers before, and you

10 determined it they needed-it, and at once, pagers is a

11 small exampl% but also a large example,

12 The fact that you agreed to provide it and

13 maintain it after a certain date is based on reasons thatg-s,
U

14 are not functional. It's not -- I'm trying to make sense

15 out of it.

16 MR. ERICKSON: It makes economic sense.

17 MR. PODOLAK: Maybe I'm slow, but it's almost like

18 the people that got the nine pagers that were in good shape

19 before the agreement, four or five years later, as that

20 equipment deteriorates, they're in bad shape, unless they

21 have maintained it themselves, and the people that were in

22 bad shape before the agreement, that didn't have the

23 equipment, now are in good shape because theirs is

24 maintained for the life of the equipment.

25 Now, I am getting off into the kind of space that

__ - - - -
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1 you were in before, and I don't Want to do that. What I am

O
l ,/ 2 looking at is what equipment is needed to respond to ans

3 cmergency, and is it functional, and is it maintained?

4 That's the big picture that I am trying to stay focused on.

5 MR. VARLEY: Okay.

6 MR. PODOLAK: I think I understand your answer. I

7 think the answer is clear.

8 MR. VARLEY: Okay.

9 MS, GOOD: Well, there is something that isn't

10 clear to me. I thought I heard a couple of different

11 answers here.

12 If it's determined that additional equipment is

'13 needed to support the emergency response effort, BECO will()
14 fund that, or will the individual communities fund that?

15 MR. VARLEY: Well, let's try and bring it down to

16 a common day.

-17 Let's say that the fire department determines that

11 8 they want to expand their communications capability as a

19 result of something that they have learned in the proce .

20 That is where we expect the local communities will go back,

21 plan for, fund, and acquire those pieces of equipment in the

22 future, because it is the normal process of maintaining

23 their response capability.

24 However, like I said, if there was somo new
t

25 regulatory criteria that none of us envision that surprised-

.:
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1 the local communities, that surprised Boston Edison, und we ,

1
1

\ 2 need to adopt that, then there would probably be different 1

3 considerations given to that. |

|
|

4 But we walk this fine line of just how far can a

5 utility become involved in funding the maintenance of a
i

6 normal town's emergency capabilities. 'Je as a utility

7 cannot Eupplant, become the surrogate for a fire
1

8 department's funding and maintenance of their program. That

9 has to be the normal, day-to-day responsibility of the fire

10 department and the ideal community.

11 Am I clear on that?

12 MR. ERICKSON: I think that is very clear and '.. ell

Q(~
\ 13 understood.

14 MR. VARLEY: Okay.

15 MR. ERICKSON: The nuances beyond that which are

16 attributed to the special needs for radiological emergency

17 preparedness are the deltas or the differences that you
__

18 would be interested in, and we recognize that, as well.

19 I think the key here is whcther or not previous

20 efforts by Boston Edison to address that are somehow perhaps

21 falling in limbo, and I am not saying that that is a Boston

22 Edison problem or it is a town problem. We're just trying

23 to understand the fact. It's a planning problem, or it

24 could be a planning problem.
O[V'

25 KR. VARLEY: I guess I am confused as to why it

|

|
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1 now becomes a planning problem.

() 2 MR. ERICKSON: Well, it's always a planning

3 problem, presumably, a preparedness problem, since we are

4 not talking about equipment that is pre-Pilgrim station, if

5 you will, in terms of its general applicability to the

6 emergency functions of fire, police, and other utilitarian

7 functions.

8 I think we're probably pressing too hard now and

9 not getting -- ! don't think -- we have reach a point of

10 diminishing returns in our questioning here on this point.

11 I believe we understand your position. I think wc

12 understand the facts quite well.

13 If there are some difficulties associated with
,

14 this equipment that was pre-the three-year scheme, it's for

15 us to distill that out and interpret it, as appropriate.

16 MR. KANTOR: Well, on the -- still on equipment

17 bu'c specifically for some of the individual towns, I'd like

18 to maybe discuss that.

19 As was mentioned earlier, we have met with the

20 towns and have gotten their views on some of the specific

21 equipment issues. We know emergency planning is a dynamic,

22 living thing, and as time goes by, thero have been changes

23 that have taken place in some of the status of some of this

24 equipment.

25 So, at this time, I'd like to get your views on

.g
-
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1 some of the equipment issues, some of the specific equipment
,.

( 2 issues, with the understanding that this will not complete

3 our inquiry, eur review. We still intend to, you know, go

4 to the towns and check'again with them on the status of

5 various equipment.

5 But for example, here in Plymouth, several

7 different items of equipment have been brought to our

8 attention, and would you care to give us your views now on

9 equipment status for the Town of Plymouth?

10 MR. VARLEY$ Do you have some specific equipment?

11 MR. KANTOR: Well, going back to the September

12 meeting and some other correspondence, there was -- Harbor

13 Master's radio, for example, was identified as a need, and'g' }
14 somewhere along the line, it was mentioned that BECO has

15 committed to provide that.

16 So, I'd just like to ask where do we stand now on

17 the radio for the Harbor Master?

18 MR. VARLEY : In terms of the Harbor Master, Joe,

19 could you shed some light on that one?

20 MR. McDONOUGH: Yes. Those radios were committed,

21 ordered, parchased by the company, provided to the Harbor

22 Master in December, and have been installed.

23 MR. KANTOR: So, essentially, that issue has been

24 completed, then, in your view.

25 MR. McDONOUGH: Yes.

!
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|
'

1 MR. KANTOR: There were radios for the schools
|

O)Es- 2 that were mentioned, and we have talked to some of the -- )

3 the Assistant Superintendent of Schools in Plymouth and also

4 the Civil Defense Director, and it's our understanding thst

5 these radios are now in place, and I just wanted to see if

6 you agree with that.

7 MR. VARLEY: Yes, I believe that's correct. |

8 MR. KANTOR: There was some question of the j

9 reliability of some of the CB radios, but that did not

10 appear to be a big issue. I don't know if you have any

11 additional information on that or not.

12 MR. VARLEY: I think that they seem to be

() 13 satisfied with that.

14 MR. KANTOR: Another equipment issue was radios

15 for the lifeguards at Plymouth Beach.

16 MR. VARLEY: And we have reviewed that issue, and

17 the lifeguards didn't really play a role in the radiological

18 emergency response program, and that was discussed with

19 Plymouth.

20 However, we were aware that there were some

21 additional, excess radios available in another local

22 community, and unrelated to the planning process for Pilgrim

23 Station, we were abl- - ' act as an intermediary to make some

24 of those excess radir- ra11able to the Plymcuth lifeguards,

tO 25 and I think they are probably to be delivered in March,

I

. - - . ~ . ,. 3 -- ----%,7 m - y
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1 after they have been recrystallized, but they weren't

O
\ >b provided by the company in terms of the response program.2

3 Because of our heavy involvement in all the local

4 communities, we are acutely aware of all of the different

5 communitics' response capabilities, and we knew that there

G were some excess radios in another community that could
1

7 perhaps satisfy Plymouth's need for lifeguard radios on a
,

8 day-to-day basis. |

|

9 So, we went to that community, and they said, yes,

10 we would be willing to free those up, and so, we are making

11 them available, and I think it has already been discussed

12 and worked out with -- is it the Harbor Macter that

[''' 13 coordinates the lifeguards, or who is that, Jcc?
s

14 MR. McDONOUGH: The Recreation Department.

15 MR. VARLEY : The Recreation Department,

16 MR. KANTOR: They will be provided directly to the

17 Recreation Department?

18 MR. McDONOUGH: They will be.

19 MR. VARLEY: Will be in March.

20 MR. KANTOR: In March. And they will probably not

21 be covered by the raintenance agreement, as I understand it.

22 MR. VARLEY: No. No.

23 MR. KANTOR: All right.

24 There were radios mentioned for the emergency

'- 25 worker monitoring and decontamination station. Have those
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1 been provided? It was my understanding that they had been

a
'

2 provided.

3 KR. McDONOUGH They will be installed very

4 shortly.

5 MR. KANTOR: How many radios are we talking about

6 and what kind of radios?

7 MR. McDONOUGH: There are two of them, a high band

8 and a low band.

9 MR. KANTOR: And then there was some discussion

10 mentioned in correspondence about additional four-wheel-

11 drive vehicles.

12 Our-understanding from talking to the police chief

<s
\ 13 is that he is satisfied with the number of four-wheel-drive(J

14 vehicles he has, and I don't believe the requirelaent for

15 four-wheel-drive vehicles is now an issue. Is that your

16 understanding?

17 MR. VARLEY: Yes, I believe that's correct.

18 MR. KANTOR: Another issue, and I think that we

19 covered this earlier, that was brought to our attention was

20 replacement batteries for police and fire radios. Has eny

21 kind of understanding been reached on replacement of
;

i 22 batteries for police and fire radios?

| 23 MR. VARLEY: I don't know.

i

-~ 24 MR. MARKOVICH: It depends. If the equipment in|

'U
25 question was provided under the legal agreement, then we

;

! -

.

|

L
'
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l' would replace the batteries for that component. However, if

)'i 2 it was provided outside the scope of that agreement, we

3 would not cover that. That falls in line with the

4 maintenance agreement.,

5 MR. KANTOR: All right, I understand. Another

6 issue was the communication vehicle or alternate facility.

7 for the Emergency Operations Center. As a result of the

8 exercise, and issue came up that the EOC had to be

9 relocated. There was concern over communications.
.

10 Can you address that issue?

11 MR. VARLEY: Again, in the same meeting where we

12 discussed several of the-others, we indicated that we were

- 13 not going to provide a mobile communications van which was
s

'14 'what I believe the local community was interested in. We

15 explained _to them that there were procedural mechanisms

16 already in pl?ce as was the_ alternate EOC commanic;tions

17 capability:out in Bridgewater.

#18 I believe ' hat since then we have not had further_

19 discussions on that.

20 MR. KANTOR:. I guess in our_ discussions, the civil

21 defense people thought that the relocating to Bridgeweter-

22 was probably too far_from the town of Plymouth and they_

23 - would prefer some _ location perhaps closer or different.

24 MR. VARLEY: Well, we worked with the Commonwealth

25 and the local communities in establishing that alternate EOC

.

r i
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1 capability in Bridgewater, and, in fact provided extensive

i() 2 funds to renovate the area to EOC to provide that alternate

3 Eoc capability. We equipped it with communications

4 capability to carry out those functions.

5 It's important that the local communities, should

6 they have to evacuate, have a centralized location from
i

7 which to coordinate all their activities. We believe that

8 we satisfied those types of capabilities with the alternate
i

9 EOC that's located in Area II.

10 If a local community choose to relocate itself

11 somewher.a else, certainly they have that option, but we

12 believe we've fulfilled our obligation to give them a

13 capability at the Area II EOC.f_
I 1

14 MR. KANTOR: If you construct or renovate a-

15 facility for a town -- let's make this hypothetical -- and

16 as time goes by and exercises are conducted and it's

17 determined that maybe the facility could be improved or

18 perhaps it was located in another location it might better

19 serve its purpose, are there any provisions in your program

20 for addressing that?

21 MR. VARLEY: Under the existing agreement, no

22 there are not.

23 MR. KANTOR: I understand the existing letters of

24 agreement, but, again, under the program, the entire
frg
(,/ 25 program, you know, is there any allowances for any kind of

g ,
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1 situation like that, where, like I say, due to experience ,

2 gained, provisions for relocating or developing another
it

3 fac.lity?
'

4 MR. VARLEY: Well, it would be difficult for me to

5 "roject into the future, the position of the company whether

6 .'ould be in a position to, let's say, finance the ]

7 construction of another, new EOC. I wouldn't want to

8 venturc into that area, however, I do believe that the

9 existing program was adequately demonstrated in '89, based

'0 upon a lot of funds and effort that was put into giving each.

11 of the local' communities a good capability to respond.

12 -But if would be hard for me-to sit here today and

13 project _for you what the company might or might not be

. illing to do in the future, based upon a_ hypothetical. I :14 w

15 guess I wouldn't want to' preclude the company's involvement,

16 but:I certainly couldn't speak for the company's

17 considerations three, five, ten years down the road.

18 MR. KANTOR: All right, let's move on to soue

19_ specifics in the town of Carver. A big issue there has been

20 brought to our attention. I think, again, you've somewhat

21 addressed it in your earlier remarks on the maintenance

22 program. It is the pagers for the fire department there in

23 Carver. It's our understanding that the Carver Fire

24 Department is the only volunteer fire department in-the EPZ

'O 25 and the-radios they have were provided by BECO in 1982, I

l
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1 believe. They are reaching, I would say, the end of their

'(- 2 service life and need to be replaced.

3 I believe the position of the two and fire

4 department is that since these radios are required to

5 support their response to the Emergency Plan, they're

6 looking for some assistance from BECO.

7 MR. VARLEY: That's the perfect example of the

8 discussion that we were having earlier about where do we

9 provide coverage and where don't we? We've had an ongoing

10 dialogue with the town of Carver over those pagers for some

11 time, and this is one example of where it is very clear:

12 The letter of agreement clearly stipulates that

[} 13 this particular p'.ece of equipment does not fall wirt'n that

14 letter of agreement context; that the letter of agreement

15 was for equipment that was provided post '87. These pagers

16 were provided, I believe, back in '82, '83 timeframe, and I

17 understand that the plar.ners had discussions with the Fire

18 Chief.

19 The Fire Chief acknowledges that when 1390 pagers

20 were provided, ho accepted them with full responsibility

21 thet he would maintain them or replace them as they wore

22 out. Here's the perfect example of where we can't now

23 assume the entire burden of maintaining all of the local

24 communities' response equipment.,

'

25 He has had those pagars. He has known and used

.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 those pagers for some length of time. He's aware that

f 2 pieces of equipment wear out and it's incumbent epon him and

3 the local cor.munity to identify and plan for replacement of

4 emergency equipment as it wears out.

5 Again, that was provided prior to '87. The pieces

6 of equipment we provided to round out the rest of their

7 capability are the types of things that we maintain, but

8 we're not going to maintain those pieces of equipment that

9 were in place prior to that letter of agreement.

10 We recognize this need. We recognize that he

11 relies on those pieces of equipment, but he also relies on

12 fire trucks, he relies on other pieces of equipment and we

13 simply can't become a surrogate that funds the entire

14 operational capability of a fire department.

15 HR. KANTOR: I don't want to go on and belabor

16 that issue, but, of course, Carver of ficials disagree with

17 some of your points.

18 MR. PODOLALt They aren't acking for fire trucks.

19 You keep using that example.<

20 KR. ERIKSON: The leap to covering -- being a

21 surrogate for the entire emergency capability of the town is

22 probably a little more --

23 MR. VARLEY: These examples are emotional.

24 KR. ERIKSON: We understand the point and one can

25 very easily appreciate the situation that Boston Edison is

______

~ ~ '
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1 not supposed to be driven into, of mainly becoming, in

(~') |
' \' 2 effect, a means for satisfying each and every requirement of

|
3 the town to exist even without Pilgrim Station.

4 MR. VARLEY: These are the e smples of why I tried

5 to not in place a very clear structure so that we would net,

6 in the future, have to get into these kinds of difficult
,

7 issues that become emotional and I wanted to try to avoid
-

8 that by having these very clear legal understandings of ;

9 where Boston Edison's role was in this process and where the

10 local communities have an obligation to maintain their own

11 programs.

32 MR. KANTOR: I think that these agreements are a

() 13 very good idea and a very good program. I guess the issue

14 comes in on what equipment is included in those agreements,

15 which falls outside of those agreements.

16 MR. PODOLAL: You're not in the situation because

17 of a letter of agreement that you executed with someone, or

18 you're not in the situation because of the letter of

19 agreement you executed with someone. You're in this

20 situation because you're operating a power plant in this

21 area and you've got offsite planning.

22 MR. VARLEY: We understand that.

23 MR. PODOLAL: Okay.

24 MR. KANTOR: Are you aware of any other issues at

25 Carver that you've addressed?

- . --. . - - .= . - .- . .
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1 MR. SAMANot There was an issue about radios in

. 2 the AE02.
J

] 3 MR. KANTOR: In Bridgewater?

4 MR. SAMANot Yes, in Bridgewater. I think there

;

5 was -- I'm pretty sure there was a bit of a misunderstanding
j ,

6 in that area. The original design of the communications in
,

,

7 the AEOC was to provide countyvide frequency radios for uso,

d ,

f

8 by all townst that is, F1 and F2 frequencies, countywide.

9 frequencies, so that they would have the coverage throughout

| 10 Plymouth County, very wide coverage.
,

11 I think what has happened is, in looking at the

12 jacks, the antenna-jacks that are there, people have come

( 13. away with perhaps the misunderstanding that there are only
'

14 three radios there-and that two of the towns have been left
!
'

15 out. In reality, the design originally was to have pool use

16 or functional use of those radios,

i

17 There were two frequencies, F1, F2, that were
i

18 countywide and then a RACES frequency which is HAM radio 4
^| '

19 meter that was also going to be used to augment that

20 communication. I think-that what happened was that, in
.

21 looking at the-jacks, they saw three jacks and thought that

22- perhaps two of the EPZ towns had been left out. That was
|

23 not the case.

24 The configuration has changed. It has evolved,

25 but that was the original design. In fact, it still is in

i

. . . . - - -._._. . ..
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1 place.

2 MR. KANTOR: Have you gotten back to the town and

3 discussed this with the town so they understand the
e

4 situation?

5 MR. S AMANO: I'm not aware that we have or not.

6 I'd have to cal them. In fact, we've been doing some

7 research in that area to try to pull the thread and discover

8 what the original design was and why we had used that

9 configuration. In fnat, that's what we found out of our

10 correspondence ard the research that we did.

11 I'm not sure that's clear to the town of carver at

12 this point. 'a

13 MR. KANTOR: That brings up another point:
)

14 resolution of issues. Quite often, an issue is identified

15 and it isn't clear whose responsibility it is to correct or

16 the mechanism for correcting it. Some of the towns have

17 varying ideas of how the process is supposed to work as far

18 as onet an issue is identified, how you go about resolving

19 it. This is probably a good example, although we may come

20 across other ones.

21 In your program that you discussed earlier with

22 your community representatives, can you fill us in a little

23 bit on resolution of problems when something is identified?

24 MR. VARLEY: Yes. I think what you're witnessing

25 today is a unique situation in that the Task Force has come

.-
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) into the local communities and the Commonwealth within the,

2 last several months and as you're exploring issues, in some

3 cases --and I think this may be ono of them -- the question

4 is posed to you before'it's even been posed to us.

5 We're finding out that there's a question in the

6 local community through you, which then precipitates an

7 action on our part to try and figure out what is this issue,

8 what was the understanding behind how it was developed, and

9 then generate a response back. In this particular case, wo

10 have just put the pieces of the puzzle together on what was

11 it that Carver thought they understood, what was it that's

12 in place, and it is still incumbent upon us to go back and

13 explain that.

14 In certain cases, the Task Force is taking a slice

15 down through an issue and is seeing this issue in its

16 evolution rather than in its conclusion.

17 MR. ERICKSON: Functional inspectJ.pn, you know?

18 Vertical slico. We're delighted that we can be a catalyst

19 for improvement in this regard.

20 MR. VARLEY: We all are, Bob.

21 MR. KANTOR: What is the process for a town to

22 bring an issue to attention of either BECO or Civil Defense

23 people or the state of Massachusetts?

24 What is the process for identifying and resolving
,

Q 25 an issue in the past?
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1 MR. VARLEY: I think there are several mechanisms.

( 2 One, and the one that I think works best is the day to day

3 interactions between our planner that works with the local

4 community and the local community's civil Defense Director (

5 or the various agency heads that our planner meets with on a

6 frequent basis, so there is a lot of * hat dialogue that geen

7 on on a day to day basis.

8 There are other issues that may have a more global

9 implication that affect more than one community and those

10 are discussed, explored and in most cases resolved through

11 frequent meetings that are held -- we call them the Area 2

12 meetings. That is where the Area 2 Civil Defense Director

13 chairs the meeting and I believe it is every two weeks on a

14 Thursday where the various civil Defense Directors all

15 gather along with our planners and the Area 2 Civil Defense

16 Staff to discuss issues of common cor;crn. They are

17 discussed and in many cases responded to in that format.

18 Then there is the other mechanism where we receive

19 letters of communication from a community directly and then

20 we respond to those in the same formal manner so there's

21 various means by which there is an ongoing dialogue over all

22 of these issues, so I couldn't give you that there is any

23 one specific mechanism that all the issues are addressed by

24 but there are various levels of issues that are addressed in'

25 various manners.

;

I
l
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1 MR. KANTOR: Well, there seems to be a little bit

2 of a di'.. connect I guess in some of the towns as far cs the

3 process they need to go through and perhaps as a result of

4 our discussion here today it might becomo a little bit

5 clearer to some of the towns on how they might proceed.

6 Dare I mention one more issue in Carver? It's

7 been brought to our attention about the EOC recogniting

8 that BECO did provide them an EOC, a relatively new EOC. At

9 the town's request it was located where it's presently

10 located, which is part of the police station. As an example

11 of what I was talking about earlier, as a result of

12 experience in using the EOC they have identified a space

13 problem with the EOC and also perhaps some interference with

14 police station activities.

10 I think they have brought that to your attention

16 or have discussed that with Boston Edison.

17 How does your program recognize something like

18 that?

19 MR. VARLEY: Well, one, I think part of the

20 problem, the Carver experience, was an overabundance of

21 observers in that '89 exercise and it is difficult sometimes

22 to recognize that in a real event a lot of the casual

23 observers and informal observers that tend to want to flock

! 24 to all of the EOCs to see them perform create a

25 misimpression over the size and structure of the f acility.
,

|

[
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1 We experienced that ourselves in our Ecr sometimes

2 with the numbers of people that would like to observe andt

3 become involved in the evaluation process. It tends to

4 create the impression that you do not have enough space and

5 I think in Carver's case that was particularly true during
)

6 the '89 exercise.

7 In response to the ability for Carver to now enter

8 upon construction of a new EOC, I think that again would

9 fall under the realm of if that's what the town chooses to |

10 do then the town needs to budget and be prepared to do that.

11 our position is we believe that we spent a good deal of

12 money and time, laid out the facility in the location that

{}
13 they desired at that time and under their directi:n equ'pped.

14 it and prepared it to respond.

15 We recognize chat things evolved and that the

16 police station may now wish to have further room, but again

17 that needs to be part of their normal planning and 1:udgeting

18 process.

19 MR. KANTOR: Okay. I guess we could move on to

20 some specific issues in Marshfield.

21 MR. ERICKSON: While Falk is collecting his

22 thoughts, I thought what we would do is probably take a

23 break at 10:45. That would be an hour and fifteen minutes -

24 - and that would allow us another hour and fifteen minutes

O 25 before Noon and break things up a little bit.

.- - _ -- - - _ - - -
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1 MR. KANTOR An issue in Marshfield related to

() 2 equipment that has been brought to our attention -- again, a

3 ubiquitous pager problem for the emergency response

4 personnel.

5 That seems to have generated concern, attention,

in part o,f the Marshfield emergency responso personnel in6

7 the last year or two. However, the last tino we talked to

8 them they indicated that they have under their grant

9 agreement -- I'm not sure which grant agreement they were

10 referring to -- but they have certain moneys provided to

11 t'acm by Boston Edison. Since they don't have a full-time

12 djvil Defenso Director there, I believe they have money in a

13 fund. They initiated action to purchase the pagers and have

14 told u.- that they brought that to the attention of Boston

15 Edison through some letters that they submitted but the last

16 time we talked to them they hadn't heard back from Boston

17 Edison.

18 MR. VARLEY: We did respond to that letter, Falk,

19 and essentially our understanding was what they wanted to do

20 was take money that had been allocated for the civil defense

21 staff position and draw upon some of those funds to acquiro

22 a pager system to enhance their capability. In our response

23 letter, and we can make a copy of that available to you if

24 you would like, but escontially what we told them in that wo

' A) have no ability to preclude them doing that with thosek, 25

.
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f 1 funds, however that they needed to recognize that those

2 funds were provided to ensure that they had staff there to

3 maintain their program and we would continue to support

| 4 funding of those staff positions but that if they fell short
;

j 5 because of drawing upon that fund for equipment purposes

l' 6 then we weren't in a position that we would make up that -

e

! 7 difference, so it is up to them. They have a pot of money
!

). 8 that we have given them because we think they need a full-

9 time civil defense staff position to maintain their program.

| 10- If they choose to use that for another purpose we

I
11 can't preclude that expenditure but we will not make up that

12 difference to ensure that they have that staff position.

i

13 MR. ERICKSON: Let me interject for a moment.

! 14 The microphones that we have on the table are
:
'

15 designed to pick up our conversations for the record. They

16 are not designed to amplified for the benefit of any

17 observers who might be here.

18 Out of some courtesy to persons who have an

19 interest and who are present, it might be helpful if we were

20 to project our voices a little bit more.

21 I don't know whether you can hear me there. Of

22 course the purpose of this meeting is not really to address
L

23 the public directly but we certainly don't want you to be

24 shut out of this session. You're here and you should be

25 able to hear.

. - __ __ __ _ _ _
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1

,
1 Also, of course, the transcript of, the entire

)0 2 transcript of this proceeding will be available to the
,

3 public so if you missed something in the conversation you'll
,

4 be able to catch it in'the transcript.

5 I'm sorry to make this point, but --

6 MR. KANTOR: Continuing on with some Marshfield

; 7 equipment issues. We've identified that the Harbor Master

8 -- there's been some equipment identified as being required
'

9 by the Harbor Master. Can you give me your views on where
.

10 that stands?

11 MR. HARTNETT: Yes. At Christmastime the Harbor

] 12 Master received his base station and -- chargers. It has

- 13 been delivered.

14 MR. KANTOR: Is there any other equipment that the

15 Harbor Master feels he needs, has been identified that you

16 are aware of?

17 MR. HARTNETT: No, none outstanding.

18 MR. KANTOR: Then there have been several items of
i

19 equipment, almost miscellaneous -- phone lines in the EOC, a

20. thermostat in the EOC, a fax machine that doesn't work when

21 it's too cold or too humid -- a bunch of issues like that

22 which have been characterized as sort of start-up issues or

23 they accepted their EOC and it wasn't maybe 100 percent

24 complete and ready.

25 These things seem to have been dragging on for

|.
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1 some period of time. It's been maybe two years since tho
.

2 EOC has been completed and could you provide us where you

3 think they stand now on those type of issues?

4 MR. VARLEY I guess I am now aware of anything

5 specifically related to thermostats or fax machines.

6 Part of what we have given each of the communities

7 is a mechanism by which they can bring to our attention-all

8 of those types of concerns and it's pretty extensive program

9 that they can identily needs and again through the local

10 community reps, they're there on a daily basis to provide

11 that communication link, so I am not sure that --

12 MR. KANTOR: Well, let's ask-your community

() 13_ representative, is he aware of any issues?4

14 MR. HARTNETTt Going back to the pager issue, I

15 did deliver 33 pagers for their emergency response

16 organization so they do have 32 pagers. They do have

17 encoder system. On the thermostat issue, as you know, the

18 Civil Defense Director is part-time and I believe the

19 thermostats are set for when the staff is there, which is

20 roughly nine in the morning until eleven or twelve, so it's

21 set so it will shut off when it is not in use -- so a three

22 o' clock in the afternoon meeting or a seven o' clock meeting,'

4

23 it may be cold -- it's just recomputing the thermostat.

24 They don't have nine to five hours so the

kO'

25 thermostat is set for the time when the staff is there,
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1 roughly between nine in the morning and Noon.

( ) 2 MR. KANTOR: I don't want to belabor the

3 thermostat issue, but just using an example of some minor

4 problems or equipment --

5 MR. HARTNETT -- fax machine -- I think they

6 have a problem with the fax machine, the Boston Edison and

7 equipment repair personnel and I believe remedied that to

8 the satisfaction of the Civil Defense Director.

9 MR. VARLEY: As a matter of fact, I think I have a

10 letter from the Civil Defense Director that indicates she

11 was very appreciative of the response that we have provided,

12 that Mr. Tinn was involved in during the unusual event of

13 January lith, so I guess I am getting a different sense than

14 perhaps you're getting that the local community is not

15 satisfied.

16 MR. KANTOR: About the phone lines, I don't want

17 to characterize it they are dissatisfied. I'm just saying

18 they have these issues that they are trying to resolve.

19 MR. VARLEY: We have undertaken a very

20 comprehensive, elaborate program and I think you're always

21 going to see that there are some issues that are being

22 worked on.

23 I think the real question is whether we are being

24 responsive to those issues and whether we've got a mechanism

k
\ 25 in place through our staff members --

. _ ..... 7
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! 1 MR. KANTORt That is a real question, a very good

10
| 2 question.
i

! 3 MR. PODOLAKt And also, Ron, our first string of '

b
| 4 meetings were in early' November, and late November, so we
|

5 are bringing up issues that were of that time and the fact i
3

!
! 6 that they have been remedied in the meantime is information
1

[ 7 which we need. Hearing it from you is helpful to us and
1

| 8 we'll go back and confirm it. |
.

9 That's really the purpose of this meeting, no some

i .

10 of these issues are months old.; ;

11 MR. ERICKSON: This is really a clarifying 3

i
'

i 12 meeting. Obviously all of the work that we have done so far

() 13 in gathering information has been fruitful but there are

14 gaps and there are clarifications and that's what we are

15 concerned with here primarily.
4

16 I think this might be a good in time for us to
,

17 . take a -- just a moment.

18 Bob-Trojanowski has a question.

1
~

19 MR. TROJAN 0WSKI: I'd like to get back to the

20 grant agreement account, and that's the way Marshfield

:- 21. officials r9fer-to it.

22 We have numerous meetings since last November and

f - 23 Tna talked about issues that shouldn't take much to fix and

24 they're not big items, just telephone lines, fax lines,

f

25 pagers.

4
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i
: 1 We hear words like BECO recognizes the problem, +

() 2 BEco made a commitment to fix it but then we get into a

3 meeting on January 30th and the magical solution seems to be
4

6

4 4 well, we'll fix it through the grant agreement and so I
! 1

] 5 guess my question to you in that a legal expenditure on

6 their part? Do you expect them to come to you each time

7 tney wish to draw from that account and if it is a legal
[

8 expenditure, why did we go through two or three months of
,

9 identifying these as issues for which there is no solution

10 and then all of a sudden thc solution just falls out.

11 MR. VARLEY: In this particular case, as I said,

i

12 out understanding was that they were going to go to a grant
a

j 13 agreement where we provide funds for them to staff a civil ;

14 defense position and use that money instead to buy'

,

15 equipment. And our response was that we could not preclude

16 them from doing that, however, we would not make up that
;

17 difference should they decide to fund a full-time civil
f

18 defense staff position.

19 So in terms of is it legal or is it not legal, I'd

20 have to defer to the company attorneys and the town's

21 attorneys on the use of that funds for something other than

22- what the legal agreement was set up for.

23 MR. TROJAN 0WSKI: Do you expect them. to request,

24 or at least tell you each time they use the --

i 'O
| v 25 MR VARLEY: I don't know that I can respond to

I

L..= . . -- . . . - _ . . . - . - -. :n==: :::: : :-_:. 2._ _ ,
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1 that. Again, we provide funds so that they can have a

l) 2 person there. If they choose not to have a person, which I

3 think is a mistake, and instead use it to buy equipment to

4 further their town's program in some area, then when that

5 money is gone, the money is gone.

6 MR. ERICKSON: Well, thank you. Let's take a 15-

7 minute break.

8 (Brief recess.)

9 MR. ERICKSON: We'll continue, then, the

10 discussion and questioning by Falk Kantor, who is the leader

11 of Field Team Number 1 of the task force.

12 MR. KANTOR: I'd like to now move on to the host

13 school issue-in Marshfield, recognizing that you do not

14 speak for the state or the town of Marshfield. But can you

15 provide us your understanding of where that host school

16 issue now stands regarding Marshfield?

17 MR. VARLEY: Currently, the criminal Justice

18 Training Center in Needham serves as the host school for

19 Marshfield students, through the use of a Governor's

20 Executive Order. Both the Criminal Justice Training Center
j

21 and the Executive Order process are in the applicable

22 procedures for the town of Marshfield and the Commonwealth.

23 And in fact, I believe in the May, 19wo remedial exercise,

24 that capability was demonstrated. I think there was one

25 ARCA.that was identified during that remedial exercise to be

1

_-_ ~ - --- - -- - - -'
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1 addressed. But I believe that the Criminal Justice Training4

2 center, the Executive order is what is presently in place in'

'

3 the town of Marshfield and I believe that is what the state

4 and Marshfield will re'ly on should there be an accident at
.

5 Pilgrim presently.
4

6 We were involved in working with the Town of*

7 Marshfield in what could best be described as their desire,

8 to move the host, the evacuating children to one of their,

9 own existing schools in the town of Marshfield. I believe>

'
1
'

10 it was Furnace Brook. However, we had correspondence from

11 the Commonwealth that indicated they were not satisfied with

12 that process, that was rather straightforward in asking us;

()_ 13 to step aside while they worked with the local community to

14 resolve that issue.

15 I do know that the state has had at least one

16 meeting with the principal agencies involved in "arshfield

17 to resolve that issue, but at this point,_our planners are

18 not involved in the resolution of that issue with the Town >

19 of Marshfield. And perhaps the state is a better' source of

20 information on the resolution of that issue.

-21 MR. KANTOR: About the use of the Needham schools

22 as a host school for Marshfield, what is your understanding

23 of that?

24- MR. VARLEY: Again, I would be guessing at this

t-

25 point, and I would rather not, as"to what process the town

L
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j. 1 and Massachusettr 'ivil Defense Agency are embarked upon in

) terms of the long-term resolution at issue. I do know that2
4

'

i 3 the town of Duxbury and the Needham School District have
!

J
; 4 completed a process whereby the school children from Duxbury
;

$ 5 will go to Needham schools. But in terms of Marshfield's

6 involvement in that process, I couldn't say.

; 7 MR. KANTOR: There has been some preliminary

8 discussion in Marshfield as far as doing monitoring and

i s

i 9 decontamination if necessary at the Furnace Brook school,
!

; 10 one they would prefer to use as the host school. Have you

11 been involved in any of the planning for that, or any

12 discussions for that?

13 MR. VARLEY: No, not that I'm aware of, no.
}

14 MR. KANTOR: And also some preliminary discussion ,

i

15 of possibly relocating other schools from Marshfield in the
.I

I 16 event of an emergency to host schools.

17 Have you been involved in any discussions or

18 planning for that?'

19 MR. VARLEY: Again, we were involved in all of

20 those types of planning elements months ago. But with the-

21 letter from the Commonwealth asking that we withdraw from

22 supporting the town of-Marshfield in that area, we have not-

23 been involved in that planning process for several months at

|(
24 least, and I couldn't speak as to the current planning

I

25 thinking between the town of Marshfield and Massachusetts

._.-._..__._,...._.~.._._._._.._.-.._=n=_. . .:_r.= .-. _ . . _ _ , . - . . . , _ . _ . - . _
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1 civil Defense Agency in that area.

() 2 MR. KANTORt There has also been some discussion

3 in Marshfield about possible expansion of the emergency

4 planning zone.

5 could you provide us your position on expansion of

6 the EPZ in Marshfield?

7 MR. VARLEY: Yes. I believe that the current

8 emergency planning zone boundaries are sufficient, one, to

9 satisfy the criteria that NUREG-0654 envisioned in using
e

10 geopolitical boundaries. I honestly believe that an

11 expansion of the EPZ to include the rest of the town of

12 Marshfield will be detrimental to the health and safety of

13 the public by drawing upon resources to address an area a

14 significant distance away from the plant, where those

15 resources are needed closer in to the plant. I believe that

16 there is adequate level of health and safety protection

17 provided by the existing EPZ and all the existing resources

18 that are called upon to provide for transportation,

19 monitoring, and decontamination, et cetera are much better

20 suited to focusing on that area that would be of risk rather

21 than expanding the EPZ and diluting those resources to

22 address an area that clearly falls well beyond the ten-mile

23 emergency planning zone.

24 MR. KANTOR: Have all discussions of expansion of

:

25 the EPZ included all the town or has there been any'

1
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|

f I discussions on perhaps extending the EPZ on the order of a

() 2 mile or two cr several miles, something less than

.

J 3 encompassing the full town of Marshfield?

| 4 KR. VARLEY: .There have been very few meetings
1

4 5 that I have attended on expansion of the EPZ, and I believe

: 6 in all of those meetings the intent was to include all of
i

i 7 the town of Marshfield. -

0 KR. KANTOR: Okay. The next issue I'd like to
..

9 adf.ress is the planning for Saquish-Gurnet.

10' There waa recently a coordination meeting between
.

11 - Duxbury, Plymouth Civil Defense Director, Harber Masters,
'

12 representatives of the Gurnet-Saguish Association, and al2o
i

13 Boston Edison community representatives.i

. 14 And at that meeting, it was discussed for pisnning
i --

15 purposes the possibility of a population of three to five
,

16 thousand_ persons on Saquish that might need or could te

17 involved in evacuation. And the thrust of the meetirq was

18 to coordinate for that event.

19 Have there been any followup meetings to that

20 initial, or the coordination meeting that took place several

f 21 weeks ago?
!

22 MR. VARLEY: I believe there was an additional

| -

'

23 meeting that was held in our offices since that meeting. I

| 24 wasn't in attendance. Ron, were you in attendance?

) 25 MR. MARKOVICH: There was another meeting en '

.

4
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1 January 31 between the Duxbury and Plymouth officials, and

j 2 Barney Yetman and Bill Leonardi are community

3 representatives. And you could have them speak as far as

4 the details of that particular meeting.

5 MR. KANTOR: Could you summarizs what took place,

6 and what progress occurred at that metting?

7 MR. YETMAN: Hit I'm Barney Yetman. What

8 basict.1,1y happened was that at our first meeting there were

9 some ittsues that were brought out that we had addressed,

10 that we addressed with Saquish Association at the Boston

11 Edison offices. After that, we had a follow-up meeting on

12 January 31 which we got together again with the Saquish-

13 Gurnet Association along with the Conservation Department to

14 actually, to deal with each other's procedure and to talk

15 about other issues, basically the issues on procedure as |

16 well as training.

17 MR. KANTOR; What population number is being used

18 as a planning basis at this point in timo?

19 MR. VARLEY: I think ETE currently identifies 650-

20 some-odd people as the planning basis for response actions

21 at that site.

22 We have continued to be puzzled by the figure of

23 _three to five thousand. We've made it clear on several

24 occasions that we have done flyover studies of that area,
t

25 aerial photography has been taken of that area, and

-_- _
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i

1 somewhere in neighborhood of 600 to maybe 1,000 people at

j 2 best could be identified. We're a bit mystii' led by the

3 3,000 to 5,000 figure. And I think we've always told any

4 of the planning entities that we work with if they can bring

i 5 us documentation that would substantiate those figures, then

| 6 the planning should be based upon the most recent documented
;

7 figures. But there has never been any documentation brought

8 forward that would suggest that there actually are three to

9 five thousand people in that area.
;

'

10 MR. KANTOR: So your view is that the number of

11 people is as reflected in the ETE study and not as presented

12 in the recent coordination meetings?

13 MR. VARLEY: That would be our position.

14 We have to plan upon what we know to be hard.

'

15 facts. And we have asked, as I've said, other agencies if

16 they have other data that f.s more recent and more factual,r

4 17 to bring that forward, so that it can be incorporated into

18 the ETE or other planning bases. But a lot of the figures

19 that we've seen towards saquish-Gurnet have been one's

20 impression of the numbers of people.

21 MR. KANTOR: Would it be possible to do some sort

22 of a study over a period of time to really establish what

23 population might be there, for example, with the cooperation

24 of the Gurnet-Saquish Association, doing a study of the
V̂

25 number of people that go through their gate ever a season's

,
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i i period, something along that order.

2 MR. VARLEY: Again, if they have something that
i

) 3 they can bring to us trat is of greater relevance, more
i

|- 4 clear facts than what'we've been able to provide by aerial
' '

.

j 5 photographs and counting the population. We've also looked
,

6 at the land use data that's available in Plymouth Tax

7 Assessor's Of fice in terms of the number of houses, et

6 cetera.

! 9 So we have always tried to take the position that
1

10 you go to the sources of the most factual information and

11 make your planning based upon those sources of facts. And

! 12 as I've said to date, those are the best facts that we've

13 had available to us to plan from.
:(

I
. 14 MR. KANTOR: What if all the other individuals or

*
1

15 organizations involved in planning determine that the higher

16 number is more appropriate? Where do you come out then?

17 MR. VARLIY:. Well, I guess if you're asking me do
,

18 you plan based upon speculation or perception or based upon ;

19 the most current data that you can generate, we tend to err

I 20 towards the kind of data that you can put your hands around,

21- what are the facts?

22 Is it based upon aeri.nl photographs? Is it based4

'

23 upon gate receipts that show people traversing an area? Is

:
24 it based upon a facility administrator's numbers of people

O
| 25 that he has housed in his building?
i

|

|
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1 If we were to try to design a program that relied

.

)4 2 on everyone's perception of what the numbers would be, I am
a

3 not sure that we would be productively involved in the
I

i' 4 planning process.
1

5 MR. KANTOR: Concerning the tidal flooding issue

f 6 on Saquish, have you done any independent studies or
,

7 analysis of the frequency and duration of flooding on

* - 8 Saguish?
l

i 19 KR. VARLEY: We have had our planners out there on .l
i 1

|-

'

;- 10 numerous occasions at lunar high tides to see first hand the

11 conditions, and in fact, I believe one of our planners was'

{ 12 involved in one of the more recent meetings where they saw a '

j 13 videotape of the ilooding at Saquish-Gurnet, and it tended

L :14: to corroborate what our planners have found all along, that

15' there is a peak. period of a couple of hours at each tidal

16 shift during lunar high tides that inundates the roadways in*

,

j 17 several locations to a couple of feet deep._
i

18 We have not commissioned any specific studies,,

19- because'we have not felt that that flooding issue is a

L 20 central issue to.the evacuation of Saguish-Gurnet.

21 MR. KANTOR: But you did at one time propose a

I 22- cutover road through the dunes between the Marsh Road and
i.

23 Beach Road?
I

| 24 MR. VARLEY: That's correct.
*

1
i.-

25 KR. KANTOR: And I understand that that proposal

|-

_ _.
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1 was not acceptable to the residents out there because of

g 2 their concern over erosion of the beach dunes.

3 Have you made any other proposals, other than that

4 one cutover proposal?

5 MR. VARLEY: We think that, one, clearly, the

6 cutover itself was not necessarily needed, that there are

7 various forms of egress from that area, even during the

8 flooding situation, that the very nature of the flooding

9 does not preclude them from evacuating, either driving

10 through the flooded road area other than for a short period

11 of time, when I believe the water would preclude four-wheel-

12 drive vehicles from passing through there, but certainly, it

13 that were the case, they could walk around that area. Therei

O 14 are also sheltering options that would be available for

15 those people.

16 So, we don't see the flooded roads, for the length

17 of time that they are flooded, to be a major unsurmountable

18 object to the evacuation of that area, anymore so than

19 roadways would be if it were during a heavy snowstorm.

20 Recognizing that they were concerned about it,

21 recognizing that there were sections of that road that could

22 be connected to bypass the flooding by putting a cut-in

23 across the dunes, we feel that we have been more than

24 responsible to addressing their cone-rn.

() 25 We understand they are concerned about the erosion

. - - - -
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q 1 by putting that cut through there, but it was my

A( ) 2 understanding the people that did the engineering for thatj ,

.3' addressed the issue of further erosion by the planting ofj

|

4 beach grasses, etcetera, and that that road shout.dn't be

5 used exc6v. during an emergency, so that there wouldn't be

6 traffic to ..Ar down that particular area.

7 MR. KANTOR: You just mentioned there was some

8 study of the erosion potential and planting of beach
,

4

9 grasses. Do you have any documentation or any reference to

10 any kind of study like that?

11 - MR. VARLEY: We had a firm that worked on putting ;

12 that cut across the dunes and outlining the type of

-13 engineering and roadwork that would be done.,-

14 I don't know what's available in our files to

15. support that, but I know we did have an engineering study

16 come out, an engineering group come out and look at that cut

17 across the dunes and tell us what it would take to do that,
,

18- and as'I recall, in our discussions during that time period,

-- 19 there was talk about the concern that would arise about

20 possible erosion if you cut through that dune, and the

-- 21 -response that I got at that time was the way you deal with

22 that is by planting beach grass, etcetera, and that you also

23 rope that area off, so that it is not constant vehicle
<

24 traffic but that it is inviolate except in such times as an
I

f

% 25 emergency when that road would have to be used.
,

,

|
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1 MR. KANTOR: How about the Marsh Road referred to?

2 There was some discussion about the feasibility and

3 potential environmental impact of upgrading that route,

4 road.

5 Do you have any documentation of the feasibility

6 of upgrading that road and/or the difficulty in obtaining

7 environmental permission to construct a road like that?

8 MR. VARLEY: I don't know that we went in and did

9 an analysis of the length of that roadway and determined

10 what_the impact would be. We'd have to go back in our files

11 and search. I couldn't say, sitting here today.

12 MR. VANTOR: All right. We might want 'co follow

13 up with you on that.

|14 Let me just ask, on Clark's Island, who represent

15 Clark's Island? Who do you deal with when you talk about

16 Clark's Island or plan for Clark's Island? Is there an

17 association out there or a representative?

18 MR. VARLEY: I'm not sure that there is. I don'tv

19 think there is a group like the Saquish-Gurnet owners

'

20 Association for Clark's Island.

21- .MR. KANTOR: You're not aware of any individual or

22 group out there that represents them.

23 MR. VARLEYt That represents the body of people

24 that are out there? Not that I am aware of, no.

25 MR. KANTOR: All right. I guess, at this point in

:

~ ~ ~
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1 time,.I don't have any further questions on Saguish-Gurnet,

) 2 other_than to say_that there does seem to be a wide

3- -discrepancy between their perception of what the situatien

4 is there and what you have represented here. Let's leave it

5 go at that for the time being.

6 Bob, I think that's all I have at the present

7 time.

8 MR. 'IRICKSON: Okay.

9 I ',hink we wanted to pursue some questions along

10 the transpectation matters.

11 Aby, were you prepared to address those?

12 MR. MAHSENI: Thank you, Bob.

- 13 We have met with local officials and with the
g

14 states in trying to explore the issues surrounding the

15- transportation of the special-needs population, the general

16 population, and schools and other facilities, and Tae have

17 basically come up with certain questions that need to be

18 addressed.

19 We understand that the State or the Commonwealth

20 of Massachuscets is ultimately responsible to ensure

21 adequate transportation to be provided for the

22 implementation of a protective action.

23 We also understand that transportation resources

-24 are provided through a significant effort by BECO. BECO is

25 the source, if you will, of identifying transportation

,
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1

Ygg.

1 providers and. ensuring that those transportation providers

- 2 will enter into a letter of agreement with the Commonwealth

3 to provide those resources for EP planning.

4 So, therefor'e, we will preface whatever

5 information we get from BECO today with the understanding-

6 that, ultimately, it is really the Commonwealth and MCDA

7 that has the final word on the adequacy of transportation

8 resources.

9 -Let me start by asking you to explain, if you

10 will, procedures that you use or are being used by whichever

11 agency to update the facility population figures that are

12 currently used in transportation matrix.

13 MR. VARLEY: Karen, do you want to answer that

14 ' question?

15 MS, SULLIVAN: Just to clarify the procedures that

16 are currently in place to update the transportation numbera

17 for identification of facilities right now, there is right

18 now an administrative procedure that is being developed.

19 It's in draft form. It's AP-08 for MCDA, MCDA Area 2, and

20 the EPZ towns.

21 This administrative procedure allows for interim

22 identification of facilities and the appropriate-numbers and

23 types-of vehicles that are identified by that facility in

24 order to effect an evacuation, should that recommendation

25 come from the Governor.

__ _
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1. MR. SAMANot I.think one of the things, Mr.

\-s' - 2 Mahseni, that we have discussed in the past is the fact that

3 the methodology for updating facility populations has not

4' changed.

5 Since we first embarked on this planning in mid'-

6 87, we realized that there was a great number of resources,

7 transportation resources, that would be required should we

8- ever have an evacuation at Plymouth -- or at Pilgrim, should

9 I say?

10 'So, what we did is we tried to identify all of the

11- special facilities, all the facilities which would have

12 personnel, the public that would need transportation at that

3[ } 13 time.

14 We used the ETE as a source document, evacuation

15 time estimate as a source document, to help determine such

16 things as percentage of the population or the number of

17 p'eople in the public who.would not have transportation the

18 -day of the accident, typically.

19- We went to the office of Children in the State to

20 identify numbers of schools, numbers of day cares, to try to

12 1 capture all of the facilities, such as schools, day cares,

2 ?. nursing homes, hospitals, facilities of that nature, so that

23 --we could capture all the facilities in one place.

24 Then we embarked on a mission to try to identify !

'

25 the peak population for each one of those facilities. We

l

l

.

. _ _ -- . _ _ . ._. _ _ _ _ .
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1 never went with typical' population but with a peak

() 2 population, so they would be most conservative;

3 conservative, that is -- it would be a greater number that

4 we would have to deal with.

O We did that in '87. We did that in '88. We have

6 done it every year. The only thing that has changed is the

7 formality or the documentation of that methodology.

8 In the beginning, the matrix that you have seen, I

9 think, the transportation matrix that you have seen, served

10 as the documentation for those populations.

11 Because populations come and go as they do --

12 nursing homes may open and close, day cares may open and

13' 'close -- we.have tried to formalize that through some data-_[)
14 collection forms, and they're the same data-collection forms

15 that are utilized in the IPs during the emergency to re-

16 validate or to' verify those numbers. So, we went, in
,

17 practice, to using those forms.

18 A further iteration or a further formality

19 development was the use of the AP-08. AP-08 is an

20- administrative procedure that was drafted for the towns to

21 ha,1p formalize the documentation of the source of these

22 -numbers, numbers such as school census, numbers such as

23 nursing-home population, day care, things of that_ type.

24 So, what we have tried to do is we hava tried to

25 preserve the methodology. The elements don't change. We

-
. . . -_ . - _. - _ .
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1 have to identify the number of people and then identify the

C,
2 number of resources necessary to help those people.

3 The formality has changed. We have gotten-more

4 and more and more formally about where we get the numbers,

5 how we identify them, how we document, and where the source.

6 document is that feeds into the transportation matrix -- the

7 matrix being, I guess, the point at which both the need and

8 the resource come together. That's, I think, in a nutshell,

9 the process or the methodolog- foe trying to update and j

10 ascertain the resources and the needs that are nocessary,

11 I haven't touched upon the transportation

12 resources. That was only the need in the population.
.

j ) 13 MR. VARLEY: If I can expand on that for a moment,

14 this is an area that I think brings up a point that I wanted

15 to make sometime today, and that is that we, as the planners

16 in Boston Edison, don't feel that this program is complete

17 .yet, until there is a set of administration procedures'that

18 the local communities, the Commonwealth, and Boston Edison

-19 have to ensure-that-these-kinds of-things are done on a very

20-- specific and frequent basis. Our planners are still in the

.21 process of working to develop those administrative

22 procedures to put in place a formalized mechanism for

23 maintaining the program into the future.

- What I saw when I arrived three years ago was, a
vO

24

25 lot of these things were done on an ad hoc basis. The

- _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 numbers in the schools -- sometimes the town would have the

2 most current figures; other times, they didn't, and so their
)

3 plans and procedures didn't reflect the most current

4 available figures. What we're striving to try and do is to

5 develop a set of administrativo procedures that the local

6 communities, the Commonwealth, and Ron's offsite planners

7 can have to ensure that, on an annual basis, they go out and

8 they identify all of these sources, it gets captures in a

9 formalized mechanism, and that then gets turned into a

10 procedural revision process.

11 I think some of the questions that we've seen

12 spring up most recently are again because of the vertical

13 slice that the task force takes in looking at the program

14 today: that numbers of -- let's say numbers of buses that

15 go to one school in the planner's documents in preparing

16 for, let's say, an area 2 procedures are different from the

17 numbers of buses that the local community's procedure

18 expects * o have arise because they're in the middle of that

19 revision process where they've revised an area 2 procedure

20 but not necessarily the tcwn procedure yet. I questioned my

21 staff about that because I was concerned about, Well, gee,

22 does that mean we're less safe than we were before? The

23 response that came back -- and I'm convinced it's true -- is

24 that, No, because ultimately what happens, one, in the event

( ) 25 of a real emergency is that the procedures call for each

|

|

__
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1 local community to verify at the time of the event that in

2 fact this school needs this number of buses. That's done on

3 a one-to-one link at the time of the emergency. That pool

4 of resources is available. In fact, the pool of resources

5 is greater than the identified need for the maximum amount

6 of population in the local EPZs, so we're assured that

7 there's always enough resources, and we're assured that, at

8 the time of the event, there's a one-to-one discussion that

9 occurs between those people who need the transportation and

10 those people who are providing the transportation.

11 What we are still trying to refine and put in

12 place is a process that updates the local procedures as

13 quickly as we find out that a new school has come into

14 existence or that a nursing home has gone out of buainess,

15 but that is a procedural subtlety that we're still trying to

16 work on to refine to make it as immediately responsive as

17 possible. But when you take a vertical slice and try to

18 look at it presently, you may see that there are

19 discrepancies, because that administrative program is not

20 fully in place yet.

21 MR. MAHSENI: We realize that it is a big effort

22 to try to get a handle on all the aspects of transportation

23 needs and resources and be able to mobilize them in a timely

24 manner. We appreciate the effort that has gone into it so
I

| 25 far. We're trying to address at this time where in the

i

- _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ . - _
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1 current system-there might be weaknesses that may-ultimately

() 2 result in less than an adequate mobilization of resources.

3- To that end, we-reviewed the process, and our

4- understanding is the following -- and I'd like you to

5- confirm or explain if our understandiny.is somewhat-flawed.
.

6: The transportation matrix is currently a document
r

7 that includes the information gained from various components

8 who would need transportation,. including schools, general

9 . population, camps, nursing homes, and any special facility

10 that might need, within a 10-mile EpZ, the kind of

11 specialized transportation.- It includes that information;

12 -it also includes the-sources of-these transportation

13 -providers. That's where they come together. Based on this3

'

14- matrix, which defines the needs, letters of agreement are

15' sought.with transportation providers to match the needs.
!

16 Then thusr. '.etters of agreement are fed back into this

17 matrix,-if.you will -- If I'm wrong, explain-to me.

-18 MR.'SAMANO: No. -What you are saying is

19 reflecting that correctly.

20 MR. KAHSENI:- Okay.

21; MR. .SAMANO: You have the need, which are the

22_ people out in the field who need help, who need

12 3 transportation;'and then you have the transportation LOAs,

24- which reflect which transportation resources are available.

() 25 And the matrix is the one point where you see that

__ _- - . _ - _ _ _ _
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1 correlation.

r
( 2 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. So you have the ETE

3 information -- evacuation time estimate information --

4- schools, camps --

5 MR. SAMANO: Day cares.

6 MR. MAHSENI: -- day cares, what have you, that

7 feed into the matrix and become the need column.

8 MR. SAMANO: Yes.

9 MR. MnHSENI: Then you embark on seeking LOAs.

10 Those LOAs find their way back into the matrix in another

11 column.

12 MR. SAMANO: True.

(~ 13 MR. MAHSENI: And you have to match those needs.

(
14 MR. SAMANO: And we have a pretty good feel -- Go

15 ahead.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Yes. Let me finish. -6

17 Then, from that point on, the matrix becomes a

18 source of information for your implementing procedures, all

19 the-towns --

20 MR. SAMANO: No. No, it doesn't.
s

21 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

22 MR. SAMANO: There's a difference between the
,

23 planning phase and the implementation phase of the emergency

24 -- the planning, that is, versus the response. The response
,OT
(m / 25 is separate from this. We lay everything in place, but it
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1 is transparent to the responders. It is not apparent to the

2 responders. When.a responder in the EOC picks up the
'

| '3 procedure and goes through, they have-a worksheet that says.

4 Verify _-population -- verify-school population; ' verify
-

; 5 nursing home population. And in fact they do; they verify

6 that population. Then they call it up to the coordinative

7 point in area 2.

8 Area 2 is doing the same thing. They are

9 verifying the transportation numbers. They are verifying

10 the resources. It comes up to area.2 -- and this is in the

=11 response phase, not in the planning phase, but in the

12 response phase. They coordinate that effort during the

13 response, and they revalidate or verify the planning basis.

14 But the document itself is not apparent. It is not used or

.15 seen_or manipulated by anyone during the response.

16 MR. MAHSENI: I understand that. The question was

17= not, during-the response. I'm talking about the system in
,

18 place as it stands now. The matrix becomes the source of<-

19 information to upgrade the implementing procedures. Say,
,

20 for example, here are a list-of facilities --

21 :MR. SAMANO: That's right.

'22 MR. MAHSENI: -- with these kinds of population an

123 a default. Of course, during the event,-as you correctly
,

24 stated, they will pick up the phone-and establish contact

25 with those facilities to ascertain that the latest numbers, ,

-

. _ __ .. - . -- - -
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1-- the real; numbers that are actual'ly there are being met'with

2 the resources that they are going to mobilize for that

I3 purpose.-

s

4 MR. SAMANO: .Right._

5: MR.~MAHSENI: And there are default numbers

6- somewhere in the implementing procedures.

7 MR. SAMANO: Max numbers.

8- MR. MAHSENI:. They're called default numbers, I

9 noticed.

10- MR. SAMANO: And the basis for the default numbers-

11- - are maximum numbers.

12' MR.-MAHSENI: Okay.

13 We :found in our review that the implementing

14 procedures do not reflect -- they are default numbers, not

15 the actual numbers, because that we will never know until-

16 somebody picks up.the phone-and tries to establish contact

17 -- those default numbers do not agree across the board. In

18 .other words, one' implementing procedure at the town level
'

- 19, has o'ne default-number -- and I have examples-of that - -and

20; another implementing procedure at area 2 might have_another

-21| default ? number that_ may not necessarily -j ive with what the

-_ 2 2 town has.- That in turn may not jive with the actual matrix
,

p |23T that-we have in terms of, here's the snapshot picture of the

24 maximum capacity. If default. numbers are the maximum

'25 numbers, they should agree.

_ - ._ __ - . - . __ _ . ___
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1. We_do not see an agreement across the board. We
_

{} 2 have noted several discreppncies -- not many, a few

3 -discrepancies here and there. I think you have explained ,

-4 that.up front, that those procedures are not in place yet,

5, but did you want to elaborate on that further? If you're

6 relying so heavily on actual numbers to be drawn during-the

7 event, what role, what significance do these default numbers

8 have in this whole process in the system?

9 MR. SAMANO: The default number is a number that

10 you can use'as a basis, a starting point. It's'a good

11 number because it's a very conservative -- that is, a large

12 -- number. What we're finding -- and this is true

13 throughout process -- is that the transportation area, a

14 very complex, convoluted area, it changes on a daily basis.

15 Transportation LOAs, populations change. Part of what we're

16. doing in AP-08, the design and development of AP-08, is to

17 sequence the right-kinds of revisions so that you get a

18 trickle-down effect from the matrix to all of-the IPs in the

19 most efficient manner.

20 The example that comes to mind is that the school

21 -- census population comes out every October, November. That's

22 what the school population, the census,.comes out. If you

23 wait and use that as a trigger point, then a lot of your

24 numbers -- most of the numbers -- fal^ aut very

i( ) 25 consecutively and very effectively. One of the things that

6

:.-..,.-~.. - w y _ , -- -'f
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1 we're trying to do in AP-08 is ensure that-we do not start
-

I''T 2_ the rev process until we have the school census numbers, and
V

3_ lt minimizes rework of the procedures, and it minimizes

4 procedures being out of rev with each other, out of synch

5 with each other,

6 In looking at the procedures that we have in

? place, the transportation procedures that we use to try to

8 gather the information, we always try to take a worst case.

9 That is, if they have this number and we have this number,

10 would we have enough resources? Because of the -- I don't

11 want to say slack, but excess -- that is built into the

12 program, we felt that, even if we had many errors through

13 the system, you have a large enough pool of resources to
i
'

14- draw upon. But we recognize that, because the

15 transportation area changes -- and this is not an

16 exaggeration -- on a daily basis, it is very difficult to

17 have that dynamic of a system which reflects it instantly.

18 That's what we are trying to do with the AP-08,
,

19 and of course the interior procedures that_we have, the EP

20- procedures-that we have, is to try to fine-tune that so that

21 we're always ahead of that curve and not getting behind it

22 . periodically.

23 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. There was a follow-up

24 question on the point that you raised earlier.

()' 25 There's a one-to-one contact established with

_ - . . . - . .- =
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1 particular. facilities.. Whc exactly contacts each of those

(') 2 facilities, and how much time ioes it take to cover the

3 whole list of facilities, and is that a process that has --

4 MR. SAMANot It depends on the facility, of

5- course, but a good example is schools. The school

6 representative would come inta the town EOC, and then,

7 depending on the categorization or the classification level,.

8 each principal would then open their own procedures and

9 start on that work, so-that, as you're walking through the'

10 classifications -- alert, site, general -- everyone is

11 -working on the same kind of task. What happens at that

,12 point is, the representative in the EOC calls out to the

13 school.- The principal at the school is not caught cold, if;O
14 you will.- He has been working in this procedure and trying

15 to assimilate that information to provide it.'

16 MR. MAHSENI: To whom?

17 MR. SAMANO: To the school rep in the EOC, the
>

18 superintendent in this case.

19 MR. MAHSENI: Is that a-local EOC,-a town EOC?

20 MR. SAMANO: Yes,-a local EOC.

21- This is but one example. You're trying to

22 . determine the number of school kids that you're going to-

23 have to move on the day of the accident. So the

24- superintendent in'the EOC would call his principal. In the

25 case of Plymouth, for example, there's 13, 14 odd schools in

_ .. . .- _____ ___ _ - - - . =
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1 Plymouth -- 14 public schools in Plymouth, and the process )
O
ts,/ 2 would be that, at that categorization, that classification

3 level, they open this procedure and say, verify your

4 numbers. He would then contact his principals, who would

5 verify their numbers. That information would come back and

6 then be provided to area 2, or actually to the civil defense

7 director and then up to area 2.

8 MR. VARLEY: That's done at an alert

9 classification, I believe,

10 MR. SAMANOi That's correct.

11 MR. VARLEY: Well in advance of an anticipation to

12 move anybody --

13 MR. SAMANO: Exactly.

14 MR. VARLEY: So that there's data gathering and

15 verification done well before the need to have to move

16 anyone.-

17 MR. SAMANO: Right. The design is to sequence out

18 as much as you can.

19 MR. MARSENI: And then data centers go through the

20 same process as well.

21 MS. SULLIVAN: Right. That's a parallel process,

22 and it varies between your EPZ counts, but that process that

23 Albert just ran through is a parallel process that would be

24 conducted at the time of the alert by various members within

25 EOC, in ordor to gain immediate information as far as the
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1- current populations and the need for transportation.

( 2 MR. MAHSENI: And Jordan Hospital as well?

-3 MS. SULLIVAN: Jordan Hospital as well.- For
.

4 Jordan Hospital, the n' umbers that we have -- for each one of

S the facilities, including Jordan -- is a very conservative

6 number as identified by the facility for the planning basis,

7 in order to ensure that we have adequate transportation from

8 a planning standpoint, which is confirmed at the time of tho

9 emergency.

10 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.
,

11 And, of course, other facilities, such as the

12 Plymouth County Jail, and so forth, all that information

13 comes to the town.

3O 14 MR. SAMANO: The intent is for whatever facility

15 and place to have a contact point or a verification line or

16 function on the day of the accident to confirm the resource

17 -- the need, should-I say -- and then relay that up to area

18 2.

19 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

20 Do you have any idea the length of time this

21 process takes following an alert? What are we talking

22 about? Hours?

23 MR. SAMANO: Actually, in the EOC training that we

24 have -- we have an integrated EOC training class or session

) 25 that's give -- I can't recall the exact time, but it didn't

._ - . . . - _ . - - - .
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1 appear to be a problem, because we decentralized the issue.

() 2 You don't have one individual trying to determine all the

'3 populations for the entire town. That's split up and then

4 brought back together. It's more efficient to run it in

5 parallel.

6 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. But phone calls are made to

7 the civil defense transportation official; is that correct?

'8 MR. SAMANO: Yes.

9- MR. MAHSENI: Take Plymouth, for example. All

10 that information is therefore focused in one position.

11 MR. SAMANO: At one point, yes.

12 MR. MAHSENI: What are the resources at Plymouth

13 to receive that information and be able to understand and-,

14 digest that and convey that to area-2?. How many_ people are

15 there at Plymouth civil. defense to receive that information?

16 MR. SAMANO: I'd have to -- Joel, do you know how

17 many position?

18 MR.-LEONARDI: It would depend on what-facility

19 you're-talking about. If we're talking about the public

20 schools, then the superintendent's going to contact-in the

__

He'll be notifying his central office staff at the21 EOC.

i 22 town hall. That's to get the public schools to give the

23 information and relay that back to the EOC, and that goes to

24 the transportation officer.

I 25 The operations officer handles the nursery schools
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1 and the day care centers in Plymouth.- Once he gets that, it

(( [ 2 goes to the transportation officer.

3 The health officer would handle _the nursing homes,

4 the hospitals, and the camps, in the same sort of thingt

5 He's the point of contact, and it goes to the transportation
,

6 officer.

7 MR. SAMANO: I don't mean to gloss over that.

8- It's just that the level of detail is enormous, and really

9 we just need the specific planner to illuminate that.

10- MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

11 Let me just continue along those same lines,

12 except take a somewhat different subject here. We know that

~13 Plymouth has the largest population of all the towns within

-

14 the EPZ, and they are right now going through processing the

15 self-identification program survey forms that they received.

16 By far, they have received the largest numbers of mailings.

17 It appeared to us that it was a big task; if Plymouth civil

18 defense staff had to do it by themselves, it would take a ,

19 significant amountlof time to complete that task. Is there

201 anything BECO is doing to-assist Plymouth's civil defense in

21 completing that effort as soon as possible?

22 MR. VARLEY: Well, I think there are several

,

things that we've done. One, again, recognize that we fund23

24 a full-time civil defense staff position in the town of i

( ) 25 Plymouth. We also provide for a clerical position in that

- - . -. - . .
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1 town. I believe that we had-training that was performed for

2 all the l'ocal communities in how to respond and digest this

3 information and turn it into a usable form, and I believe-

4 Plymouth participated in that training process.

5 I also understand that our planner, Evelyn Fisher,
.

6 who is involved in that process, spent a day, along with a

7 volunteer from the town of Kingston, to assist Plymouth in

8 the digestion of that material. I recently spoke with the

9 chairmen of the board of selectmen in January about this
,

10 particular issue and wanted to ensure that he was aware of

11 the fact that Plymouth was falling behind in this material.

12 .He assured me that he would look into that and ensure that-

13 the town-gave the proper attentirn to completing that

14- process.

15 MR. MAHSENI: Do you have a date by which this

16 effort will be completed across the board?

17 MR. VARLEY: No. I would suggest that Plymouth

18 would be the best source of that information.

19 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

20 MR. SAMANO: Mr. Mahseni, could I just correct one

21 _ thing that I think I said incorrectly? The matrix itself is

.22- the'ono point.where you can view all of the elements, but

"

23 the analysis at the town level and at the facility level

24 drives the matrix. The matrix doesn't drive the IP.

(
'

25 MS. SULLIVAN: So the numbers that would just be

--

.. - - - -
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1 identified by the facility, bf the town would be reflected

) 2 in the town imple:nenting procedure and would be- reflected in.

3 the transportation matrix, but as a result of having been

4 reported by the town, as opposed to -- It's a fine line.

5 MR. SAMANO: If you were to see the revision

6 process, you'd find the number or the population from the <

7 school would change first at the school. Then it.would

8 drive all of the IPs and ultimately drive the transportation

9 matrix.- It's a product instead of a process.

10- MR. SPITZBURG: I'd like to pursue some issues

11 with respect to transportation that fall into the area of

12 details. I realize that some of the areas to these

J
~

13 questions may-not be readily available; you may have to get
.

'j
14 them from your files and research them.

15 Some of these questions are extensions of
-

16 questions that we posed to you in a telephone conference

17 call a couple of weeks ago, and at that time I think that

18 you responded ^to some of them in such--a way that ambiguity

19 in our minds went away.- With some others, you responded in

20 such a way that you believed that our understanding of-the

21 situation was-correct, but you would like-to get back with

22 us on that. So I'd'like to pursue some of those to make

23 sure that our understanding is correct.

24- We've received and reviewed copies of the LOAs --

25 letters of agreement -- from both MCDA and from BECO over

_____m
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.1 the past several months. During_the review of the letters
.

_

"'

1 7 of agreement, we have attempted to establish a clear'2
.

3- understanding of the resources that would currently be

4 available during an emergency and the circumstances which

5 might affect their availability and response. We also have

6 tried to establish the consistency of the information that

7 was provided to us in previous meetings and submittals.

8 In doing this, we have raised many questions.

9 Some of the questionc fall into the category of accounting

10 questions -- resources, numbers of buses, and assignments of

11 resources -- and I'd like to pursue a few of those today.

12 Some of these questions were raised during our

13 working-level meeting of January 29 with you, and also we

''
14~ had telephone calls with your staff on February 7 and a'

15 conference call with your staff and MCDA on February 13.

16 The questions related largely to the letters of agreement

17 and to.the July, 1990, transportation matrix.

18 What I'd like to attempt to-do here is to pursue

19 these questions further and also to verify ot.r understanding

20 of those answers that you've already given us, to make.sure

21- that our understanding is clear.

22 As we have previously discussed, the letters of

23 agreement data sheets have been completed in a variety of

_

ways. Therefore, in order to understand the commitments24
O
l,) 25 that have been made, the precise nature of the variationss

-

. . . --
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1- must be noted in connection to the respective LOA. In this

2 regard, I'd like to itemize some understandings that we have

3 concerning the letters of agreement and have you respond

4 whether our understanding is accurate.

5 The data sheets, which are connected to the

6 transmittal letter of the letter of agreement, have columns

7 for.the number of vehicles to be expected during operating

8 and non-operating hours. Individual letters of agreement

9 have been completed with the data in these columns

10 indicative of resources trat are either cumulative or

11 non-cumulative, and this has led to some ambiguities in

12 interpreting the letters of agreement. What I'd like to do

13 is list some of the letters of agreement, the transportatien

14 providers, and state what our understanding is in terms of

15 their cumulative or non-cumulative nature in those columns.

16 We understand that the following letters of

17 agreement, the resources expressed are -- Do you understand

18 where I'm coming from on this?

19 MR. SAMANO: Absolutely.

20 MR. VARLEY: I'm just getting concerned that we're

21 going to be-into a level of detail well beyond what people

22 here are able to respond to.

23 KR. SPITZBURG: I understand. If you can't

24- respond to it here, I'd like to get the questions on record

)) 25 and have you come back when you get a copy of the transcript

_

.

..
- _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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'in a week or so -- and provide this information. -I1 --

2 recognize that this is_a level'of detail, but I think it's

3 important. We're trying to sert out a lot of information on

4 these transportation issues, and we have been provided

5 information by MCDA; we've been provided information by you.

6 We also area aware of third and fourth parties who are

7 looking at this same information, and they're providing us

8 with some input. So we'd like to try and reconcile all of

9 this information to the best that we can.

10 We understand that the letters of agreement for

11 Chaulk Ambulance, JUCCO, Norfolk-Bristol,.Stavis Ambulance,

12 and Transportation Network are expressed in terms of

13 cumulative resources; and we understand that the letters of

14 agreement for Brockton Area Transit, Foxborough, and Maderos

15 are expressed in non-cuculative resources.

16 I'd like to also clarify comething with respect to

17 the matrix. It's_our understanding that the Governor Edward

18 _ Winslow School in Marshfield is shown to require 13 buses _to

19 -be provided by C. A. Phillips, and we understand that that

20 has now been corrected, that the needs are now 12 buses,

21 which matched the Phillips commitment of 12 buses in_the

22. letter of agreement.

23 MS. SULLIVAN: That's correct. That's our current

24 understanding of the numbers required by the Town of

25 Marshfield.
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1 MR. VARLEY: I'd like to reserve the ability,

- 2 though, to go back and verify our actual citing of the

3 documents in the files.

4 MR. SPITZBURG: Okay.

5 We understand that the provider of the two buses

6 assigned to the New Testament School in Plymouth has been

7 changed from Crowell, which is reflected in the July, 1990,

8 matrix, to Ryder.

9 As discussed during our telephone conference call

10 of February 13, it appears that, according to the TSA

11 assignments, 34 Norfolk-Bristol lift vans have been assigned

12 to.Sangamore TSA, and we have noted the letter of agreement

13 shows that this provider has only committed to 31 lift vans,,

N 14 during on hours. I'd like to have you respond to whether or

15 not this discrepancy has been explained or accounted for. I

16 understand that your general position on these issues is

17 that you have excess resources, and those can be applied to

18 these, but, in terms of actual planning, 5 ave you reassigned

19 resources, or do you disagree with the premise of the

20 question? I'd like to have you respond to that.

21 We discussed during our telephone conference call

|

22 of February 13 eleven buses to be provided by Rockland !

23 Motors to the Silver Lake and Martinson TSAs will not be

24 available during the summer. Have you assigned a provider ;
l

( ) 25 for these buses if an emergency occurred during the summer?

|

1

1
-

,
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1 I'd like to turn attention now to the Boston

't 2 . Edison response submittal of October 4, 1990, which is where

3 you responded to some of the transcript items. I had some

4 ' questions concerning some tables and resources that were

5 indicated in transcript item 117, table TR-117-1. This was

6 discussed with you a couple of weeks ago, as well, and I'd

7 just like to know whether or not you've had a chance to go

8 back and research this anymore. We counted 14 buses to be

9 provided'to day care centers by M. S. Merritt instead of the
.

10 16 indicated in your table. Were you able to determined

11 whether or not --

12 MR. SAMANO: I think we did do some research on

13 that, but I'm not really sure what the result of that was.-

14 MR. SPITZBURG: Okay. What I'd like to do is, !
'

15 when you respond to these questions to us,-indicate to us

16- whether or not that response to the transcript item and

-17 those tables are still completely accurate, or whether or

18- not there should be change made to those tables.
4

19 MR. SAMANO: This in on the TR-117 table?

20 MR. SPITZBURG: Yes, the table 1.

21 MR. SAMANO: Okay,

22 MR. SPITZBURG: Okay. With respect to the same

23 table, we counted two buses to be self-provided by day care

i

24 centers, instead of the three indicated in the table.

() 25 Now, back on the LOAs, we understand that our

. - .. . - . - . - - --
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f ficini source- for copies of the LOAs is the Commonwealth*

'O
the MCDA, and we have looked at their set of LOAs, going.'

13 back to late last year. We have recently received a ser ot

4 the LOAs from MCDA; we also received a set of LOAs from you
i

5 on our January 29 meeting. One of the things that has been

6 confusing to our team is that it seems, every time we look

7 at a set of LOAs, we're looking at a different set. I know

8 that.you're not responsible for which LOAs the state

9 provides us when we ask for copies from the state, but there-

10 are differences between what was provided us by the state

.11 -and what was provided us on January 29, and I'd like to have

12 you respond to three cases, three LOAs that were provided to

13 us by the state and were not provided to us by you during-.i

14 the January 29, just so that I can make sure that'you are

'15 aware that there is this active LOA -- or presumed active by

16 the state -- and therefore any submittals or information
,

17 that you have provided to us is based on that knowledge.

18 We did not received from you a copy of an-LOA by1

19 'Marborough Hudson. The Swansea LOA that you provided us did

20 not have a data sheet dated November 15, 1989, as did the
4

21= copy pro,1ded to us by MCDA. And we-did not received from

22 .you a copy of an LOA by Commonwealth Ambulance. I'd_just

23: like-to find out whether or not that copy just was not

24 provided to us for any particular reason, or whether it just
-;.

() 25 didn't make it into the set that you gave us.

|
,

[

- - _ _ . . _ _._-_ __ . _ _ . _- _.
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12 That's all I have'.

2- MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

3 RMR. VARLEY: Bob, if I could ask, maybe: these

4 were a fairly detailed set of questions. Depending upon the !

i

5 quality-of the: transcript,_perhaps maybe we -- could we get !

16 these questions in-wr' ting in some form other than, maybe,

'7 extracting it from the transcript, to make sure thet we can

8 --

9 MR. ERICKSON: What we can do is -- We have not

10 made those extensive notes. I think that Blair could

11 certainly provide -- he's reading, I think, from notes that

12 ~are quite complete, and we could_certainly ask Blair to

'13 provide'those notes to you, and then w,a an both look at the
,

.

14 transcript and make sure that -- So *. hat will give you a

!15- head start on it, anyway.
,

16 MR. VARLEY:- Great. Thank you.

_17 ; MR. ERICKSON: Sure. That's fine.

18 KR. MAHSENI: Along those same lines, we'd like to

19 continue --

20 MR. ERICKSON: I think-perhaps we're-reaching into

-21 lunch time, if this is a convenient time to make the break.

22 What do you think,-Aby? Do you feel like you want two or

23 three minutes?

24 MR. MAHSENI: Maybe one last question, some

_25 thought for lunch, to kill some appetite.

-- ...-. . - .. - - . . .. -:-
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1 [ Laughter.)"

( 2 KR. ERICKSON: Okay.

3 KR. MAHSENI: Thank you.

4 Would you please define what mobiliza' tion time is

! 5 for transportation resources?

6 KR. VARLEY: I believe we have -- We took some

7 notes.

8 [ Pause.)

9 MR. VARLEY: Look at the letters of agreement that

I? were executed with the Civil Defense Agency and the

11 transportation providers. I believe they define

12 mobilization time as the time between the transportation

13 provider's receipt of a request to mobilize and the time

O 14 that their vehicles and drivers would be ready to provide

15 that assistance.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. That would rean, therefore,

17 it's the time that elapses between initial notification of a

18 transportation provider and such time that the

19 transportation is available at their own site. That's not a

20 TSA.

21 MR. VARLEY : Right. I think it's also spelled out

22 in our ETE. It's the elapsed time from the moment that the

23 transit agency is notified of the need for vehicles until

24 the time the vehicle leaves their respective points of
.

( 25 origin.

. - - . - - - - . - - - - _ - , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _..
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1 MR. KAHSENI: Okay.

2 MR. VARLEY: In other words, from the time that

3 that fellow at the bus company is told on the phone, I would

4 like you to provide x number of buses, until x number of

5 buses are staffed and ready to roll out of his gate.

6 MR. MAHSENI Okay.

7 MR. VARLEY: I guess that could be a dynamic,

8 fluid process, but that's essentially the mobilization time.

9 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. This would be my last

10 question, and you can probably answer it after lunch. Is

11 there, in your transportation assessment, a certain

12 mobilization time beyond which you do not take credit for

(''g 13 those transportation resources because of the delay or

V
14 extended delay for their response? Is there such a time by

15 which it's a cut-off time, and you will no longer assume you

16 have those transportation resources available at a certain

17 TSA, and therefore it doesn't orter into the matrix, that wo

18 may be unaware of and that you have somewhere else that kind

19 of resource available?

20 MR. SAMANO: I don't think that we have ever used
.

21 a set figure to establish a cut-off for utilization of

22 transportation resources. I know that, by virtue of

23 geographic location, we have limited that mobilisation time

24 or that transit time. We didn't go out past a certain point
O(- 25 looking for transportation resources, because we took into

>
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1 account distance time factor. But I don't think that we've

'

2 over used a specific value to use as a discrit.inator between)
3 use and non-use of transportation resources.

4 MR. MAHSENIt Bob, we can probably proceed after

5 lunch.

6 KR. ERICKSON Okay.
.

7 Well, thank you ull. We'll proceed again at 1

8 o' clock.

9 (Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the meeting adjourned

10 for the luncheon recess, to reconvene at 1:00.)

11

12

13

14

15

16
1

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1 AFTERNOON 8ESS1ON

(~' 2 (1:00 p.m.)"V)
3 KR. ERICKSON: We'd like to reconvene at this

4 time, please.
1

5 (Pauce.)

6 KR. ERICKSONt We'll pick up the questioning agair

7 with Mr. Mahsoni.

8 MR. KAHSENI Okay. Thank you.

9 We left off with a question about mobilization

10 time and whether or not there were any restrictions on the

11 time it would take for transportation providers to make

12 themselves available at a TSA, and we were told there were

13 none.
O
k> 14 How are transportation resources determined for

'

15 each TSA? Would you elaborate on that a little bit?

16 MS. SULLIVAN A number of elements are provided

17 transportation resources from the transportation staging

18 areas, to include the nursing homes and hospitals. The

19 transportation resources are identified by the specific

20 facility for each one of those.

21 Transportation is also provided for evacuation

22 routes and pickup pointo from the TSAs, and those are

23 defined by the ETE, the evacuation time estimates.

24 Transportation is also provided to the home-bound.

() 25 Those numbers currently, as evidenced in the transportation

. - -- - - . --
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1 matrix, are pulled from the Chadwick-Martin-Dailey survey.

() 2 MR. KAHSENI: The question was specifically, ycu

3 have x number of transportation needs. How do you divide

4 those amongst your TSAs?

5 MS. SULLIVAN: That's a planning basis for each

6 one of the TSAs. Do you mean specifically what --

7 KR. KAHSENI: Eor example, how many ambulances or

8 buses are assigned to a certain TSA -- what's the basis for

9 that?

10 MR. SAMAN0f I think, Mr. Mahseni, what Karen is

11 trying to say is, we plan first for the dedicated

12 facilities, such as the schools, which have a direct

qr provider that comes in and bypasses the TSA, and then the13

14 rest of our resources are allocated through the TSA, so what

15 we've done is, we've divided it into two pools -- the

16 resource pool into two sections: those that como directly

17 in and bypass the TSA and then those that are pooled up in

18 the TSA and then allocateb from there.

19 So we don't specifically look for a nuniber in the

20 TSA, because it exceeds what we require. It always does,

21 because of the number of resources that we have. But what
,

22 we do is, we designate those that come in directly to the

23 school, and then we take the rest of them and we put them

24 into a pool resource out of the TSAs.

25 MR. MAHSENI: So am I correct to say that the
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1 buses that are intended to go to schools will directly go to

() 2 schools and not go to a TSA?

3 MR. SAMANO: Correct.

4 MS. SULLIVAN: That's correct.

5 MR. MAHSENI Okay.

6 How are the transportatien resources determined

7 for camps? How do you de that?

8 MR. SAMANO: Much in the same way. The

9 methodology is identical. You take a look at the camp. You

10 meet with the camp. You find out when they're in session. |

11 You determined what their max population is, how many kids

12 do they hcVe maximum that they normally plan for servicing,

13 and then you plan to that number. Then you feed that into

14 the all the rest of your planning documents.

15 MR. MAHSENI Who does that?

16 MR. SAMANO: Typically, if you follows AP-08 or

17 those kinds of documents, it's done by the town, and we

18 assist them in that effort. But that's done year by year,

19 in and out, as the seasons change.

20 MR. MARK 0VICH: But that would be performed by the

21 town civil defense director.

22 MR. SAMANot Exactly.

23 MR. MAHSENI Is AP-08 currently in effect?

24 MR. MARK 0VICH: No.

25 MR. SAMANO: It's in draft form.

;

~ s
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1 MR. MAHSENI: Okay, but do you use it, though,

(') 2 even though it's in draf t form?

3 MR. SAMANO: We use the elements of it. We use

4 the guidance in it. But it hasn't been implemented.

5 MS. SULLIVAN: The criteria that is defined within

6 AP-08 is the same criteria which has been used in order to

7 define transportation resource needs.

8 MR. MAHSENI: Is it your procedures or is it the

9 town's procedures, AP-08?

10 MR. S AMANO's AP-08, the administrative procedure,

11 is a town procedure. Boston Edison EP department will have

12 a corresponding procedure that parallels it, so that the

13 actions go hand in hand. But AP is the same as the IP; it's

O
14 a town procedure.

15 MR. MAHSENI: Have the town officials actually

16 drafted AP-08 if it's their procedure?

17 MR. SAMANO: No, they didn't draft that. An AP

18 procedure is something that is not like a response

19 procedure. With a rosponse procedure, you can go to the

20 fire chief, the police chief and say, Here's a task at hand;

21 how would you accomplish that? With an AP, it's an

22 administrative procedure that most responders are not

23 familiar with. It's something that's actually a maintenance

24 procedure or an admin procedure.

25 MR. VARLdY: But, I think, to be more directly

,

a

%- - - , - ~ , . , - - - . , ~ . - - -. - -- -
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; 1 responsive Aby, we're trying to develop an entire set of

'( 2 administrative procedures to work with the local communities

3 to integrate into their pr.ograms, so that they not only have

4 response procedures, but they have administrative procedures

] 5 to make sure that they can maintain those response
:

I 6 procedures. Ron's group is still in the formulative stages

! 7 of completing the initial draft.

B We envision doing the same thing with those that
,

9 we've done with the implementing procedures, which is,.go
'

a

10 out and work with the officials who are responsible for

11 having to carry out those responsibilities, having them
.

i 12 review the, mark them up, comment on them, adjust them to

13 suit their own functional capabilities, and then embrace-

14 those as administrative procedures that they will maintain

15 their program with. To assist in that effort, Ron's group

16 will also have a parallel set of procedures that mirror the

17 administrative procedures in the town that his community

18 representatives will follow, that mesh with and work with

19 each of the town civil defense directors, to make sure that

'

20 that program occurs on an annual basis. They're in the

21 process of completing the development of those.

22 Specifically with AP-08, what the planners are

23 currently doing is, they're doing all the activities that
,

24 are outlined in that procedure, but they haven't got to the

25 point of completing the draft and putting it into the hands
.

*e - .w.mw'- wr-- 4er w eu:rw v- wmvm<-g-- .e e -w. --.w--.-re, w -----vo. ,,+--,e--=-ev --+---w---- m*-e- =<rw-, g v- o-r--- y-+ +--rw g, - -tte -- r-- '
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1 of the towns to finish that process.

| 2 MR. MARKOVICH: So, once again, the administrative

3 program, the procedures, are in the develcpment phase, and,

4 once we complete them, then we take them out to the towns

5 and to the state and to the Commonwealth, and they will then

| 6 mark it up, add their comments, et cetera, and the concept

7 is to put in a formal process for administrating to the

8 program. However, we're still at the beginning phases.
|

9 MR. VARLEY: We talked about this with each of the

10 town managers or executive secretaries about eight months

11 ago and gained their concurrence that, yes, that's something

12 they thought was valuable, that would help give the tewn a
,

1

13 focus on understanding where their responsibilities were and
| (
l '

14 how this was to unfold in the future.

15 We have been working on those. It's unfortunato

16 we've been interrupted by other processes that we've had to

17 respond to. We envisioned originally trying to ecmplete

18 those at the end of last year, and we've been set back in

19 that process by events.

20 MR. MAHSENI: According to AP-08, the draft

21 version that's available now, whose responsibility is it to

|
22 update the population of various schools and day care

23 centers and so forth?

24 MR. VARLEY: Well, again, we would see that as the

( 25 town civil defense office's responsibility, and then our

. .. _

. _ . . _ _ . . - . , . - _ , . . - - . . - _ . ~
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1

1 planner would work with the town civil defense organization
4

i 2 to make sure that those numbers were obtained on an annual
: O
i 3 basis.
t

4 MR. MAHSENI And that's the way it's being

5 currently done, too. It's still -- Is it BECO or is it the

|

6 town who actually contact the schools and day care centers

7 for population?

8 MR. MARKOVICHI Bosten Edison works through the

9 town civil defense director in obtaining those figures.

10 KR. VARLEY: I don't know that there's any one

11 specific answer. Our community representative is integral

12 to the process in working with each of the different town
1

13 civil defense directors. In some cases, I suppose, the town,

C
( 14 civil defense director told the planner, Go out and get

15 those numbers for me; in other cases, the town civil defense

16 director has collected those numbers and provided them back
i

17 into the review and revision process.

18 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

19 We have observed some inconsistencies, again, in

20 different documents on transportation, when it comes to
i

21 assigning number of transportation vehicles for certain

22 camps. Now, I think it was brought to your attention some

23 examples of those discrepancies. Are you aware of those

24 discrepancies?
t

/~% 25 For example, the example we gave you camp child in

U

_. . . _ - - - - . - - . -
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1 Plynouth. There are three different documents. The matrix

)
assigns eleven buses, I think -- or vans, but 11 is the2

3 number. Local transportation officer procedure assigns

4 eight, and the health officer assigns six to that same camp.

5 camp procedures has no default number of its own. The

6 numbers vary. It is our understanding that, if an accident

7 occurred today and the local official was unable to contact

8 the camp -- well, obviously camps are not in session now;

9 not today, in summer; I take that back; a hypothetical

10 question -- the default number of buses or vans, whichever

11 those refer to, that are sent to that particular camp is

12 going to be based on the eight that the local transportation
.

13 has, while the latest numbers in the matrix requires cloven.

14 Is there a chance that you might not send adequate

15 resources, even though you have resources available, because

16 of the current status the procedures are in?

17 MS. SULLIVAN: If an emergency were to happen

18 today, the numbers that are most current as available to the

19 town planners and to the town are currently in the area 2

20 transportation officers and are evidenced within the matrix,

21 as far as we are aware. What, again, happens is, you take

22 that slice of the pie, and some of the implementing

23 procedures have been updated to indicate the most current

24 numbers, and some are in the process of being updated, so at

() 25 any one moment in time you make that slice you may come

. .-
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1 across some discrepancies. But, again, if it should happen
,

2 today for schools, the area 2 transportation officer IP and ,

l 3 matrix indicate those numbers, of course, those numbers

4 will be updated for camps with the upcoming year, in order
i

5 to prepare for the numbers for this upcoming summer camp'

6 season.
,

7 MR. VARLEY: I think one of the things that we've*

8 seen in general, in turning to trying to institute an

9 administrative program, one of the things we're experiencing
4

10 and we're trying to rectify with the embracing of the

11 administrative proceduren, is that there are a vast number,

12 of procedures in each of the local communities that

13 interrelate with procedures at a state level. What is

14 currently causing the dif ficulty that you observed is that
,

!

15 the revision process is not consistently applied across the

16 state and local communities in th9 same time frame.

17 Whereas the state may more forward quicker than a

18 local community to revise a procedure, there's going to be

19' that time lag between one procedure reflects a number and

20 the other. But I think the real question is, is there a

21 reasonable assurance that you would have enough resources at

22 the time of the event, and I think she answer is yes,

- 23 because.there is the excess number of vehicles available.
;

; 24 Could it be cleaner if all the procedures reflected the |

|() 25 specific numbers every day, I think the answer would be yes,

,

_ _ _ - . . _ , , _ . - . _ , _ _ . - . . . , . _ - . . . . . _ . , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ........ _ ._.___ _. .._._ _ ._. _ _ ,
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we're trying to strive to is to put in place anand 'e

2 administrative program that would make that happen, that

3 there would be synchronization between the revision of the

4 stato procedures and the local procedures, all'of that in

5 concert with the correlation to when you collected the data.

6 And we're trying to lay out for the local

7 communities and the state a logical sequence of events that

8 says, Go find out how many school buses are needed in the

9 schools; go find out how nany buses are needed by the

10 facilities first; then start your revision process on your

11 plans and procedures. That hasn't happened to date. Some

12 towns have gone forward and revised plans and procedures

13 before the latest information has been collected, and then

14 that puts you into a second revision loop.

15 That's what we're trying to achieve with an

16 administrative program.

17 MR. MAHSENIt I understand that the administrative

18 procedure act needs to be in place so that all these issues

19 will go away, but what I am concerned with right tioW is, one

20 procedure becomes the focal point. It's an operating

21 procedure; it's not the matrix.

22 MR. VARLEY: Right.

23 MR. KAHSENI: The matrix, as you pointed out

24 carlier, is not going to be used at the time of an accident;

( ) 25 it's only for resource assessment. What's going to be used

_ - - - .
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1 at the time of the accident is the implementing procedure,

() 2 and the way it roads, the implementing procedures are so fart

i
3 behind in certain cases that, when they actually get'

'

implemented, you are sending far less resources to a certain4

5 community than your matrix calls for, and it is that lagging

6 that becomes critical at this point. It appears that

7 there's a r.eed to upgrade as soon as possible the local

B transportation officer's procedures, prior to anything else,

9 that jibes with the matrix, which is the latest figures, so

10 that the default numbers that the local transportation

11 officer originates jn its request -- that's where the

12 request comes fremt he picks up the phoner if he can't

13 establish contact, he's got a default number.

14 KR. VARLEY: I think you may have it just

15 backwards. I think the real issue of concern is, the

16 default number needs to be corrected at the area 2 level,

17 because that's wnere the resource will come from.

18 Is that not correct, Karen?

19 MS. SULLIVAN That's correct.

20 It exists in both places.

21 MR. MAHSENIt Okay.

22 MS. St' ;LIVAN: It's also at the area 2
,

23 transportation officer's IP, and within that, which has been i

24 revised, you will see the current numbers, which you will

O-
|

25 not see in the matrix now.

l
I1
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1 KR. MAHSENIt In the area 2, are you saying?

{)
2 MS. SULLIVAN That's correct.

3 MR. MAHSENI: Am I hearing correctly? Area 2's

4 implementing procedures reflect the most recent numbers?

5 MS. SULLIVAN: That's correct.

6 MR. MAHSENI Okay. I haven't had a chance,
,

7 because I just got a copy of the area 2 impicmenting

8 procedures from the state, so we'll go back and verify that.
.

9 Let me see if I understand the process. It in the

10 area 2 transportation officer who is the originator of the

11 request of the number of buses to be dispatched to a certain

12 location, and not the local transportation officer in a

13 civil defense agency?

14 MS. SULLIVAN: Tnat's correct. The transportation

15 officer at the area 2 is a funnelling point for the towns

16 who had identified at the time of the emergency the

17 transportation needs. He also acts as a conduit for the

18 information with the transportation providers to identify

19 the inventories of vehicles and drivers at the time of the

20 omergency, and acts as a conduit in order to meet those

21 needs.

22 Let me further that. Within his IP, should there

23 not be adequate time in order to do that, there is a

24 decision item whereby the default items which are listed in

() 25 his IP, which are now the current numbers, would be the

.
_ . - _ . . . _ ..
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1 numbers which would be requested from the providers.

() 2 MR. MAHSENI You mean the local transportation

3 officer makes that request?

4 MS. SULLIVAN No -- Well, I believe it's also in

5 the local transportation officer's IP, but the area 2

6 transportation officer has the immediate contact with the

7 transportation provider in order to mobilize those vehicles.

8 MR. MAHSENI That we understand. That is not the

9 issue. The issue is, who the originates the number of busec

10 needed for a certain area in Plymouth, for example? Is it

11 the local transportation officer who is in contact with a

12 certain school at the time and is called upon? Didn't we

13 agree -- or at least this is what I understand -- that the

,O
14 principal of a certain school makes that phone call through

15 a certain procedure to a local town civil defense agency,

16 transportation officer, identifying the number of school

17 children, staff that need to be transported?

18 MR. VARLEY: Let me try again.

19 MR. MAHSENIt Okay.

20 MR. VARLEY: Because I'm not quite as closely

21 intertwined in this as Karen is, who lives with this on a

22 day-to-day basis. Correct me if I get off track.

23 There are two processes that unfold. One is the

24 normally escalating event -- alert, site area, general

() 25 emergency -- the most likely scenario for an incident. In

.. . . - - - . - - .
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1 those instances, various facility managers have procedures

) 2 that direct them to do an assessment of the needs for

3 transportation at the time of the event -- at an alert,

4 let's say. The principal in the school will de~that

5 assessment: He says, Today I have x number of kids;

6 therefore I need 12 buses, for instance. He then calls into

7 the superintendent of schools, who is in the local Eoc.

8 The superintendent of schools collects that

9 information from all of his principals. He then turns to a

10 transportation officer and says, All right; I need five

11 buses for this school, seven for that school, eight for that

12 school. That transportation officer then calls up to

a 13 Framingham -- area 2 -- and says, Here are the number of

14 buses we need for the schools in Plymouth. That

15 transportation officer in area 2 has already contacted all

16 the bus companies, found out where the buses are availabic,

17 and then routes those buses to the schools, okay?

18 MR. MAHSENI: okay.

19 MR. VARLEY Now, that's for a normally escalating

20 event. What happens if it's a rapid accident? In that

21 case, there are default values at the area 2 transportation

22 officer's facility. If he doesn't hear from the

23 transportation officer in Plymouth, he can go to those

24 default values and send those number of buses automatically.

) 25 It's probably going to be overkill, because, again, those

.. _ - . . _. -_ .. - . -- . .
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1 default values are based upon peak populations, maximum

'( ) 2 number of people that you would expect at a nursing home or

3 whatever --

4 MR. MAHSENI Identical to the matrix.

5 MR. VARLEY: Right. So the area 2 trattsportation

6 officer's procedure is the critical one to make sure that it

7 is constantly up to date. You hope that the local

8 comr.; unities will revise their procedures in concert to keep

9 them up to date, but the reasonable assurance should come

10 from, is that area 2 procedure kept up to date with the most

11 current information.

12 MR. MAHSENI: Why does the local transportation

(~- 13 officer have also default numbers?
(

14 MR. VARLEY: For purposes of, if they have the

15 ability to have that dialogue ahead of time.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Especially when his default numbers

17 don't jibe.

18 MR. VARLEY: As I said, we're concerned that this

19 revision process has to get in synch, and it isn't right

20 now.

21 MR. MAHSENI Okay.

22 MR. VARLEY: But I think the reasonable assurance

23 has to come from the area 2 procedures and, are they the

24 most current, because that is the pivotal link in the

r.
\-- 25 dispatch of transportation.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . , __ . - . _ _ . _ _ _ .
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| 1 MR. KAHSENIt Okay. ,

i

- 2 MR. SAMANot Also, there's a great deal of

I 3 validation that occurs at the time of the response, a great
,

'

; 4 deal of validation. -

1

I-5 MR. MAHSENIt Okay. That takes un to area 2.
<

6 . Area 2 becomes the most important center for transportation |

7 mobilization. Who in area 2 is designated the j"

8 responsibility to contact transportation providers?

9 MS. SULLIVANt That's still within the
t

10 transportation group at area 2. There's a transportation

11 officer assistant, and currently there are four positions4

12 for communicators who, within their Ips, have a listing of-

13 all the transpor'ention providers, their phone numbers, and a|,

14 dialogue which identifies for the communicator that is

15 requested to be transmitted.

16 MR. MAHSENIt Again, explain to me who these

17 people are who fill those positions?
,

18 MS. SULLIVAN: These are part of the area 2

.

19 support staff.

20 MR. MAHSENIt Area 2 support staff.

21 MS. SULLIVANt Area 2 EOC support staff.

22 MR. MAHSENIt Those are area 2 regular employees?.
.

23' MS. SULLIVAN: Currently, the Mass.-National Guard

24 is. identified to fill those pos'itions. However, let me add

() 25 that, during a recent training program, we provided training

,

. ~ . - - . , . . - - _ . . _ - , _ . . _ , , , , _ - . - - - _ . . . _ . . . . . _ . - - _ - . _ - - - _ - . . . - . - - , , , , . - . - - , . . - - - , , , . - . - , . . - . . . . . _ . . . - . , _ . . , _ . . . . - , -- -
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1 for the transportation group as well as a number of other;

() 2 facilities positions within the EOC, and we trained 19 of

3 the Mass. National Guard and four of the MCDA staff, so if

4 indeed there were a situation where it was a fast-breaking

5 it would not be improbable for other staff to fill in, if

6 indeed it were tiecessary.
1

7 MR. MAHSENI Okay. Let me see if I understand

8 this correctly.

9 Four positions, did you say, are transportation

10 officers at area 27

11 MS. SULLIVAN: Transportation communicators.

12 MR. MAHSENI Four communicators, whose

13 responsibility is, amongst other things, to establish

O 14 contact with transportation providers based on their

15 procedures.

16 MS. SULLIVAN: That's correct.

17 MR. MAHSENI And they have both default numbers

18 and are also open to receive real-time numbers.

19 MS. SULLIVAN: The transportation officer is the

20 pivotal point there. The communicators are more or less-

21 strictly communicators. They will contact those providers.

22 KR. MAHSENIt Okay. Let's now focus on those four

23 individuals. Are they part of the staff that need to be at

24 area 2 for activation of arch 27 Are they there after an

25 alert, a site area emergency? When are they expected to be

. _. - - .- _ _ _ .. - - .
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1 in place?

( 2 MS. SULLIVAN: According to their Ips, they're in

3 place -- or they're activated -- at the time of the alert,

j 4 and, as all the positions in area 2, they respond to that

i 5 notification, report to the EOC, and would pick up their IPs

6 and begin their procedure. |-

7 I might add one thing, and that is, while we're

8 talking about the most recent numbers, I know we have been

'

9 dealing with the transportation matrix from 1990. Those

10 numbers have been updated, and those will be updated numbers

11 that you will see in the area 2 transportation officer's IP.

12 Those are the current numbers. Just so that we don't,

13 again, start dealing with other numbern.

(
! 14 MR. MAHSENI Tour transportation officers and

.

15 communicators, are they the same?

16 MS. SULLIVAN Four transportation communicators,

17 one transportation officer, and one assistant transportation
,

18 officer.

19 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.
_

20 They are part of what group now, again?

21 MS. SULLIVAN: The transportation group at the

22 area 2 EOC.

23 MR. MAHSENI: What agency do they belong to?

24 MS. SULLIVAN: They are the support staff for MCDA

'

25 area 2.

. - _- _ _ - - - . - _ . .
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1 MR. MAHSENI And they c.re activated on alert?

2 MS. SULLIVAN: That's correct.

N-
3 MR. MAHSENI: At all times.

4 In our interylew with area 2 officers, officials,

5 we were told that that response may take approximately six

6 hours from the time we place a call. Is that an issue that
;

7 you are familiar with?

8 MR. VARLEY We have had several discussions as a I
i
|9 result of concern about the use of the Massachusetts

10 National Guard, and we have had discussions with colonel
i
I11 Gavigan, who I believe is probably most directly related and

12 familiar with their response, who has indicated that ho
I

13 believes that his mobilization times are sufficient to
,

14 support the response. I have also discussed that with the

15 acting civil defenso director for Massachusetts Civil

16 Defense, Mr. John Lovering, just recently -- last week --

17 who also felt very comfortable that the Mass. National Guard

18 did have response capabilities in terms of response times

19 that would support the timely activation of both area 2 and

20 the Wellesley reception center.

21 Beyond that, I don't know that we can speak to

22 specific mobilization times, but would defer to Colonel

23 Gavigan and the acting director of Masc. Civil Defense.

24 MR. MAHSENI: What is the significance, in your

) 25 opinion, of their response time at area 2? What is an
,

- . .
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1 acceptable and what is an unacceptable response time --
1

( 2 MR. VARLEY: I don't know that we can --

3 MR. HAHSENIt -- based on the fact that these are
:

4 transportation communicators, if you will? They pick up the
;

5 phone, and they ensure that, if decision has been made to,

j
'

6 evacuate, there is adequate transportation resources to do

7 just that. Is there, in your opinion, in BECO's opinion, a -
4

;

8 limit on how slowly this response can occur or how fast it

i 9 should be in place?

10 MR. VARLEY: Well, certainly, I think the whole *

11 response program, whether it be onsite or offsite, is based
>

12- upon wanting to mobilize individuals as quickly as possible

13 to satisfy the various elements. The offsite program in

O 14 particular, I think, is very conservative in the

15 mobilization that we do use at an alert classification, in

j 16 anticipation of the need to have staff in place so that they

17 are prepared to' deal with events as they escalate. I
,

18 believe that, through the mobilization and staffing at an

19' alert, we try to address those kinds of concerns, but to get

20 into a specific -- is John Doe, who fills one communicator's

21 position, response time adequate or not -- I'd have to go

22 back and defer to those agencies who are responsible for

23 -that and have them best clarify what they believe the

24 response times they can support.

,() 25 In general terms, I would suspect and hope that

-- - - . - . - _ -
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j 1 the response times for the critical positions, both at

(} 2 We11caley and in area 2, are in the nature of one to two

3 hours, in that time range.

4 MR. MAHSENI: Let me take you back again to four

5 communicators. How long, in your assessment, does it take f

6 for them to contact all the transportation providers?
:

7 MS. SULLIVAN: Well, currently, following the [
>

' i8 exercise in 1989, a speed dialing system has been

9 incorporated into the EOC telephone communication system.
i

10 Where there had been, I think, a lone individual making

11' those calls,-it was expanded to the four communicators, in

12 addition to the speed dialing system, in order to speed that
,

13 process up.'

F

14 MR. MAHSENI: Is that in operation now?
'

15 MS. SULLIVAN: That's correct.

16 MR. MAHSENI In other words, they can do it in

17 how long? What's the length of time it would take them?

18 We're talking about half an hour? We're talking about four

i 19 hours?

20 MS. SULLIVAN: I couldn't comment on it.

21 MR. SAMANO: We could take a look. Perhaps it's

22 in the controller log or the '89 exercise. We could look at
,

23 the controller notes, and we could identify that.

24 MR. MAHSENI: -Did they have to call all the

() 25 providers in that exercise, or did they have to simulate?4

.
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MR. SAMANo: I'd have to take a look at the e ~-

() t .o t I think we made contact. I'm not sure, I'd,

~ e. c t 'a take a look at the extent of play at area 2 for th;*

4 transportation controllers -- the transportation

5 communicators.

6 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

7 MS. SULLIVAN: But then things have changed since

8 that exercise.

9 MR. SAMANO: Of course.

10 MS. SULLIVAN: Where we had one, we have four. We

11 have a speed dialing system in there. So we could probably

12 theorize -- without some background --

13 MR. SAMANO: The same analysis that you performed,
!

14 we've tried to improve that system by using multiple

15 positions and speed dialers.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. This is where we need more

17 clarification from a planning standpoint. We are dealing

18 with several time durations. One is, of course, once

19 contact has been made with a provider, it takes so many i

20 hours for them to mobilize their resources, so there is one

21 T-1 somewhere there that is beyond our control, and it's in

22 the LoAs. We can pull that out. Two hours, one hours,

23 three hours.

24 Then there's another time factor that needs to be

( 25 considered. It's the time for the transportation officer

-
-- _ _ -
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1
4 1 .and the four communicators to present themselves at their

() - 2 desks at the area 2 and be ready to receive information from

3 local towns for real-time numbers; if not, thsy would go to
'

4 their default.
!

| 5 MS. SULLIVAN Let me caution one point there,
L

6 Aby. One would not need all four of the communicators to
'

7 begin contact with the transportation providers. As soon au

,

I walk in the door, I can-pull out my IP, and I can start8

;'

9 making those phone calls, and I might have made them all

' 10 before the next one comes in.

| 11 MR. MAHSENI: Agreed. I agree. It's r.ot just ono

12 single time. It starts like in 20 minutes. The first,

13 person arrives in 20 minutes, the last person arrives an

Oj

|
hour later, so you have from 20 minutes to 1 hours, and14

15 you're basically augmenting your resources in terms of being
<

1

16 capable of making those phone calls.

; At the same time, you are on the receiving end of17

18 information. You-have four people, four telephone lines.
|~

19 You are both receiving-an enormous amount of information,

20 supposedly, if there are any real-time expectatichs of them,

21 to receive information, to be able to digest that ;

'22 information, and then perform a coordination role, if you>

23 will, by not only activating the providers, but also

24 managing those resources in a more efficient way, so that a

() 25 prompt evacuation becomes possible.
|
I

,
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1 MR. VARLEY: Were you looking for us to provide

() 2 some analysis of that process?

3 MR. HAHSENI: No. All I'm trying to clarify in ny

4 mind is that, is this correct? Is this how you expect the

'
5 plan to work? There's a mobilization time for buses.

6 There's another T-1 somewhere to get those people who make
_

7 those phone calls available at the-area 2, and then those t

8 phone calls are placed. Then there's also another time, a.

9 delta-T, where you have to receive information_from the

10 locals, so that you can place those phone calls, based on

11 real -- Is that correct? So we add all these times, and

12 that becomes time to activate.

13 MS. SULLIVAN: No, it's not quite additive,

- O
,

14 because what you have is two parallel systems, one for your

15 towns. They have divided their workload amongst, as Joel

(16 had mentioned, a number of their EOC representatives, in

17 order to gather that data. What-you see is that funnolling_

18- up to the point where you have a limited input for the;

19 transportation officer at'the area 2 EOC, as far as

20 input-gathering _from the towns.

21 The transportation providers contact as provider
,

i
22 through the transportation communicators.

23 So what you see is, the towns are gathering data

24 and reporting back to area 2, the transportation

() 25 communicators contacting and activating the transportation

|
| -
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1 providers, so they're parallel, not additive.

' 2 MR. MAHSENIt I see. They're acting

O
3 simultaneously, they're saying. The one does not have to be,

d

4 completed first for the second portion to start. .Okay. I

5 need that kind of a clarification.

6 MR. SAMANO: And in reality, or in addition to
,

7 that, we have tried to build in more parallel lines, more

3 transportation communicators versus two or one, to even

i

9 shorten tnosa parallel lines. There are series junctures.

10 There are series points, but we've tried to minimi:e those

11 .by running all of the lines in parallel. Town and state are
t

12 both working in parallel when they first start to assess the

J

13 transportation requirements, all working in parallel. That

( ) 14 comes together when the information goes to area 2, but then, ,

;

15 it goes in parallel again,

i; 16 MR. PODOLAK I just have a couple of follow-up

17 questions.-

18 The transportation officer, is that a member of

19 the full-time staff of area 2?

20 -MS. SULLIVAN: It's currently enlisting the-

21 support of-the Mass. National Guard.

22 MR. PODOLAK Okay. So basically the
.

23 transportation officer and the four communicators you

; 24 mentioned before, the four communicators, are members of the

i
"

Mass. National Guard.O 25

- . . . _ . . . _ _ _ . _ . . _. _.. _._._.,.,._._.._.__ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __._- ~ ;._
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1 MS. SULLIVAN That's correct.

2 MR. PODOLAK You also, in order to assess their

3 arrival time, we need to go to the Mass.11ational Guard,

4 which is what you said.

5 MS. SULLIVAN: Yes.

6 MR. PODOLAKt You also mentioned that you had

? cross-trained, or you had trained the permanent staff of

8- area 2 on how to do this function.

9 MS . - SULLIVAN That's correct.

10 MR. PODOLAKt Did they accept responsibility for

11 doing this function in the absence of the flational Guard?

12 In other words, I'm asking this question in the context of

- 13 their other duties that they might have. Where does this

14 fit in? You're more familiar with what area 2 does. Where

15 does this fit in with what these -- What, are there five or

16 six people there permanently? j

17 MS. SULLIVAN Yes. Actually, there are four

18 operational staff there, three c' ''hich are MCDA area 2

19 staff and a fourth who is a what eney call a h' SEPP

20 individual, as well as a secretary, for the permanent staff.

21 I guess what I would respond to that question

22 would be that the director -- the permanent staff there have

23 the ongoing responsibility for ensuring that area 2

24 operations are effected at the time of an emergency.

25 Incumbent upon the director, then, would be to make a

-
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1 determination as far as,' based on the specific criteria of

2 that emergency, what activities would ensue.

f 3 MR. PODOLAK Okay. So,_again, we would go to bl.

'4 or her to find out if he or she felt that the staf f coulc'

5 handle this function in the absence of the National Guard.

6 Ther.'s what we're looking at.

7 MR. VARLEY:- I think it would be a prioritization

8 of --

9 MR. SAMANO: Exactly._ A more accurate question
\

10 would be, how would yot prioritize your tasks. because if

11- you ask the area 2 staff, can you do everything tuat the

12 National Guard does, they're going to say no. g

13 MR.-PODOLAK Let's just focus on this

-14 transportation issue. What you've developea, - far as I've

15 seen -- I've been watching -- is, we have'a critical path ir

16 this whole i.rocess, and one of the elements on the critical

17 path in this process is the transportation officer and the

18 four communicators. They're right in the middle-of

19 everything, and,'if that function isn't performed, then the

20 whole sys+a5 that has been set up-offsite doesn't work. -So

21 'what we're uving is we're focusing, we're asking questions

22 about this one position.

23 In my view, if the National Guard gets there in

24 time, that's their job to do; the job will get done if they

_25 get there in time. If they don't get there in time, who
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1 does it? It's either going to be performed or not

2 pe r f ormed . I would assume that we need to go to area 2 and

i 3 ask them if they accept responsibility for this function and

4 i' they would do it in the case of an emergency.

5 MR. PRICKSON: Temporarily,
w

6 MR. SAMANO: Initially.

7 MR. PODOLAK: Yes. If that would be their --

8 MR. SAMANO: Just to get-it started.

MS. SULLIVAN: Again, in your normal course of

10 actions with an esca'lation of ECLs, you would have parallel
c

11 activities occurring at th3 town as well, where their EOCs

12 would 'cc ectivated, where their people would be mobilized,

13 so it's not zero versus 100 percent. It's an ongoing

h 14 mobilization of all resources.
,*,

*I 15 MR. SAMANO: Exactly, and there are levels of.

16 efficiency along with any mobilization.

17 MR. PODOLAK: Understand, but I guess we've scan

18 different numbers for the activation time of the National

19 Guard. You have given us some new numbers on Friday as far

20 as Wellesley is concerned. The numbers that we have seen

21 have been rather large numbers: the last time I heard, :: .

22 to six hours under best conditions, eight to twelve hours

23 under worst conditions. From what you've outlined to me in

2^ the case of this transportation thing, regardless of the

() 25 parallel functions, the call-outs don't begin and the

_ _ - - -
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1 information doesn't get assimilated and assigned until the

O) transportation officer arrives and the fotr people witn ni-,(, -

3 or one of the four people, to begin calling out or begin

4 receiving calls, however it works; I don't know.

5 When you're doing an analysis like we're doing,

6 you step from the outside and you look at what's going on --

7 or even internally, when you all do an analysis or the state

3 does an analysis, you look for what's the critical path,

9 This seems to me to be on the critical path, this one

10 function. If things don't get rolling until -- I'm sorry.

11 They get rolling before these people get there, but it's a

12 critical step in the process. That's why we're asking a lot

13 of questions about it.

14 MR. VARLEY: And again, with respect to those

15 numbers for the National Guard, I'm not sure that the best

16 source isn't, again, to maybe go back and discuss it with

17 the acting director for Massachusetts Civil Defense, Mr.

18 John Lovering, and with Colonel Gavigan, because my staff

19_ has had se n 1 discussions with Colonel Gavigan,

20 I think maybe part of the confusion comes from,

21 the Massachusetts National Guard, like all other National

22 Guard, has what I would term a generic quote for their

23 response times based upon any event, but I think in this

24 case, where the state has singled them out as a resource for

25 radiological purposes, that perhaps that number is different

a w
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1 from the. mobilization time for the Mass. National. Guard for {
i

2. a hurricane or a snow storm, or comsthing like that.

3 MR. PODOLAK:- Sure.

4 MR. VARLEY: Again, we have had several

S discussions with Colonel Gavigan, who believes that his

6 mobilization times are significantly different than

7 mobilization of the Mass. National Guard is on the average

8 for other types of events. But I would encourage that you

9 really_have that dialogue with' Director Lovering and with

10 Colonel Gavigan.

11 MR. PODOLAK: Right. We did talk to them in

12 November -- we did talk to Colonel Gavigan ~~ and we were

13 asking him questions-like, can you deploy partial units,.and ,

14 things like that. Because we're not in the business of

15 solving problems, we did not ask the' kind of pointed

16 questions that you might have asked in the interim and

17 gotten different responses. We will go back to them-to
,

18 . verify the information that you have given us. So I

19 understand what you're saying.
_

20 MR. MAHSENI: Shall we --

21 MR.'ERICKSON: Carry on.

22 .MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

23 MR. SPITZBURG: I wanted to try and clarify in my

24 mind, while we're on the subject of avacuation,

25 transportation, and so forth. It seems to me that, in the[}

!

1
-1

.
. .
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1 evacuation of the schools, there's'a number of different

() 2 time elements involved that we've already. discussed.,

3 There's activation of the area 2 office. From the time _that

4 'they arrive, their transportation officers, then they have

5 certain work that has to be done. They have to make
,

6 call-outs, assess available resources, and so forth, so that

7 takes some time. Then, once the decision is made to

3 mobilize these resources, there is time associated with the

D mobilization, anywhere from 30 minutes to three hours, in

10 some cases. Then there's another time element of

11 transportation time from wherever these resources happen to

12 be located to the schools.

13 So you have all these different time elements

.O 14 involved, and what I'd like to try and get a feeling for --

15 I know you're not in the decision-making process, in terms

16 of protective actions -- but-is there a point in time, if

17 the. decision is made to evacuate the schools,_that somebody

18 has got to be able to say, There's no way we can get the

19 buses-there before the end of the school day? What are the

20 _ decision-making processes and philosophies that enter into

'
21 that equation?

22 MR. VARLEY: Are you asking for the utility's

23 protective action recommendation standpoint or from the

24 state's protective action direction standpoint?

- 25 MR. SPITZBURG: From the state's protective action

- - - . - - . - - - - - - . .- . _ - .. .-
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1 recommendation standpoint.

2 They're going to probably look to somebody,-either

3 _the area 2 office, or perhaps somebody familiar with the

4 transportation issues, and they're going to want to know,

5 Gee, it's 1:00 in the afternoon; can we get the buses to the

6 schools in time to evacuate them within the school day? I'm

7 trying to get a feeling for at what -- Is there a point in

8 time beyond which it's so late in the school day that you

9 feel the buses would not be able to respond in time?

10 MR. VARLEY: I guess you'd have to be more

11' specific about -- Are you talking about an alert

12 classification, for a precautionary transfer of kids at a

13 site area emergency?()
14- MR. SPITZBURG: I'm talking about the decision to

-15 evacuate the schools.

16- MR. VARLEY: Under what classification?

17 MR. .SPITZBURG: Whatever classification. It's

18 independent of classification. If a decision is made -- a

19 protective action recommendation is made to evacuate the

20 schools, are there instructions or guidelines in the

21 schools' procedures, perhaps, that say -- for instance, if

22 there's an evacuation decision made for the schools, what

23 happens to the children at the end of the school day, while

24 they're waiting for the buses?

"O 25 MR. SAMANO: Are you talking about a rapidly
F

y,,, , , - , , -, ,w. e,- . -m - ~ - - . - , ~ . - ,- ,-4+-+ e
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l' escalating event? Because the children are normally moved

() 2 prior to an evacuation. You perform a precautionary

3 transfer of-the children before an evacuation.

4 MR. SPIT 7 BURG: Right.

L MR. VARLIY: That's one of the aspects that's

G built into this program. It's one of those extra

7 conservatisms that I talked about earlier. We mobilize,

8 buses at an alert, prestage them at the schools well before

9 there's any need for protective action. Should we escalate

10 to a site area emergency, the state and the local

11 communities conduct a precautionary transfer of school

12 children -- again, one step below where I'm aware that cost

13 other communities in the country do. They aove the kids,

14 here, again, at a site area emergency. So the only time wo

15 would be in a situation where there would be a protective

16 action recommendation made by the utility to evacuate would.

17 be if1we were in a general emergency and those precautionary

18 transfers had not already occurred.

19 If that were the case, then the decision-makers

20 within.the state would have to take into consideration the

21 mobilization time for those transportation resources versus
|

22 plume travel and exposure time and whether it would be more

23 prudent to shelter than evacuate. That is done by the 1

i

-24- Massachusetts Department of Public Health, who then makes a |

25 recommendation to the Civil Defense Agency in Framingham as

.

.- - . - _ -. . . - . . _ . .
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(1 to whether they should shelter or continue with the ,

i

1p.
.

2 evacuation process, and.that, I believe, is allG
3 -proceduralized within the Department of Public IIcalth ' and - ;;

'

4= MCDA procedures.

5 MR. SPITZBURG: Okay. ! think maybe I'm trying to

6 get at something a little bit beyond that. I'm not trying |

7 to connect my question with what's actually happening in !

8 terms of releases and so forth. I'm focusing only on the )

9 decision to perform an evacuation of.the schools, a f
)
'

10 precautionary evacua' ion of the schools. 'Is there a-timet

11 during the school day beyond which someone would decide q

1
>

-12 against doing that because of the amount of time that it

13 would be expected to take to have the buses arrive and pick
-tO :

14 up the children?

15 In other words,-I don't know how long your school )

16 day is here -- 3:30, 4:00 in the afternoon, I assume. What )
|
'

17- do they do nith the children if this decision is in the
;

18 afternoon, for instance? Do they make the decision to go

19; ahead with the evacuation, or do they make the decision

20 that, there's two hours left in the school day, so we'll

21 send them home?

-22 MR. VARI 2Y: Well, again, if we're talking about ;

|

23 the need to wwve those children for an evacuation purpose,.

24 it's differe.nt than the precautionary transfer that's done- l

25 at a site area emergency. I think that that's essentially
.

)
- - . - - . ., . - - - , _ .
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1 the decision that would be left up to each of the school

|i
(*

2 superintendents at the local communities to have some input
(

3 into the state EOC on what they're going to do in that

4 sense. That's why those lines of communication are set up

5 to have that dialogue.

6 MR. SAMAN0: I don't think that we have a set --

7 MR. ERICKSON: Every answer is not preprogrammed,

8 obviously.

9 MR. SAMANo: Exactly. There is flexibility. When

10 we discuss or when we describe what's in place, there are a

11 lot of trip steps -- or should I say trigger steps -- that

12 happen in sequence. They happen sequentially once an event

13 occurs, alert, site, general. But there are a lot of things-

~ 14 that are left to the discretion, in case-by-case basis -- a

15 situation where you have an accident that occurs late in the

16 afternoon, and you're ready to dismiss children, we don't

17 nave a formula plugged into a procedure for that. Reason

18 prevails in that situation. You'd have to have

19 converuations between the state and the towns on the

20 implementation of a protective action.

21 I think it's beyond, I guess, reason to expect a

22 program to be so lock-step that it doesn't allow for

23 adjustment. In this case, it would be case-by-case.

24 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. Let's move on to the

() 25 handicapped monitori..g stations. There was a question that

.
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1 was posed?-- it's item number TR-10 in the transcript -- and

hJ - 2- your response to that.

3 I'm quoting from your response: "Special

4 handicapped monitoring stations are set up at each reception

5 center." The question-is, the entrance of access, we have

6 noted, that there is accessibility for wheelchaired

7 individuals.

L8 . MR . VARLEY: Are we talking about a specific

9' location?
, -

10 MR. MAHSENI: At Bridgewater.

11 MR. VARLEY: Bridgewater State College?

12 MR. MAHSENI: Yes.

13 MR. VARLEY: Okay.

14 MR. MAHSENI: And we.noted that.there isiba way

15 out, except through that same way in that you came, and'that ,

-16 -may not be recommendable, based on the fact that there might

17- be contamination and that's the hot line, and you may not

18 want to mix the kind of incoming people with those who have

19 been monitored. In light of that -- Do you want:to

20- elaborate on your response, whether or not there might be

21 .some qualifiers there?

22 MR. VARLEY: I think Albert has been there and has

23 seen.that in his work with Bridgewater.

24 MR. SAMANO: I'm familiar with the Bridgewater-

() 25 reception center. As you may recall if you've walked down
.

|

|
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_1 the facility, the entry point is at the rear of the -

2 building, and then there is a fold-out ramp for. handicapped

3 individuals -- that is, wheelchair-bound individuals ---that

4 will climb the stairs and take them up to the gymnasium

5 area, where they can be monitored. That is, as you said,

6 the hot line or the contaminated or unknown line. Once

7 you're monitored -- and, of course, handicapped individuals

8 or anyone'that is physically impaired or challenged would

9 not have to go through the portal monitor; they're handled

10 separately and differ'ently -- but once they are cleared, ce

11 once they are determined either to have contamination or

12 not, there's another route that leaves the area. There is a

13 ramp in the front of the building, a handicapped accessible

14 ramp that comes in through the front of the building. It

15 does not connect directly to but is available. In other

16 words, there is a small elevational difference.

17 The way it's envisioned, the reception _ center'

18 medical _ evaluator would assist the handicapped individual in

19 _ making that-transition to the_ front-of the building. There

20 is a handicapped ramp that comerinto the building, but as I

21 recall -- and, Joe,-tell me if'I'm straying here -- there

22 are a couple-of steps there between the area where-they are

23 monitored and the ramp that leads out of the building. What ;

i

24 we had envisioned was that the reception center medical |

25 evaluator could assist the individuals in transferring them ]

!
1

|

. . . . _ . . - .~. , ,
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1 to the ramp and then out of the facility.
1

() 2 I'd 'like to say, handicuoped people or individuals

3 in wheelchairs or that may have difficulty in going through

4 the portal are not merely allowed to fend for themselves in

5 the monitoring line. We have individuals factored into the

6 program that would assist them, so they wouldn't have to go

7 through the portal line itself.

8 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

9 You might have seen something we didn't, because

10 we tried to just follow the plan of how they enter and where

11 they would go out. The exits did not provide accessibility

12 for the wheelchaired individuals at Bridgewater.

13 MR. VARLEY: Perhaps you could do another

14 walkdown.

15 MR. SAMANO: There is a ramp at the front of the

16 building.

17 MR. MAHSENI: We went with the officials who run

18 the facility, and they explained to us the whole nine yards.

19 We might do that again.

20 Fine. Let's move on.

21 In that same response, you stated that home-bound,

22 special-needs individuals provided with emergency ambulance

23 transportation assistance would be transferred directly to

24 host health care facilities where monitoring and decon

) 25 services area available in addition to more specialized

. _. -- . . . .
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1 medical services.: In our interviews with Massachusetts

1) 2 Department of-Pub.lic Health, which is the agency that-enters-
,

3 into contract mr letters of agreement with the 13 hospitals,

4 they were unawara that, indeed, some people may directly go

5 from a facility to a hospital without being injured, and

6 that the hospitals are expected to provide monitoring

7 services and serve as a reception center. They were unaware

8 of that. Is that something that they should be aware of,

9 them being party to'that letter of agreement with the

10 .hespital?
,

11 MR S AMANOt The original purpose of the hospitals

12 -- and we have around 13 hospitals that are in letters of

13 agreement, a great. deal of hospitals, and what we've done

14 is, we've tried to line up once again the need with the

15 ~ resource. What we've tried to do is, we've tried to pair up

16 hospitals who have available beds to take individuals 1

-17 evacuating with special needs out of the.EpZ. Now, the

1

18- -original purpose _was-to line up those beds, of course, so

19 that they could provide shelter, provide an evacuation

- 2 0- -location, for these-people in nursing homes and Jordan

21 Hospital. I don't know -- I wasn't in the meetings on-those

22 specific LOAs or--the details, but that was the envisioned

23 plan, to use them as a resource for the people coming out of

24 the nursing homes.

25 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. I

. . _ - .-
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1 Not that it can't be done according to MDPH. MDPH

() 2 said a hand-held monitor can pretty much take care of the

3 number of people expected from a logistical -- It's just

4 the fact that they wer'e unaware of that, once they becan4e

5 aware of that, from our asking those questions, we were told

C that it wouldn't be a problem, anyway, but the fact that

7 they were out -- That's why we're raising that as something

8 that you --

9 MR. VARLEY: That may just be that the evolution

10 of that process had overtaken the original understandings

11 that they had.

12 MR. SAMANO: As I say, we set up the program, but

13 I never attended those meetings back when we were setting up
O,

14 the program.

15 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

16 Explain to us transportation resources that would

17 be available for the Plymouth Houco of Correction inmates.

18 We understand the background information on that. We are

19 aware that the Commonwealth has written you a letter stating

20 that it is their responsibility to ensure transportation

21 resources for the inmates. Now, of course that facility in

22 located about three and a half miles, if I'm correct, from

23 the facility, and it may be a facility that might have to be

24 evacuated.

25 As the plans read today, they are going to

.
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1 evacuate at a certain level, whatever the level is.

O
t ,j 2 MR. VARLEY: Right.

3 MR. MAHSENI: Fven though the facility has been

4 evaluated by a contracting firm for sheltering that it

5 provides, and certain locations have been clearly identified

6 in that document that could serve as sheltering, the plans

7 do not take credit for any sheltering. It does provide for

8 evacuation of that facility.

9 Having interviewed the of ficials of that facility,

10 we were told that right now they cannot implement the plan

11 as it reads.

12 MR. VARLEY: I think there is a concern on the

13 part of the Plymouth House of Corrections that there beg'')
V

14 identified some very specific transportation resources that

15 should be me , available to them, and the Massachusetts

16 Civil Defense Agency has taken on that responsibility. We

17 have not been closely involved with that interaction to

18 align those resources. I know at one time they were

19 considering the use of MBTA resources, the Massachitsetts

20 Transit Authority, to provide that, but I can't say today

21 where they are in the resolution of that. I do know that I

22 spoke with Mr. Hausner, who is a member of the state Civil

23 Defense Agency, the other day about the need to complete

24 that process, and he assured me that he was going to make
G
ss 25 resources available to do that.

_ -
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: 1 But_we have not been privy to the intricacies that

() 2 were being made in that respect.

3 MR. MAHSENI: Is there an ad hoc plan in your bact

4 pocket should something occur? Do you have earmarked any

5 transportation resources that might not be on the table?

6 MR. VARLEY: Well, I'm sure, as we've said, that

7 part of what we think is the real advantage to the

8 transportation portion of the offsite program is that there
,

L 9- are more than enough resources to satisfy an entire

10 evacuation of the entire ten-mile EPZ plus a large

11- percentage on top of that. ~ Recognizing that it would be

12 extremely unlikely that you would have to evacuate all ten

miles at once to.begin with, and even if you assumed that

O
13

-14- you did, there are additional resources, that through a

15 simple phone call, through the area 2 transportation

16 officer, could be directed straight to that jail.

17 MR.=MAHSENI:- Lot me take that one step further.

18 Am I hearing correctly, then, that the excess transportation

19 resources that you might have in your TSAs, should they

29 become necessary, you will send-to --

21 MR. VARLEY: I can't say that I would send them,-

22 but I would envision --

! 23 MR. MAHSENI: Will be sent.
I

24 MR. VARLEY: -- that that's certainly a dynamic

() 25 flexibility that exists in the state.

- . . _ . _
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1 The other thing that I don't know has been clearl,-
,.

(_/ 2 emphasized is that all of these transportation resources

3 that we talk about are designed for a one-lift operation.

4 The program has not been designed so that you could, in

5 fact, call upon a lot of these resources to come in for a

6 second tr.p into the EPZ. But to be as extremely

7 conservative as we could be, we tried to design the progra.m

8 for one lift. All the resources are there at once; you take

9 them out; and you don't need to bring those buses back in.

10 But certainly there is that additional capability.

11 I believe, in fact, that buses are held once

12 they've cade their trip outside the EP', so that you could

13 always call some of those back in.,

14 MR. SAMANO: I'd like to clarify one thing, if I

15 could. That is a solution that could be implemented if you

16 would utilize the TSA. We have not bee: intimate in that

17 process. We have not done that planning, because that was a

18 DPS -- Department of Public Safety -- issue. We were told

19 that that was a DPS issue. But that is a way that you could

20 solve the problem.

21 MR. MAHSENI: From a planning standpoint, that is

22 clearly an important issue that we need to make sure where

23 it stands so that, in our final report, it does get the

24 attention that it needs. It is important. Being as close

C,_
25 as it is to the plant, 3.5 miles, it is clearly a sore

_
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1 issue, and it's not enough to assure that someone else is
<-

.( x) 2 working on it, I would assume.

3 Now, not just the transportation resources that

4 they need might be en issue, but also the monitoring that

5 needs to be performed at the receiving end, which is at area

6 2 --

7 MR. VARLEY: Bridgewater Correction Center.

8 MR. MAHSENI: -- Bridgewater Correction Center.

9 We do understand that some monitoring equipment has recently

10 bees. delivered to that center for the use -- by whom we

11 don't know, and who is trained to do that, we do not know.

12 Do you have any explanation?

fs 13 MR. VARLEY: That's all part of that packaged

N.J
14 process that the state has told us they have the

15 responsibility to resolve: where the resources will come

16 from to transport the prisoners and, at the other ond, upon

17 receipt of those prisoners, identifying who will do the

18 receipt and the monitoring of those prisoners. We've made

19 the resources available to the state to do that. We've

20 offered planners on several occasions to assist in that

21 effort. But time and again we've been told by the state

22 that they're working on that issue.

23 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

24 Another facility which is very closely located to

25 the county jail is the Jordan Hospital. Again, in our

- _ _
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1

1 interviews with of ficials from that hospital, they stated

i
2 that, two out of the three shifts that they have, they do

3 not have enough staff to conduct an evacuation of that

4 hospital. Now, whether that's in violation of their

5 accreditation or not, that's a different issue, but from an

G EP standpoint, is BECO doing anything to address that?
'

7 MR. VARLEY: I don't know that we've ever been

8 told what you've just told us here, that they don't feel

9 that they have sufficient staff. In fact, our planners have

10 worked several times with them, und they have told us that

11 they have an evacuation plan that they embrace. They told

12 us that it met that joint accreditation process and that

( ) 13 they felt that they could implement that. So if you have

14 been recently told that they don't feel they can meet that,

15 that's news to us.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Okay. Take that as news, and

17 hopefully we'll hear about the outcome of that following

18 this.

19 (Pause.)

20 MR. ERICKSON: I would like Mr. Podolak now to

21 take up some questioning in areas in which his team has been

22 more involved. I'll leave it to Ed.

23 MR. PODOLAK: Sure,

24 On Friday, you sent us a revised assessment of the,-

(''') 25 response to Wellesley of the National Guard. I'll just

- - . - - ,.
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1 cention for the record that that will be in the public

() 2 document rooms soon. We haven't had a lot of time to digest

3 it, so I sort of wanted to go through a few points page by

4 page, as it were,

5 The first is on page 2, toward the bottom of the

6 page. It says, " Applicable radiological emergency responso

7 plan procedures call for the Mass. National Guard to be

8 notified and mobilized early on in an emergency, at the

9 alert level and to prepare the MDS at Wellesley at the site

10 area emergency." Now, this is a little bit different than

11 the response that you'd provided us before. Before -- Do

12 you see where I'm quoting from, the bottom of the page?

13 MR. VARLEY: Yes.--

N.'}
14 Mk. PODOLAK: It says, "See Wellesley reception

15 center, IP-05, December 19, 1990," which we don't have. In

16 responding to us about the response of the National Guard --

17 I'm quoting from memory -- it had said that the Mass.

18 National Guard was activated upon the declaration of an

19 emergency by the governor and that that could occur as early

20 as the alert. This seems to indicate that it's a more

21 definitive statement that they're mobilized at the alert.

22 Is there a difference there, or something has changed?

23 (Pause.]"

24 MR. PODOLAK: You can get back to us on it.

) 25 MR. VARLEY: Yes, I would rather get back to you
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1 on it, I think.

() 2 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. Because I looked up the

3 procedure, and the procedure, I believe -- the procedure

4 that you referenced in your earlier document -- says that

5 the Massachusetts Department of Public Health at the alert

6 level will consider recommending to the governor to declare

7 a state of emergency. That's at the alert. Then, under

8 site area emergency, it says that the Department of Public

9 Health will consider a recommendation to the governor to

10 declare a state of emergency if it hadn't already been done

11 at the alert. That tracked with your previous answer; this

12 is just a little bit different.

rg 13 MR. VARLEY: We'll get back to you on that.

N-A ,

14 MR. PODOLAK: Fine.

15 On page 3, again because it's an early draft

16 precedure, up in the second paragraph it says -- I guess th

17 first sentence there refers to IP-17, which was drafted

18 February 1, 1990, and it talks about initial set-up of the

19 MDS at the Wellesley facility takes approximately 30

'

20 minutes. Is that your estimate or their estimate.

21 MR. VARLEY: I believe that's probably our

22 estimate, based upon experience at the other reception

23 centers.

24 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

s ,) 25 In my review of procedures -- I'm going to give

.
.. __
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1 you an oversimplified example of my understanding of what

( ) 2 happens, and of course this is a state procedure, so it

3 might be different. But my understanding is that DECO will

4 draft a procedure and present it to a town, tha't it will get

5 some level of review at the town, cometimes characterized as

6 the director level of a town department or --

7 MR. VARLEY: Agency head?

8 MR. PODOLAK: An agency head. That's correct. Or

9 the superintendent of schools.

10 Then it will go to the board of selectmen or some

11 higher authority to be signed out, and then it will go from

12 there to the state, from the state to FEMA. When we refer

13 to a procedure in here, I'll ask where it is in that

14 process, to your knowledge.

15 On this IP-17, February 1, 1990, do you knew where

16 that is in that process?

17 MR. VARLEY: We'd have to get back to you. That's

18 a pretty specific question.

19 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. We'll defer that question,

20 then.

21 In that same paragroph, it says, "Coinplete set-up

22 of the MDS at the facility, including set-up of monitoring

23 and decontamination areas, two portal monitors, and traffic

24 areas, should take approximately one hour. Complete set-up j

O
t, ,/ 25 of all aspects of Wellesley reception center should take

l
l

1

- - . . _ ,
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1 approximately two hours." That's during the day, when the

2 people are already there? That's just the set-up time, in()
3 other words, after people arrive.

4 MR. MARKOVICH: Right. After people arrive.

5 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. Good.

6 In the next paragraph, it says, "During off hours,

7 the MPDW dispatcher is notified by MCDA at about the same

8 time the Mass. National Guard is notified." Thatva draft 6,

9 December 10, 1990. Now, the Mass. National Guard is

10 notified, but that's somebody at the Mass. National Guard, a

11 permanent staff of the National Guard. But that's not

12 equivalent to when they're activated or called in, this

13 thing that occurs when the governor declares a state of

\'- 14 emergency, right?

15 MR. VARLEY: Right.

16 MR. PODO LAK: I'm just trying to sort through tha;

17 process.

18 MR. VARLEY: I believe that's correct.

19 MR. PODO LAK: Okay. So I understand that. All

20 right.

21 In the same paragraph, on the next page, the last

.22 sentence, it says -- let me read both sentence together,
l

23 because some people don't " ve this document. "MPDW staff

24 response time to Wellesley would be minimal because most of |
n.

( ). 25 the MPDW staff live in the vicinity of Wellesley. In

I
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1- addition, the MPDW staff has received training in set-up of

2 the facility, registration of evacuees, and in basic'

3. monitoring operations." Do you know if the MPDW staff hava

4 agreed-to do monitoring?

5 MR. VARLEY: I believe there had been a

6 conversation with the head of the Department of Public
,

7 Works. Ray, you were the planner that was involved with

8 that?,

9 MR. WEBER: Yes. We had discussed that with them,

,

10 and they had agreed to -- part of their procedure calls for

11 the set-up and so forth, and in the overall discussion of

12 this, having enough people there to do initial stages of
,

)
monitoring, we talked with the head of the DPW at that13 a

14 facility _and asked them for their folks to go through

15 training on the basic monitoring in the event that they.

16 might have to assist the National Guard with the. initial

17 . stages of monitoring. They basically agreed to that concept

18 and have had basic training on those portal monitors, and-s

19 forth.

~2 0 MR. PODOLAK: And what was that? About what time

21 was that conversation?

22 MR. WEBER: The training was the first weekend in |

|

23 January; the conversation was in December at some time.

24 MR. ERICKSON: That postdates some of our

O 25 interaction with some of those same persons. It's a moving

. _ . . - _ . . . . . - . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . - . . _ . . . - - , . - _ . -- _ _
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1 target. We just want to get it nailed down.

) 2 MR. PODOLAK: Right.

3 So you said -- I'm just trying to pull out

4 information which is meaningful to me. They were going to

5 assist the National Guard in that function or replace them?

6 In other words --

7 MR. ERICKSON: Initially.

8 MR. PODOLAK: Initially. That's what I'm focusing

9 on, initially.

10 MR. WEBER: I should make it clear that in no case

11 did we ask them to replace the National Guard.

12 MR. PODO LAK: So in essence they are not going to

'

('N 13 be monitoring or decontaminating people.

14 MR. WEBER: In almost all cases, no. Only in the

15 fact that there's people thcre to be monitored and they're

16 helping set up, and the National Guard would request some

17 assistance from them in that.

18 MR. PODOLAK: I understand.

19 MR WESER: No, they are not meant to replace the

20 National Guard.

21 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

22 MS. GOOD: So they would function on an interim

23 basis until the National Guard arrives?

24 MR. VARLEY: I think it could best be categorized

25 as, they could supplant in support -- Let's say the first
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1 two Mass. National Guard individuals arrived and they needel

[Q) 2 a third or a fourth to help them. The people at DPW now

3 have enough basic training that they can step in and

4 supplant some of the National Guard staff until they arrive

5 to relieve them. I don't think it is envisioned that the

6 DPW would take over that function until the National Guard

7 arrived, but they can work under the direction of the few

8 National Guard who may be there at the very beginning.

9 It's an additional capability, an additional

10 flexibility, to draw upon some of the existing DPW staff

11 until the National Guard filled in behind.

12 MR. PODOLAK: Got it.

- 13 MR. WEBER: If I could add just or,e tha J.

V
14 Conversely, we also train the National Guard on set-up.

15 MR. PODOLAK: Right.

16 MR. WEBER: So we cross-train both groups.

17 MR. PODOLAK: Thank you.

18 The next paragraph says, " Based upon recent

19 conversations between Colonel Gavigan and members of my

20 staff - " -- and I must add that this is a response from Mr.

21 ! avis, so when he's talking about members of the staff he

probably means you all - "-- in the very unlikely scenario

where an immediate general emergency is declared at Pilgrim,.

the Mass. National Guard can have at least ten people at

25 Wellesley within one hour of notification." Do you know if
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11 those ten people are the permanent staff of the' National

( )b 2 ' Guard?

3 MR. VARLEY: I don't know that we have the answer

4- to:that.

5 MR. PODOLAK Okay.

II know-we have trained quite a few,.6 MR. VARLEY:

7- and I don't know how that breakdown falls out, how many havu.

8 been. trained that are permanent versus how.many are.-

9 reservists.

10 MR. PODOLAK : - Fair enough.. So these -- Okay,

11 .You don't know that.

12 The remainder of the paragraph says, "Within about

13 two hours, the Mass. National Guard can have at least-20gg

l'4 -personnel at Wellesley. Within about three hours of

15 ~ notification, 40 Mass. National Guard can be at Wellesley. ,

Final'y, within-about four hours of notification, the fulll116

17 complementiof Mass. National Guard assigned-to perform the

la -mo.nitoring and decontamination of evacuees at Wellesley (one

~ hift) will be at the facility." _I'll finish.the paragraph.19~ s
4

20 "According to-MCDA, l': has been- their understanding :as well.,

L [21 .that the= Mass. National Guard will be able to promptly

22- mobilize --~i.e., to make Tarscnnel available.in lest than

23 less-than four'to uix hours."

24 Now, is all of that -- the quotations about 20

25 personnel in two hours, 40 withia three, and the rest of the

-
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1 paragraph, is that-all from Colonel Gavigan?

2 MR. VARLEY: . Those were from our discussions with !

3 Colonel-Gavigan, and they tend to be corroborated by

4 discussions that I had with John Lovering, the act' g

5 director'of Mass. Civil Defense, as well.

6 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. Was there any indication of

7 the time of day, or is there information which isn't here? |

!8 MR.'VARLEY: I think it was in the general

9 premises of, once you get notified, under any circumutances,
_

'

10 about how long do you think it will take you to start having

11 your people arrive at the facility, irrespective of whether

12 it's an-immediate general or a slow-moving event; it's hc.1

13 quick can you get some people once you get the phone call-

14 that--there's a need for people. I think these were his

15 impressions of what he felt were realistic expectations to

16 nove his people. 4

17 Again, all of this is cast in the backdrop of the-

18- question of the declaration of emergency by-the governor.

19 That-was a whole separate discussion with the director of

20 Massachusetts Civil Defense on how quickly that transpired.

21 MR. PODOLAK: That has to come-first, and then

22 :these other things fall out.

23 MR. VARLEY: Right.

24 MR. PODOLAK: Now, just to go back to what we were

25 discussing earlier, this paragraph, then, really is the
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1 thing that you were alluding to when you said you had

Q(_) ? conversations.

3 MR. VARLEY: Yes. Exactly.

4 V, >0DOIAK: Right.

N
'

5 JOODI When were thoce recont conversations'

6 that you had with colone4 Gavigan?

7 MR. VARLEYt They occurred over the last throo or

8 four weeks, I believe, as we becamo -- As wo started to

9 receive questions about, Well, geel do you really think the

10 Massachusetts National Guard can mobilize quickly enough, wo

11 had always had the assurances from the MCDA that they

12 thought that that was the best way to got and, as those

g questions came up that your task force wasn't comfortable or (13j

14 wasn't as sure that was possible was when wo went back to,

15 the Massachusetts Natiotial Guard and to the Civil Defence

16 director to inquire as to whether they were as comfortable

4 17 as we had thought they were on the mobilization times, and

13 wo started to ask specific questions, and those are the

19 kinds of answers that we were getting. That's what wo

20 wanted tu make available to the task force.

21 MS. GOOD: Who spoke with Colonel Gavigan?

22 MR. VARLEY: Ray Webor, our planner.

23 MR. PODOIAK One last question on this subjects

_
24 You're now estimating that the earliest evacuees would be at

J 25 Wellesley in approximately one hour and 30 ninutes.

*
|

|

.. . . . .
_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 MR. VARLEY Right, and that's a ballpark.

2 MR. PODOLAK t Right. The sentence -- this is more

3 of a comment -- it's on page 5. It says, "This assure a

4 quick departure from the EPZ, closed, packed, family

5 gathered, and car gassed." Based on the information that I

6 had, talking to evacuation time estimate experts, you

7 probably could have put a period after the word "EPZ,"

8 because they tell me that some people just leave right away.

9 That's just a comment.

10 Moving from Wellesley --

11 MR. ERICKSON Do you want to take a break here?

12 MR. PODO LAK It would be a good time to take a

13 break.

(
14 MR. ERICKSON: Let's take a 10-minute break and

15 then reconvene promptly.
e

16 (Brief rec)ss.)
17 MR. PODOLAK t One thing I wanted to mention was

r

18 that, when I say we're leaving in a subject area, I've-just

19 gotten as much information from you as I need. We will be

20 going back to Colonel Gavigan, as you suggested, and these

21 other people.

22 Two points: One is, I really appreciate -- you

23 ara able to give us a lot of information that is updating us

24 on things that took as months to gather and to understand

(' 25 these plans. It's very helpful to us to have you give us

. . . .

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ ._
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1 this information. We will always go bach to the originator

2 of the information to verify it. The second thing is, I had

3 mentioned the pre-Varley and post-Varley in terms of the !

4 letters of agrooment. Almost everywhere I've gone I have '

5 heard favorable comments about you from the professionals in

6 the emergency planning area, about how much of a improvement

7 in offsite planning sinco you arrived, and I think it's just

8 a compliment that you should hear.

9 MR. VARLEY: I appreciate that.

10 MR. PODOLAKt I'm going to go through two moro

11 areas. One is Bridgewater, and the other is some equipment

12 issues which my team also stumbled across. I'm going to try

O 13 and do it quickly, and when I got to the equipment issues IV
don't want to imply that these are things that you should4

15 buy or shouldn't buy; I'm just trying to get the status of

16 where they stand. They'ro just issues that have boon
i 1

17 brought up to us. '

18 The question I'd like to ask about Bridgewatert

19 At the Bridgewater reception center, is the monitoring and

20 decontamination positions -- we were told by the secretary

21 of the board of selectmen, I believe, or the executive
_

22 director of the board of selectmen -- I can't remember his

23 titic -- Mr. Marr -- that there are 36 positions that nood '

24 to be filled for two shifts and that the firemen had

O 25 originally been slotted for those positions. In his

i
!_a
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1 opinion, the firemen could not fill those positions; they-

2 had other duties. This has been an issue, I understand, for
l
'

3 some time. I've looked back at summary accounts, status-

4 reports, that IJRC has put together, and this has been an

5 issue for 31ome time and was an issue at the Line thet we met

6 with him in liovember. Are you aware of anything that has

7 happened in the meantime to resolve this issue?

i 8 MR. VARLEY Yes. We've been concerned about that

|
9 psrticular aspect of the response at Bridgewater for some

10 time, as the fire department's capa.bility to support that

11 degraded overtime, due to layoffs, cutbacks in their

12 staffing. I think there has been an clerent of union issuer

13 intertwined in that process. Regardless of the reasons why

14 that has slowly degraded, we have been able to come to a

15 successful resolution of that particular issue between the

16 Town of Bridgewater and the Bridgewater Stato College. Just

17 I believe it was last week, our staff met with the president

18 of the Bridgewater State College, who has agreed that they

19 will assume that ''le of doing monitoring and decon

20 utilizing members of the Bridgewater State College staff.

21 That was well received by the Town of Bridgewater. They

22 were very appreciative of the state college stepping in to

23 assume a broader responsibility in that response program.,

24 Cur planners are now working with various members of the
D
D 25 administration to actually gather the names of the people

. - , , . .-_. -, . - . - - . - - - - _ . , . . -. - .
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1 that the college wishes to use, and we hope to expedito the

() 2 training of those people over the course of the next four t:

3 six weeks. I think that they have committed to providing

4 enough people to cover that process to take the place of the

5 fire department.

6 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. We're going over there

7 temorrow.

8 MS. COOD: These are volunteers?

9 MR. VARLEY: I believe. The best people to talk

10 to on that would be a Mr. Chicorelli and a Mr. Cummings, who

11 have been intimately involved in resolving that.

12 MS, GOOD: We spoke to him.

13 MR. PODOLAK: The next question is Bridgewater
)

14 State College and the staffing prior to .suly of 1990 and

'

15 post-July of 1990. Do you have information on that to just

16 help us out?

17 MR. VARLEY: To some extent, I can. I think, in

18 terms of what was available prior to the exercise and

19 post-exercise, perhaps Albert can shed some light on that

20 process.

21 MR. SAMANO: We had worked with and have worked

22 with Bridgewater State college since we started up the

23 program in July of '87. Initially we had made a

24 presentation to them regarding the role of the reception
A
ks 25 center and the kinds of tasks that would be performed at the

|

. . . -
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i
1 receptlon conter. Since the early part of the program, they

( ) 2 agreed that they could handle those positions and that they

3 could perform those tasks.

4 As they identified personnel, we trained them.

5 Early on, they identified around seven personnel -- seven

6 team leaders, or seven individuals; I won't say team-

7 leaders, but seven individuals -- that would then spread tho

8 rest of the work or supervise the rest of the work. We

9 trained those individuals, ano that was prior to July of

10 '90. As they identified additional personnel, we trained

11 those additional personnel. I think one of the questions

12 that we had looked at was, had we approached them to fill

13 the positions, and the answer is yes, we had approached them

Oi

14 to fill the positions; we had never been given a total

15 roster of the individuals by name, but as they identified

16 individuals we trained them. As they identified more

17 individuals, we trained them also.

18 So it has been a situation where we have been

19 trying to train people as they are identified by the

20 Bridgewater State College.

21 MR. PODOLAK: All right.

22 MS. Go0D: How many people have you trained so

23 far? I

24 MR. SAMANO: Thirty-nine or forty people, total.

)'t 25 MR. VARLEY: That predates the new agreement that

!
- -- - - - . - - . . - - _ -_ _ - _ . -_.

1
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1 they're also going to do monitoring and decon.

' () 2 MR. SAMANO: That's separate.

3 MR. VARLEY: That would be for the campus police"

4 to control egress and exit and also for the registration.

'
5 MR. PODOLAK: And set-up of the facility.

I 6 MR. VARLEY: Yes.

7 MR. PODOLAK Staying at Bridgewater but moving
f

8 over to equipment issues, I'll just run through them very

9 quickly. Assume I'm saying the status of, and we'll get to

10 these, points.

11 Maps to congregate care conters.

12 MR. VARLEY: Yes. Wo looked into that when that

13 question was raised some time ago. As a matter of fact, Mr.

O 14 McDonough was just out there the other day. There were maps

15 there, and we provided additional maps. I believe there's

16 an abundance of maps currently in place.

17 Is that right?

18 MR. McDONOUGH: Yes.

19 MR. PODOLAK Okay.

20 The bladder and the bladder connections?

21 MR. VARLEY: Those have been installed. In fact,

22 we did training for the Bridgewater State College people on

23 the hook-up of that in the middle of December of last year.

24 MR. PODOLAK: December, 1990.

) 25 MR. VARLEY: In fact, I think we provided a second

_ - .- - . . - -- . .
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1 bladder to them, in addition to the existing one, so they

() 2 new have two-bladder capability.

.3 MR. PODOLAK Okay.

4 The rechargeable flashlights and portable radios

5 for the campus police -- twelve rechargeable flashlights and

6 four portable radios.

7 MR. VARLEY: They have been on order for some

8 time, and when we checked recently, it appears that the

9 vendor thinks he can have them by the end of March.

10 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. Fine.

11 MR. MARKOVICH: But the four portable radios: He

12 provided to the Bridgewater security a $30,000 communication

13 system that was described in detail, as far as what they7
i

14 needed to perform their function, and that was provided to

15 them. This latest request for the four portable radios for

16 the campus police was not related to the radiological

17 emergency response plan, and we therefore did not grant that

18 request.

19 MR. PODOLAK Okay. I believe, as I recall, that

20 they were four radios for people who were off duty, or

21 something like that.

22 MR. MARKOVICH: Right. The purpose was that each

23 individual would then have their own radio system.

24 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

) 25 MR. MARKOVICH: What we are contending is that,

. -- . - - .
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1 when a person goes off duty, they could just transfer their

() 2 radio over to the other individual coming on duty.

3 MR. PODOLAK All right. I just remember that the

4 police chief was pretty strident on that point, that he felt

5 that a person takes care of their own radio, or something

6 like that. I'll just pass that long to you as information. .

7 MR. MARKOVICH: Okay. We're working with the

8 police chief -- or the campus police chief.

9 MR. PODOLAK The Town of Bridgewater EOC, I'd

10 like to move to that. Equipment issues: the fire

11 department's communication system. There was an issue there

12 where, when the fire department's computerized ccmmunication

13 system, which you had supplied them, was operating, they

O
14 could not communicate with the ambulances. Are you aware of

15 that issue?

16 MR. VARLEY: Yes. I think there has been an

17 ongoing discussion with them over -- They have a particular

18 brand of computer that they located in their facility that

19 causes interference with the radio system. Time and again

20 -- in fact they know that when you turn that computer off,

21 that communication problem goes away.

22 MR. PODOLAK All right.

23 MR. VARLEY: However, we have been-working with

24 them, and we believe that we're close to a resolution on

25 that particular issue.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 MR. PODOLAK: Okay. What would that be? Can you

/ 2 mention it here, or do you not want to?

3 tiR. VARLEY: I'd rather wait till we finish the

4 resolutior.?

5 MR. PODOLAK: Fine. We'll follow up on that.

6 As a matter of fact, why don't you just leave it
,

7 as an open item to inform us.

8 MR. VARLEY: Sure.

9 MR. PODOLAK: Portable radios for school crossing

10 guards.
,

11 MR. VARLEY: Yes. We can see that there's no

12 planning basis for that, and we're not going to agree to

13 provide those radios.

14 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

15 At the public meeting, the issue of the antenna

16 for the tri-town repeater, I believe, or the tri-town

17 repeater was brought up.

18 MR. VARLEY: The same position. They don't use it

19 in relation to the radiological response.

20 MR. PODOLAK Okay.

21 Pagers came up at Bridgewater, and it's a

22 different issue than the issue at Duxbury, which we'll talk

23 about in a minute. Pagers for off-duty police, EOC staff,

24 and selectmen and firemen. It wats a specific kind of pager

b
d 25 that they wanted, a telephone pager, I believe. Are you
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1 aware of that issue?

(~} 2 MR. VARLEY: Yes. We're not going to provide1

V
3 those.

4 MR. PODOLAK Okay.

5 Equipment for the Taunton reception conter. When

6 we visited there, there wasn't an inventory of the

7 equipment. I assume it was equipment which you all had

8 provided them. I guess my question is, is there an

9 inventory, or do you plan to inventory the equipment or help

10 them inventory the equipment?

11 MR. VARLEY: Yes and yes.

12 MR. PODO LAK: Okay.

13 MR. VARLEY: Within our system, we have accounted

14 for all the equipment that we turned over to local

15 communities. We have captured all of that, because we also

16 have to justify that for rate recovery. But in addition, as

17 I talked about earlier today, we envision that we wanted a

18 strong set of administrative procedures, and one of those

19 would be AP-06, that will deal with the annual or quarterly

20 inventory of equipment and supplies. That's one of the

21 other procedures that we want to put in place to ensure that

22 this is done on a periodic place and that in fact all the

23 supplies remain intact.

24 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

() 25 Again, a question of the bladder fitting and

. -
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1 storage of the bladder.

( 2 MR. VARLEY: Same as with the Bridgewater

3 reception center. All of that bladder fittings are there,

4 and we conducted training with them also in the middle of

5 December on the installation and use of that.

6 MR. PODOLAK t Okay.

7 There was a concern of the reception conter

8 manager about communications between the EOC and himself.

9 MR. VARLEY: Yes. That was a new issue to un that

10 has evolved over the*1ast couple of months. In fact, Joe

11 McDonough, our planner out there, is going to have a

12 discussion with Bob Sparin, their civil defense director, to

13 try and better clarify what that issue is and resolve it.

O 14 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

15 Again, I'm saying okay just to move along. We'll

16 see what happens there.

17 Equipment for the Duxbury EOC. Here was an issue

18 of the range of the pagers, and I believe that, for the

19 people that worked in the town, the existing pagers that

20 they had, which I also think possibly weren't covered by

21 your agreement for maintenance -- but the existing pagers

22 that they had were fine for people who worked within the

23 town. They wanted three extra pagers for I believe it was

24 selectmen who worked outside of the town and could not -- it

) 25 was a range issue.

- -- I
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1 MR. VARLEY: Right.

) 2 MR. PODOLAKI Where does that stand?

3 MR. VARLEY: We have told them that we're not f

4 going to provide those commercial types of pagers.

5 MR. PODOLAK: Communications with the DPW barn.

6 MR. VARLEY: I believe that has been resolved.

7 They installed a bypass system in their phone lines which
,

8 allowed them to communicate directly between the EOC and the

9 barn.

10 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

11 Communications with the transportation staging

I 12 area.
E

Q /"T 13 MR. VARLEY: I believe the antennas for those
QI

14 systems have been 17 stalled. All of the radio equipment is

15 in hand and scheduled to be installed in the very near

16 future. MCDA has asked us to wait until they obtain the

17 specific radio frequencies from the bus companies before

18 those radios are actually put into the communities. I

19 believe that data will be gathered along with the latest

20 round of letters of agreement. ;

21 MR. PODOLAK: Moving to equipment issues at

22 Wellesley, again an inventory question. When we were over

23 there, they weren't too sure of what they had or where it

24 was.
7%

25 MR. VARLEY: That, again, would fall under this--

|
1
,
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1 administrative program that we're trying to complete.

2 MR. PODOLAK Okay.

3 One of the issues at the time of the exercise was

! 4 the lack of an EOC, that it didn't have an EOC. Of course,

5 when we went out there we saw ono. But there seemed to be a

6 lingering issue of an occupancy permit. Are you aware of

7 that?

8 MR. VARLEY: There was some confusion over,

9 because it was a state facility, who was going to issue

10 that, but that has been resolved. There is an occupancy

11 permit. .

12 MR. PODOLAK: There is. Okay. Fine.

13 Do you know when the construction of that facility
g-s
\ 14 began, the actual construction?

15 MR. VARLEY: I'd have to go back and pull it out

16 of the records, but I believe it began before the exercise

17 in '89, well before that.

18 MR. S AMANO: Oh, yes. The EOC -- We have some

19 interim equipment in place at first, while the construction

20 was going on, but the EOC, I think, started in early '89.

21 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

22 The disposition of drainage from the

23 decontamination sinks. Are the sinks hooked up to the

24 bladder?

( 25 MR. VARLEY: Yes, they are. We had one of our |

.

1
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1 construction engineers walk that down with the facility

() 2 owner.

3 MR. PODOLAKI Fine.

4 A door for the Eoc. This is an alternate exit.

!

5 MR. VARLEY: Yes. That emergency exit door has '

6 been installed.

7 MR. PODOLAK Okay,

8 Power for the EOC, an alternate source of power.

9 Again, I preface this by saying it's not a requirement, but

10 it had been an issue which had come up, and I believe --

11 MR. VARLEY: Construction was schedule to begin

12 last week on installing a backup diesel generator.

13 MR. PODOLAK: Okay.

14 Issue ceiling tiles, whether they were

15 dissolvable.

16 MR. VARLEY: They were all replaced.

17 MR. PODOLAK: They were replaced. Okay.

18 Communications between the EOC and the reception

19 center. Both are located in the same building, but I

20 believe there was difficulty -- or they perceived that there

21 would be difficulty in communicating between the EOC and the

22 reception center.

23 MR. VARLEY: What we're doing is, when we're

24 installing the electrical conduits for the backup generator,

) 25 we're putting in conduits for four telephone lines that will

- . - _ _ . - - . . _ - . . _ - _ . . -. .- .
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1 link up that area with the Eoc, so that work will progress j

2 in parallel with the backup power, so that should be done'

3 sometime fairly soon.

4 MR. PO DOLAK t' Okay.

5 And a printer for the computer.

6 MR. VARLEY: Done.

7 MR. PODOLAK t Okay.

8 The question of the portal monitors, you have two

9 at Wellesley and you have three at all the other places.

10 You all have presented us with some calculations which we've

11 taken a look at. We have not come to resolution of a

12 contral issue, which is, what is the standard for portal

('' 13 monitors. It's a new device. It's not something -- I

V)
14 mean, it's somewhat new in this application. We're going to

15 come up with a rule of thumb or figure of merit of some sort
,

16 that we can calculate -- or you can use to calculate the

17 number of portal monitors that you would need at this

18 facility. In the meantime, is there any problem with adding

19 a portal monitor at Wellesley, an extra portal monitor?

20 MR. VARLEY: We have spare portal monitors.

21 Should someone deem it appropriate to have additional ones,

22 va have that capability.

23 MR. PODOLAK t To put another one out there.

24 MR. VARLEY: Yes.

O 25 MR. PODOLAKt Would it be a problem to do it now?

. _ . _ . _
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1 MR. VARLEY: We'll, that would entail rewrite of

() 2 the plans and the procedures. -

3 MR. pODOLAK Jkay.

4 MR. MARKOVICH: There's extensive work involved.

5 MR. SAMANot The facility layout would change.

6 MR. PODOLAK t All right. I just wanted to get a
,

7 feel for it. Okay. Fine.

8 Do any of my team have other questions?

9 MS. 00001 Where are these spare portal monitoro

10 kept?

11 MR. VARLEY: We have them at our facilities here

12 at Boston Edison.

13 MR. ERICKSON: Okay. Aby Mahsoni had a question

O 14 relating to the direct venting, containment vent, the Torus

15 vent.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Yes, the direct Torus vent.

17 Before finishing on these subjects, one last

18 question that came upt Could you give us a synopsis of

19 where we are vis-a-vis the special needs survey and the

20 mailings and the processing that's undergoing right now at

21 the towns?

22 MR. VARLEY: Yes. Let me find an appropriate

23 place.

24 As of the end of January, special needs surveys ;

() 25 were sent out to all the zip codes in the EPZ. One of the

,

1
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1 things we learned when we did the original mailing was that
,

'( ) 2 the mail house was unaware that there was a distinction

3 between some of the Post office Box zip codes versus the

4 general zip codes. We were made aware that, in' f act, I

5 think it was four out of the ten Post office Box zip codes

6 were not originally included in the mail house, and those

7 are the ones that we went back and did the mail out on

8 toward the end of January.

9 We now believe that we have covered overy zip code

10 within the entire EPZ, including the Post office Boxes,

11 There was a good response to that particular mailing, and

12 the process is now underway of verifying all the responses

13 that came back to each of the separate local communities.

14 In terms of how far along are they in responding to the

15 completion of those call backs, I asked my staff to put

16 together a rough estimate in their opinion of where the town

17 stood on that.

18 They tell me that Kingston is 100 percent

19 complete; Marshfield is 100 percent complete; Carver is

20 about 25 percent complete and its process; Duxbury, about 95

21 percent; Plymouth, about 25 percent.

22 MR. MAHSENI Do I understand correctly then that

23 not only have we mailed out to the missing zip codes the

24 calendars, but we also have mailed out the SIP forms?

25 MR. VARLEY: Right.

-

-- .
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1 MR. MAHSENI: Is that correct? l

) 2 MR. VARLEY: Yes.

3 MR. MAHSENI: Did we find out what the cause of 1

4 those zip codes being left out was?

5 MR. VARLEY: It has something to do with the

6 subtly of Post Office Lox tip codes not being apparent to
.

7 the mail house like the normal zip codes were. What I have

8 also directed the staff to do is, again, going back to our

9 administrative procedures to make sure there is a step in

10 there that verifies that all the zip codes are covered when

11 we give the mail house the mail out. Hopefully, we will

12 continue to use the same mail house in subsequent years

13 because then we are comfortable that they have a good list

14 of all of those zip codes.

15 MR. MAHSENI: Thank you. Now we can proceed to

16 the Direct Torus Venting. Am I correct to make the

17 following statements. There are appropriate safeguards and

18 procedures in place to ensure that the operation of the

19 Direct Torus Vent will be preceded by the notification of

20 the appropriate emergency declaration?

21 MR. VARLEY: I would like to have John Gerety, who

22 is from our Engineering Department address some of the more

23 specific Direct Torus Vent issues, as he is the engineer

24 tlat is closely involved in that process. John.

25 MR. GERETY: Yes.

t

|

|
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1 MR. KAHSENI The answer to that is yes?

() 2 MR. GERETY: Yes.

3 MR. MAHSENI: Would you tell us what
,

4 classification that is?;

5 MR. GERETY: Anytime the Direct Torus Vent would

6 be used you would have a general energency declared. Two,

7 specific situations where you would use the Direct Torus
.

8 Vent would be for primary containment pressure control or

9 for combustible gas control.

10 MR. MAHSENI: Could you explain to us what those

11 safeguards and procedurco are that you answered positively
,

)
'

12 to?

13 MR. GERETY: Sure. We put in place several levels

i
14 of safeguard. The first was by design. You can't simply go

15 up and open the Direct Torus Vent. To get the Direct Torus

16 Vent open requires the installation of some fuses and some

17 physical jumpers to be installed. The fuses are controlled

18 by the Watch Engineer, and the installation of the jumpers

19 must be approved by the Watch Engineer. There is no

20 individual person that could inadvertently open and cause

21 the Direct Torus Vent to go.

22 The other design feature that we put into it was

23 that there is a rupture disk in the line. The rupture disk

u

24 is designed such that it won't go until 30 pounds. The

) 25 design basis of this plant has a maximum containment

.

- . _ . _ , .- , , ,,, . . - . ,,, . . - - - . - - , - - . , - _ - - - , - - . - ,-
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1 pressure of about 28 pounds which quickly drops down to the

() 2 range of 16 pounds several seconds into the most limiting

3 design break transient.

4 Physically,.the line is unavailable when you are

5 within the design envelope of the plant. You would have to

6 be in a pressura above what the plant was designed for,

7 worst case, to even be in a scenario where you could use

8- this. Those are the design features that prevent its

9 inadvertent use.

10 We then put in place procedural controls fo.

11 particular vent.'ng line, specifically what Tus did was tooP.

12 the EAL's and we took the ECP's. 'The EOP's are the

13 emergency operating procedures. They are symptom-based. We

14 made sure that the EAL's and EOP's were directly tied

15 together, in that if conditions systematically should lead

16 to the use of a vent are also specifically called in the

17 EPIP-100 procedure to require the general emergency be

18 declared.

I

19 We then looked at where this information should be

20 controlled. I mean, having the information is of no value

.

21 unless the right person has it. Some people have been

22 surprised that the EAL's aren't directly printed on the

23 EOP's, and that was -very carefully evaluated and dotermined

24 that that's not the right place for it to be. The reason

() for that is that the emergency operating procedures, the25

i
1

<
-

b - -- -
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1 E0P's are procedures that are designed to be used by the

2 watch supervisor. He is the person that stands in the,

3 horseshoe in the control room and directs the operators at

4 the panels.

5 The Emergency Director is the watch eng1neer and

6 later transferred as the scenario progresses out to the Eor.,

7 Since the person using the E0P's is not the person declaring

8 and classifying the emergency, although the information is

9 very inportant, it is not of value to the person whose

10 primary task it is to use the E0P's. Any information that

11 we put on the EOP's that is not used by the person using the

12 E0P's becomes a detriment.

13 Any information that is there should be

14 information that he will use. What we did was, we evaluated

15 a different method for the operators to ensure that they

16 recognized when in the EOF's or when under plant conditions

17 they would be in condition requiring venting and cross that

18 to a general emergency. So, we developed -- actually

19 emergency preparedness developed -- an operator aide.

20 Basically what it is, it is a miniaturized version of the

21 flow charts with the text removed but the flow charge

22 elements are sequenced numerically.

23 We color coded those flow chart elements where you

24 would have to be in a general emergency when you hit that

25 point. That would be used by the Watch Engineer and shift

!

1

I
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1 technical advisor, the STA, in correlation with the EOP's to

t

2 determine or make sure that he realizes that he is in ag-]
i \J

3 general emergency at the point at which he would be using

4 that vent.
-

5 The other tie that is there is, in order to

6 install a jumper to use a Direct Torus Vent, you are first

7 sent by EOPO-3 to procedure 5.4.6, the EOP's are written at

8 the what to do level, the support procedures are written at

9 the how to do level, and that is laid out very specifically

10 because the director need not know the details. He just

11 needs to know the big picture, and the EOP is our big

12 picture.

13 The 5.4.6 will send you to procedure 5.3.21 to

14 install the jumper. That is important .ecause, to install

15 that jumper the watch engineer physically must sign a sheet

16 which authorizes the installation of that jumper. He is.

17 always aware of the fact that the jumper is going in, so

18 that in fast acting transients where he is the emergency

19 director he must physically sign and give approval to that

20 jumper going in. He is also responsible for declaring the

21 emergency.

22 When he is not the emergency director for slower

23 acting transients, then he still must be aware of that and

24 pass that information to the emergency director out there.

(} 25 MR. MAHSENI Is that proceduralized?

:
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1 MR. GERETY: That is proceduralized.

2 MR. MAHSENI That information goes to the STA?

3 MR. GERETY: No, it would be the watch engineer

4 itself, the watch engineer himself at the control room.

5 MR. MAHSENI: Directly to --

6 MR. GERETY: He would pass it on to the TSC and

7 disseminate it out to the world.

8 MR. KANTORt Which procedure are you referring to?

9 MR. GERETY: Both 5.4.6 and 5.3.21. The 5.3.21 is

10 a very specific procedure that closely _ controls whenever a

11 jumper is installed to sepport the emergency operating !

-12 procedures. You can't simply go and install the jumper. It

13 is closely controlled, it requires the watch engincar's

14 signature, and tne procedures have been both technically

15 verified and then validated. The verification is different

16 than validation, in that verification proves that it is

17 technically correct. Someone is actually taking prints and j
18 shown that the proper points are being jumpered, and the

19 validation is-the actual going out into the field and making \

20 sure that the lignting is sufficient and that_the labeling

21 of._the points is sufficient so that the task can actually be

22- performed.

23 So, the procedures have been both verified and --

24 MR. MAHSENIt John, explain to me -- I know 5.4.6

25 does not have a kick out into the EAL.
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1 MR. GERETY: It does.

' () 2 MR. MAHSENI Tell me where.

3 MR. GERETY: The EAL's, it would not.

4 MR. MAHSENI It doesn't have a classification

5 associated directly with it.

6 MR. GERETY: The function of 5.4.6.

7 MR. MAHSENI I understand. I am trying to

8 clarify. So, 5.3.2.1 --

9 MR. GERETY: It's 5.3.21 --

10 MR. MAHSENI: 5.3.21, which I don't have a copy

11 of.

12 MR. GERETY: Right.

13 MR. MAHSENI: Are you saying that has a kick out ?

14 MR. GERETY: No, that simply is where the jumper

15 is controlled, which means the watch engineer must

16 physically sign for that jumper being installed.

17 MR. MAHSENI I know. Where, in whose procedure

18 prior to the actual use of that jumper to actually activate

19 the Direct Torus Vent, where is that kick outs whose

20 procedure is that?

21 MR. GERETY: That's an EPIP-100, the actual

22 implementing procedure for the EAL's. That's where the kick

23 out to the general emergency is.

24 MR. MAHSE!!I t EPIP-100 is the EAL procedure.

( ) 25 That's being used by STA, you are saying?

--- -. . - . _ _. -
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1 MR. GERETY: Yes, the emergency director. .

() 2 MR. MAHSENI: The emergency director. Now the

3 emergency director when not the same person, when moved to

4 the EOF, what assurance is there that prior to actual

5 venting or using that jumper there is a kick out.

6 MR. GERETYt The parameters that in EPIP-100 are

7 plant parameters. They are not specific events. The

8 parameters develop relatively slowly with the exception of

9 the ATWS event. The ATWS event, which is the fast acting

10 transient, during that event the watch engincor would be the

11 emergency director, so he's the same person.

12 Under the slow transients, the transients that wo

13 most worry about with the Direct Torus Vent which is the

O 14 loss of containment heat removal transients, they are in the

15 order of 16 to 18 hours to develop, over which case the

16 parameters for venting would be required are being closely

17 monitored by the EOF, the TSC and the control room.

18 MR. KANTOR: Would it be appropriate ~1n your EOP

19 to have some sort of caution statement or some linkage

20 between the EOP --

21 MR. GERETY: The EOP's and EAL's use exactly the

22 same parameters. The parameter that would lead to venting

23 is the parameter that leads to declaring --

24 MR. ERICKSON: The declaration of general

() 25 emergency under the emergency action level criteria based on

. - - _. - - . - - . . .- . __
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1 plant parametric data would triggtr that teclaration before

() 2 the Torus Vent would be activated?

3 MR. GERETY: Yes.

4 MR. PODOLAK: . Here's the proolem that we see with

5 that. You are saying that plant conditions would cause two ;

i

6 things to happen. One would be che declaration of a general j

7 emergency and the other would posnibly be the venting of the

8 torus.

9 Quite independently --

10 MR. GERETY: No, they ace not independent at all.
.

11 MR. PODOLAK: I am saying it's the same plant

12 parsmeters but one porton is looking at the plant parameters

13 and saying I have a general emergency and the other persen, g

14 in looking at the plant paramotors and saying I have to vent

15 the torus: is that true?

16 MR. GERETY: Are you saying you want to separate

17 out th3 scenario?

18 MR. PODOLAK: No. I a n saying that you have two -

19 events which are occurring in time by two different people -

20 -

r

21 MR. GERETY: No, it's an individual event being

22 monitored by two --

23 MR. PODOLAK: By two different people, right.

24 MR. GERETY: Correct.
,

. .

- 25 MR. PODOLAK: An individual event boing monitored

-
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1 by two different people.

() 2 MR. GERETit Correct.

3 MR. PODOLAK f|he-) both, acting independently --

4 MR. GERETY: Thsy are not acting independently /

S MR. PODOLAK t Okay, help ,ue out.
4

6 MR. GERETYt The TSC, the IOF in the control room

7 don * t act independently. It's an integr&;ed network that

8 corre- )onds back and forth with the information.

9 MR. PODOLAKt How much of a problem would it be,

s nce his is a very unique -- I think "su covered iti

11 warlier but I want you to go over it agai4 ' this is a very

?$ unique situation where you are taking fiss'es ,roducts.

13 ;4Ssid'Y and intentionally venting them to the x(mosphere.i

14 Yea ure , n a sense, you are creating the rePease "thich is

15 the cause .or evacuation.'

>

16 To put a fail safe step An there where the

17 containment would not be vented unless a general emergency

18 had breen declared. In other words, an additional step in

19 the s'F wh!'h you arn responsible for which says before the

20 order is 51. en tc ase the juniper to vent containment a.

71 general emasto,'cy would have to have been declared. Good

22 idea -- bad idea.

23 MR . G ERE'2 Y : It's a good idea. We evaluate that,

_
24 and we did it during- a detailed simulator validation of the

25 procedures and the r atergency plan. 't was determined that
)

_ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ . - - _ _
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1 it is more effective because of who was responsible for

() 2 monitoring the emergency plan and who was responsible for

3 managing the plant, that the information is more offective

4 if located in the hands of too person who uses it which is,

5 in fact, the watch engineer and not the control supervisor.

6 In other words, it's an integrated event that

7 requires different people to take different actions based on

a the symptoms that are present in the plant. We evaluate-

9 that in detail but in actual simulator scenarios.,

10 MR. VARLEY: If I could just interject for a

11 second. Me,ybe there's been a c.citical document that has

12 been missed here. There is, separate from the EPIP-100 and

13 separate from the EOP's, there is what John has described as

14 an operator aide which is another document that the watch

15 engineer has at his disposal that does link those two

16 between the EOP's and the EPIP. He follows along in that

17 document and does see where that link occurs between the use

la of the EOP where it says it's time to vent and the need for

19 the classification of a general cmergency.

20 There is that link in a separate document,

21 separate ar.d distinct from EOP's or from the EAL's.

22 MR. PODOLAK: That's a person that is making an

23 order to --

24 MR. VARLEY: To do both.

DQ 25 MR. MAHSENI: Is that the STA?

|
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1 MR. VARLEY: No that would be thee

is2 director who is the watch engineer until such * ,

3 activated and then that shifts over to the eme

4 director in the EOP who has an operations advisvr position

5 in the EOF who follows along in the EOP. I believe he has a

6 copy of that aide as well.

7 MR. MAHSENI: Where is he located -- is he in the

8 control room?

9 MR. VARLEY: He, who? :

10 MR. MAHS EN'I: - This watch engineer.

11 MR. VARLEY: The watch engineer remains in the

12 control room.

13 MR. MAHSENI: At all times, and he has that
,

14 procedure.

15 MR. VARLEY: As well as when the responsibility

16 for emergency director shifts out to the emergency director

.17 in the EOF. Then there's an operations advisor in the EOF-

18 who follows along with the operator aide to remind the

19- emergency director that we are not approaching that point in

20 the EOP's.where it dictates the classification of a general

21 emergency.

22 MR. MAHSENI: We are missing that document.

23 That's a good point. We would appreciate receiving a copy

24 of that document, and we made that request earlier for all

25 pertinent documents that address it. You have provided us

|
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1- everything short of that. ;

() 2- MR. VARLEY: Okay.

3 MR. PODOLAK I just wanted to give you the

4 ' context that this has come up in, and just go over this
.

5 ground for one minute. It may come into your decision if

6 you ever decide to re-evaluate the emergency operatir.g i

!

7 procedure. That is, at the September 6th meeting an issuo |

8 was raised that there is a disconnect between Direct Torus !

9 Venting and the emergency plan.

10' MR. VARLEY:' I' don't believe that exists.

11 MR. PODOLAK: Understand.- You told it to us. We

12 look at the' situation and ask ourselves can a general'

, O
13 - emergency -- can the Torus ever be vented-without a-

14 declaration of a general emergency and the answer that I am

15 getting back is no, because they are both looking at plant

16 conditions and plant conditions would dictate a general

17 emergency.

18 The answer I am looking for, frankly, is no

-19 because you can't vent the torus without having declared a-

20 general emergency just like you can't-vent tt.e torus without
.

.

21 exceeding all the things that you talked.about there. That

22 is my personal opinion. Then the issue would go away.

23 -But I am really not -- we really don't want to 1

24 take our views and force them on you.

25 MR. MAHSENI: Let me continue asking John a few

;

1

:

J
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1 -more questions I need clarified here. You answered one of

() 2 -my questions.even though-I haven't asked yet, the

3 inadvertent operation of the direct torus vent, so that

4 takes care of that. Again, tell me true or false the
,

5 following statement.

6 Procedure-5.4.6 is only entered in accordance with

,

7 EOP.3.

I
8 MR. GERETY: That's true.

9 MR. MAMSENI There is no other way to enter into

10 5.4.6.

11- MR. GERETY: That's correct.

12 MR. MAHSINI:- Same deal. In fact, procedure 5.4.6

13 is only performed during conditions requiring the

14 declaration of a gener,1 emergancy.

15 MR. GERETY: Not true.

16 MR. MAHSENI: Thank you. That's good. Elaborate

17 on that for the record. I know where1you are coming from.

18 MR. GERETY: 5.4.6 is the specific instruc:lons on

19 how to vent the containment. There are conditions under

20- which containment venting may be required, but there are no

21~ fission products in containment. Specifically, it could a-

22 problem whether you have lost your cooling system in the

-23 -containment, which means that_you have no fission' product

24 . release-but you do_have a need to reduce pressure._ or, it

25 might be for some reason you have had a build up of a

_ . _ _ . . _ . . . _ _ . - -__. __. . . . . . _ _ _ _. .
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1 hydrogen for some reason, wherever it may be, with no pipe

() 2 break at all which means there are no fission products

3 currently in containment.

4 5.4.6 would allow you to vent the primary

5 containment under those conditions without declaring a

6 general emergency, but it has a condition on it. The

l 7 condition is contained in EOP.3 The condition is that you

8 are not allowed to exceed the limiting condition of

9 operation for off site release, which is the tech spec limit

10 of off site release.-

11 MR. MAHSENI: When you answer EOP.3 and you go to

12 the far right two branches, ora being the combustion and the

13 other one being the high pressure inside containment --

14 MR. GERETY: Yes.

15 MR. MAHSENI: It is only through those two

16 branches that you can enter 5.4.6. As you come down in both

17 those two branches, one or the other, is there a way ..at

18 you can enter 5.4.6 without hitting the general emergency?

19 MR. GERETY: Yes. That's the condition at which

20 you are venting but you are not exceeding your offsite Lco.

21 That is the condition at which you are venting for whatever

22 reason, to release hydrogen or tr ? lease pressure but you

23 are not in fact releasing any fission products.

24 MR. MAHSENI: You are venting through your standby

25 gas treatment system.

.--
- -
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1 MR. GERETY: Under those conditions you would be

) 2 venting through standby gas treatment, .yes.

3 MR. MAHSENI: Let me continue. Emergency

4 classification procedure, EPIP-100 classifies all of the

5 containment conditions which would require entry into

6 procedure 5.4.6 as general emergency. We just explained

7 that.

8 MR. GERETY: We just explained that it would not,
,

9 correct.

10 MR. MAHSENI: There-is one --

.11 MR. GERETY: There is one scenario where you are

12 venting without fission product release.

13 MR.-MAHSENI:L That would be tied to an LCO
>

14 offsite.
,

15 MR. GERETY: Exactly. It's a release,-and is the

16 normal technical specification limit on offsite release.

17 MR. .MAHSENI: E?IP-100 does not specifically

18 require that a general emergency be declared prior-to

19 containment venting due to a hydrogen / oxygen concentration

20 problem, but the same condition that required containment

.21~ venting per procedure number 5.4.6 are already identified as

22 general emergencies in EPIP-100; correct.

23 --MR.- GERETY : I don't understand the question. I

24' can rephrase the question. 1
.

25 MR. MAHSENI: Okay.

!
l

!

l
_ . _ _ . . . . . - _ , , ,_ . _ - _ _ - . . . _ . . . - . , _ , . . . . - - _ _-._ _-_._,. . . . - - --
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1 MR. GERETY: The question in my mind, I guess,
.

(
under what conditions of combustible gas control would 5.4.62

3 and the EPIP. require general emergency. The conditions -

4 under which it would require general-emergency to be

5 declared is the conditions under which the primary

6 containment is threatened, primary containment integrity is

7 threatened. Primary containment integrity is threatened when

8 you have a combustible mixture.

9 You get a combustible mixture where you have

10 greater than 5 percent hydrogen and you have greater than 6
4

11 percent oxygen at the same time in primary containment. You

12 are now venting to ensure that you don't get a detonation

13 inside of containment which would cause you to lose,

.

-

14 containment.

15 MR. MAHSENI: Regardless of what the concentration

16 of radioisotopes are --

17 MR. GERETY: Exactly, because if you lose

18 containment then the venting becomes of-no significance.

19 You just have no control of it.
I

20 MR. MAHSENI: Explain to us, if you will, the

-21 scenario where we are in EOP.3 and it is a pressure

22 challenge to the containment-situation,-whereby direct torus-

23 venting is eminent and you are approaching your PCPL.
>

24 Is-there a requirement to do any dose projections

() 25 prior to venting?'

:

|

- . . . . . . - . - . . - - . . . . _ . . . _ , _ . . . _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _
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1 MR. VARLEY:- I'm not sure that I can answer that

2 here. You would have-to give me a set of circumstances.

3- MR. MAHSENI: I understand, fine.' The question is

4 basically when it is eminent to direct torus ve:nt is it

5 proceduralized for the EOF or whoever;does the dose

6 projections to project the doses prior to actual venting

7 oven though the procedures are very clear that, regardless

8 'of what.the concentration of.radioisotopen are irrespective

9 of the dose projection numbers that come up you will vent.

10 Will you do the venting for the offsite agencies to be --

11 will.you be doing those projections prior to that, not to-

12 decide whether or not you are going to vent but to give the

13' forewarning to the orfsite agencies about what to expect.

O -14 MR.-VARLEY: I don't want to respond specifically

15~ enough to say that I can quote you procedurally how that is

16 done, but in practice I know that whenever the EOF is

17 activated the dose assessment group begins doing dose

18 projections.from the time they enter the facility regardless

19 aof whether there is, in fact, radiological condition that

20 warrants it.

,21 That is an automatic function that they begin to

22 do'is,;what if so-to speak, projecting ahead as to where the

23 potential threat might be, how significant that dose could

24 be. That process goes on automaticall'/ as soon as we

25 activate the EOF and would be in place and ongoing prior to

.. . . . - -. -- - - . . - .-
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1 the need to do that.

/~'\ 2 MR. MAHSENI I understand that. What I am
V

3 looking for is really for a tie, a relationship or

4 connection if you will, so that everything is done in an

5 integrated manner. In other words, we are approaching and

6 venting might be eminent based on your EOP procedures as you

7 are approaching those pressure limits and, therefore, a

8 declaration of general emergency is coming. Is there also a
g

9 procedure somewhere that connects that to not no longer a

10 what if but basically we are going to vent, here is the

11 pressure inside, here is our flow rate outside, here is the

12 concentration levels inside containment, here is my doco

13 projection in the next half hour or two hours.

14 Is that proceduralized? Is that something that is

15 in --

16 MR. VARLEY: Now you are over into the EOF

17 procedures more than the EOP side of things. I don't know

18 if we could walk you back and say there is specifically a.

19 caution or note or step that says watch out because you are

20 going to do direct torus venting, therefore, do dose

21 projection. There is a procedural process that we are

22 always doing dose projection regardless of whether we are

23 headed toward a direct torus vent or some other form of

24 release.

() 25 MR. MAHSENI: I know that is taking place. I am

,

|
,

. - - - _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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1 really looking for a connection direc,Qy sith a particolar

( ') 2 anticipatory status that you would be in soon, and that's

3 the question. If you would get back to us on that one way

4 or the other, that would be fine.

5 MR. VARLEY: Yes.

6 MR. MAHSENI: I am done.
.

7 MR. ERICKSON: Okay. Are there any other

8 questions from members of the Task Force?

9 (No response.]

10 MR. ERICKSON: What we will do at this point if

11 there are no more questions from our Task Force, what we

12 would like to do is reinstall that microphone over there and

13 allow members of the public who may wish to make a statement

'N- 14 for the record to so do. We will take just a moment break

A$ here while we accomplish that.

16 (Brief recess.]

17 MR. ERICKSON: For those members who wish to make

18 a statement for the record, if you would please use that

19 microphone that is over there and identify yourself for the

20 record, please. We would be most happy to take your

21 statements. I see Ms. Alba Thompson is the first.

22 MS. THOMPSON: I am Alba Thompson, speaking for

23 the Selectmen Board of Plymouth. I want to thank the

24 Emergency Planning Task Force for its study. I have not

'r%
( ) 25 ever before heard this many penetrating, real life questions
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1 from the NRC. It is c.b.ar it has forced and stimulated

() ~2 action on-the part of many individuals.

3 The town, however, questions the proceduto -- not

4 .the purpose -- of this;NRC public hearing on offsite

5 emergency planning. Neither the Town of Plymouth nor any

6 other emergency planning zone community was invited as a

7 participator. The only participants listed in the

^

8 Lmemorandum establishing this meeting are staff members of'

9 Boston Edison, owners of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

10 The purpost of this meeting requested by-the_NRC

11 Task force is "to determine and assess the factual status of

12 offsite emergency preparedness for the Pilgrim Station." It

raises all' points of question. The town of Plymouth has

. O
13

14 pointed out repeatedly in previous communications and in

15 testimony that the jurisdiction of offsite plans belongs by
,

-16 regulation to the town and to the State of Massachusetts,

17 not to the utility, That, you have said again and again.

18 For the utility to be treated as participants'at

19 - this meeting and the towns merely as observers without- the

20 right of presentation is simply not logical nor wise. The

21 Town of Plymouth has the task of development

22- implementation, and operation of offsite emergency planning.

23 We maintain we are the best source of information. We are

24 the'best informed on the current status, including problems

25 of our own plans.

_ . - _ . _ . - . -
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1 Indeed, the NRC inspector general's inspection

()(_j 2 report of July 23, 1990 spoke to the need for balanced and

3 meaningful dialogue with local officials s.nd for public

4 nectings by interpretation to include them in their rightful

5 and primary role in offsite emergency planning. Does the

'

6 task force plan to hold an open meeting in which the town

7 officials are participants and the utility staff merely

8 observers?

9 We applaud the gathering of information from all

10 sources, but we question the procedure that invites the

11 utility as participants in so-called open meeting in the

12 area of our offsite emergency plans while we, the authority

13 with jurisdiction are reduced along with the state to being

14 observers. Cooperation between BECO and the Town of

15 Plymouth is always welcome and has gone on in the past. It

Q

16 is always in order in view of NUREG-0654.

17 But Plymouth remains firm in its position that it

18 is the best source of factual information on the status of

19 its own emergency plans. It respectfully roguests the

20 privilege of full participation in any open meetings on

21 emergency planning. In addition, there are certain

22 problems, some of which you have raised, and incidentally

23 some in which the Town of Plymouth was brought up to date

24 only from this meeting, and I would like to raise them

25 again. We see these as being some of the major problems
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1 still, existing in our plants and in almost-all cases, they
- -

[/l 2 refer-to the NRC exercise of 1989 and what we learned from
%.

3 that-particular exercise.

4 As you have discovered, the training at the

5 Bridgewater, Massachusetts reception center reported

6 difficulties with the Bridgewater Fire Department which has

7 not taken training since 1989. Here I learned that the

8 Bridgewater College steff has volunteered to fill positions

9 but you must be reminded that for one whole year more than

10 that there has been no-training going on with anybody at the

11 receptian center. In that period of time we could have had

12 an emergency.

- 13 Would you please note that there are only five

14 more months left before the next NRC required exercises to

15 take place, so that training must not only be taken it must

16 be taken at a very rapid pace indeed if the techniques and
<

17 the IP's are to be mastered.

'18 The training at the Taunton, Massachusetts

19 Reception Center has also reported difficulties with the

20 Taunton Fire Department that has prevented training. If

21 there is a resolution, I have not heard it here and do not

22 know what the resolution might.be. Our schools are still

23 without approved plans. In fact, I do not know of any

24 school system of the EPC communities that have approved

() =25 plans. The Plymouth School Department, having asked for

_
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1 guidance from FEMA,.has not.yet received back the draft

2 plans which it sent for help and for guidance. I believe()
3 those.have been in FEMA's possession two months now.

.

4 Those plans have not been approved bf the

5 radiological emergency planning committee of the Town of

6 Plymouth, nor have they been approved by the Board of

7 Selectmen. There are two more layers through which they must

a pass even after.the recommendations of FEMA are incorporated

9 if that is the wish of two school committees in the case of

10 Plymouth. -

11 We have a need for an alternate communication

12 center. The last NRC graded drill in 1989 required the

13 evacuation of our sub area three. That happens to include
'

,

14- our police headquarters, our fire. headquarters, our town

15 hall, our memorial hall which has EOC in it. There is a

16 real need-for an alternate communications center if the

.7 ' major control centers of police and fire must be evacuated.

18 That. scenario said they must. The area was contaminated.

19 The town cannot: operate during a radiological

20 emergency without these essential communications-and command.

21 centers. An alternate command center is an express need of

22 beth the fire and police cniefs. They have gone on record.

23 The town cannot afford such an alternate, particularly since

24 its finance committee and the citizens reason that such a

() 25 need would not exist without a radiological emergency in the

- . .. . . - . . - . ... .- . . . .
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t.
1 town of Plymouth. Traditionally, we have handled fire,

) 2 hurricane, floods, the usual fate that besets any New

3 England Community down through the years. We have never
,

4 needed an. alternate center of com9unJestions but we would-

5 under radiological disaster when sub area three or some

6 important part of it needed to be evacuated.

L 7 This has been requested from BECO with some

8 assistance from them but none has been forthcoming on this,
,

9 a very important request for an alternate communications

10 center. Training. Plymouth is at the 50 percent

11 retraining level, but other EPZ communities have far less.

12 As I pointed out to you, we are only five months away from
,

13 the scheduled August 11 through 17, 1991 required drill. ,
i

14 Egress from Saquish. As you have heard, the high

15 tide-situation egress has not yet been solved for the
,

16 residents of that area. Our civil defense director will go

17 into some of these in some detail, but that figure of 600
.

18 persons for example referred only to those people who might

19 be in the residences of that Saquish-Gurnst area. We have

20 public beaches there, and the numbers of people visiting for

21 the day or camping overnight on those beaches rises

22 sometimes to the thousands.

23 The renovation of the Plymouth Emergency

4

.

24 Operations Center. Our EOC is crowded and inadequate in

- \ 25 space for the minimum number -- 28 -- of people who have to

.
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1 operate duringjthe emergency operation. Particularly, if

) 2 'that operation extends beyond one day you get

'

3: claustrophobic,'I can tell you at the end of a-day. That is

4 very clear from our ekperience in 1989 when we went thrc'"h

5 a tense drill.

6 Our EOC was the first to be renovated by Boston .

7 Edison, and we are grateful for that assistance. But it was

8 built in the old CD area which essentially is a basement

9 area under some'of the seats of the memorial bui. ding which

10 itself dates back to'1926. Smaller communities farther away

11 from the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant have much better EOC's

12 in terms of the-space alloted to the number of people who

13 must work and the livability-over prolonged periods of time

14 than does Plymouth, which surrounds the_ Pilgrim Nuclear

15 Plant.

16- Therefore, Plymouth most at risk, might very well

17 have an inadequate EOC as compared to other communities

18 farther out. Because we are the largest community by far in

19 terms of population o'f the EOC and by far in terms of our

=20 area, 103 square-miles, our problems tend generally to be>

-21 the largest of those problems.

22 I do thank you for this ability to speak to you

23 very briefly on these matters. I would remind you of what

24 the time is and how much time has been alloted for comments

25 from the public and others as compared to comments from the

. - _ .. _ __ - . ._ . _
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1 utility which owns Pilgrim , Nuclear Power St; tion. While I i

,

j ) 2 recognize What your invitation or your memorandums set --

3 and it was our call to the NRC I hope, that alerted you to i

4 the fact that we were indeed distressed once again, to be

5- rel agated to observers in our own home town on our own '

6 plans.

7 MR. ERICKSON: I thank you for your comments, Ms.

8 Thompson. I think I would like-to respond to one point only.

9 There are many points in your comment, but to one point

10 only. That is the nature of this particular meeting.

11 This meeting is actually a data-gathering or

12 information gathering meeting between the task force and

13 Boston Edison. The reason that we opened the doors to the

14 public is because we have no secrets, and we are interested

15 in making sure that those who have an interest in this

16 information and the process and progress of the task force

17 are fully informed.

18 It is equivalent to the kinds of meetings that the

19 teams have had gathering data, working with individuals

t 20 within the town with the Civil Defense Directors, with the
l

21 Selectmen visiting the various facilities and talking with
|-

22 those folks. But under those circumstances we didn't feel-

23 any compulsion to characterize those working meetings as

-24 public meetings, nor is this really in the same sense-a

( 25 public meeting.

._ . . _ _ _ ._. . _ . . . .
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1- -The object of providing an opportunity for you_to

2. comment is simply a ratter of courtesy, recognizing the keen-
,

3 interest that-the community and interested persons have in

4 this matter.- ,

5 MS. THOMPSON: Thank you for that statement. I
,

6 wish only to show~to you and to present to you our '

:

7 sensitivity in-this' matter.-
'

T

8 MR. ERICKSON: The next person, Mr. Hatfield.

9 MR._HATFIELD: I am-Doug Hatfield, Civil Defense

-10- _ Director for the Town of Plymouth. I would like to-open

11 with a statement that I would like to congratulate you. I

' 12 have been very: vocal.in some instances and'not as vocal in

13 others,; but I have had a number of meetings with -the task'() -

14 force terms. From-today's meeting I can see very well that

151 what was said at those meetings you listened very well. .It

16- was very refreshing to have that opinion-myself, to see that

17' what/weisaid was not just glossed over. i

' 18 I do have a couple of things that I have:been-

19 making notes on during the meeting. It was very obvious-

20 that it was a very strong point on the task force part'about-

2 '1 the_ equipment purchased pre-Ron Valley. One of the issues in

22: -Plymouth is the police department portable that-are pre-Ron-

23 . Valley, a very important issue because part of the police

24 procedure for traffic and access controls is if you loseo 25 radio contact you report back to the police station. If

_ .._.,_ ~ ,..__ _ _. - . . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ . - _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ , _ . , _ . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . - . -
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1- those portable don't work, then.you-report back to the
.

(%( ,f.- 2 police station. Now you have a traffic and' access control

3 point with no person at it,'not a good situation.

4 At the present time, the only problem with the

5 portable is the fact that the batteries are getting to a

6 point where they can't be charged anymore. It has been very

7 emphatically stated that they are pre-Ron Valley radios and

8 - pre-Ron Valley equipment and nothing will be done about

9 that. The town has a very limited budget and it's being cut
s

10 at all levels, and that hopefully is not going to be an

11 issue as-far as being able to just get batteries for these 2

12 radios that were deemed important to Boston Edison enough to

1

13 purchase them in the first place,j7
&

14 One of-the things that didn't come out in the

15 meeting is the fact that when that' equipment was given to us

16 there was no indication on anyone's part that any further

17 equipment would be issued. We are very happy to get it, _ and

18: it was very appreciated. But there was no indication that

19. there would tua any maintenance agreement on any other

20 equipment beyond that. There was no indication of.that at

21 all.

22 As far as the Saquish-Gurnet issue-is concerned,

23 the issues for that area have been separated with the

12 4 Saguish-Gurnet Association stating that the planning for

'25 what they have to do on that peninsula is a totally separate

.

~ , , . . - _ . - . , _ . _ , __+ _ ___m _ _ . _ - . _ _ . _ __ , , - , , . . . ,
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1 issue of'the egress issue. The egress issue is not

() 2 resolved. They feel at least comfortable enough that, with-

3 some modification possibly, that they can handle the issue

4 under normal circumstances with the procedure that they

5 have.

6 The cgress. issue, that is the other issue that is

7 going to take some time to resolve. It is not an issue that

6 is going to go away. They do feel relatively comfortable
,

9 with the equipment that has been given to them, and the

10 procedure that they have for what to do on the peninsula,

11 there is some minor modifications that have to be made-for

12 coordination with Duck Creek. Those are in the process of

)
being.made as we speak actually.13

14 There are the 3,000 to 5,000 people out there -- I

15 thought that issue had been put to rest long.ago. Even

16 today we are.back to 740 people, 640 people. My

17 understanding long ago was that the 3,000 to 5,000 issue-was

18 possibly the-total commitment of people on that peninsula at

19 any given time on a good summer's day. The 640 could-be the

20 amount of people that actually need outside assistance

21 beyond what the association can give them.

22 I have two other issues. The upgrading camps and
4

23 campgrounds for transportation providers, we can't get into

24 that right now. We have camps right now tnat haven't even

25 appointed a director for this coming year yet. Not only

, _
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. 1 can't-we determine how many people we are going to have

2 there, we can't even determine who we are going to_have

3 trained or when we are going to train them until at least a

4 director has been appointed to run the camp for the coming

5 season. That's an issue that is going to have to be taken

6 up, because I am assuming that because of the time of the

7 year that the exercise is, that's going to be one of the

8 major aspects of the exercise come August.- We have got.to

9. have all those people trained so that they understand what

10 they are supposed to do and agree to the procedures

11 themselves.

12 The other issue is a special needs-survey. I have

131 a rough breakdown becuuse I didn't break it down exactly.

14 We.have-over 1,800 responses; 300 of those responses were

15- the white sheets only which are the volunteering to help

16 their neighbors. They did not even' include thezblue sheet

17 which is the special needs actual checkoff list. Of the

18 remainder, 800 of them responded that they didn't need

19 -assistance.

20- We have called about 300 of the remainder.of what

.

21: was left. That is approximately 1,400 of the 1,800 which=

22 still leaves us-over 400 responses _that-we haven't gotten to

23 yet. It's a monumental task, and I am not even including in

12 4 - this the 670-odd that we had in the old list. One of the

25 things that we have done -- in fact the nest week we have

|

\
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1 crossed-off out of the 1989 annual report some of the people

) -- 2 - that have passed'avay that were on the old list. We are

3 waiting for the figures on the 1990. We are checking the

4 obituary pages -- that's an awful thing to say -- we are
t

5 checking the obituary pages every week to make sure we are

6 not upsetting people by calling after the person has passed

7 away. It is a monumental task.
>

-8 Plymouth may lua behind, but we are not the only

9 -town. I know Carver is not anywhere near what was quoted

10 today because I have' talked to Helen Capeller and she said-

'

11 they are not that far ahead. They are not into the 60, 70,

12 80 percent, -When you respond to the amount of responses

y 13 that we got, over 1,800 and we are down to approximately 400

14 -- between 400 and 450 -- one of the things that happened

15 the other day was the fact that we called 11 people and got

16- 27 responses in that day's mail, of which 21 have to be-

17 added to the list. We lost a net of ten people, so even
'f

18 though we-gained we lost.

19 Those things-happen on a daily basis, especially

20 since the new zip code that was added -- we get a lot of

21 responses out of that area that was overlooked in the first
.

22 mailing.

23 As I stated at first, I appreciate the fact.that

24 we were listened to and it was very refreshing to cee that

v 25 you did listen to us.

.. -. . , . _ . - _ _ -- - , , .-. .- - - . ..
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1 MR. ERICKSON: Thank you, Mr. Hatfield. Mrs.-

2 Lampart is the-next-person.
,

3 MRS. LAMPART: Yes, I have just-a few comments.

4 One is to Boston Edison's response to portal monitors, that

5: they said they had extra portal monitors apparently.to

6 spare. I would like you to look into the possibility of

7 requesting-that two be put into-the reception center for the

a Duxbury school children which is at Needham. The. big issue

9 really is when the children arrive, the town feels that they

10 shculd be monitored. There has been a question of where

11 these_ monitors are going to come from. _ Fortunately, I came

12 today.and discovered a very ready solution. That's one

13 point.

14 :The second point, listening was that Edison

15 referred'to many times various operation, communication,
,

.16 -- transportation officers at MCDA. I would like to-request
.

~17 that theftask force get in touch'with|the Massachusetts

18 public-safety director about the specific cuts that have

19 been made in'MCDA due to the budgets.

20 I understand approximately'one-third of the jobs

-21 are out, amongst them Tom Roger -- I don't want to break the:

.22 news to his family. There are certainly significant people

23 within the director of_ Area II, state communications officer

24 and other operations officers, radiological protection guy

25 at DPA. There will be many permanent cuts. If the IP's and

. _ . - - ._ . -
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1. what Edison says we are depending upon these people, then-

2 something alternative is going to have to come up,

3 alternative funding or postponing this whole operation until

4 the proper people -- so that our safety can be assured.

5 My_ third point-is, it goes back to the whole

6 Gurnet-Saquish. I share the same dismay hearing 657, 67, I

'

7 don't know what the number was that supposedly are out on

8 Gurnet-Saquish. This has gone over and over -- it has been

9 reported to Boston Edison by David Queg, by Civil Defense

10 Directors, et cetera, and Boston-Edison sits here again

11 today and says what? To me, that's another blatant lie. One

12 of your jobs is to determine fact from fiction. I don't

13 want to again see when they are caught in a lie we have a

14 new lessons learned routine.

15- I think it's time for you all to take

16 responsibility when these blatant discrepancies come about

17 to pass the word up to James Taylor -- not the folk singer -

18 - James Taylor at the NRC so action like on Title 18 can

19 occur and the people can feel hey, there-is justice here.

20 Just because you are Boston Edison, that doesn't give you

21 the right to lie to a Federal Agency who, in turn, is making

22 very serious judgments on-my health and safety.
.

23 Thank you.

24 KR. ERICKSON: Thank you, Mrs. Lampart. Jane

)
25 Fleming, welcome. We have met before, and we appreciate

,

.

__ _. -- -__m. . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ . _ - _ _ . . . . _ -
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1 your being here. You have a statement?

() 2 MS.-FLEMING: How nice to see you again, Mr.

3. .Erickson. I want to take the entire task force-for listening

4 today. I am very impressed with the depth and the

5 understanding. -The questions that you have asked, the

G particular issues you have raised today, have certainly been

7 some of my greatest-concerns. So, I was delighted to hear

8 them posed-today to Boston Edison. That does inspire our

9' confidence in the NRC slightly. It does lift it.

10 I do have something prepared here. The people of

11 the Pilgrim Emergency Planning have now lived for two years

12- and-two months with Pilgrim operating and without adequate

cmergency_ planning in place. In August, 1987, FEMA found
, O

13

14 that offsite' emergency planning had deteriorated to the

15 point it no longer could adequately protect the people of

16 -the EPZ. In response to this the NRC staff, realizing that

17 the_ mechanical problems-which had shut Pilgrim down and

18_ there_own CAO which did not allow Pilgrim to restart without

19- NRC approval, the mechanical problems-soon would be

20 resolved,-resolved before FEMA would have an. opportunity to

21- complete their ongoing review of emergency planning.

22 The NRC then unilaterally decided to conduct its

23 own assessment of emergency planning to avoid possible delay

24 in the restart of Pilgrim. According to the recent January

25 16, 1991 Inspector General Audit, emergency planning

-
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1 regulations do not: provide for circumstances _where the-NRC

() ;2 can1 unilaterally decide to conduct its own review ofioffsito- '

'3 emergency preparedness. The results of that review are now

4' well known.

5 The staff's review was neither balanced, not <

6 thorough, and certainly the information presented to the

7 Commission was inadequate. September, 1990, FEMA

8 reconfirmed their position that planning is .indeed still

9 inadequate. They did not withdraw their withdrawal of

10' adequacy. The NRC announced the formation of the task force

11 to review with FEMA t?.is time the current status of

12 cmergency planning. Now, five months after, FEMA's

13 reconfirmation of their findingc of inadequacy.

14 Today we are here able to bear witness to the NRC

15 gathering information from the utility. Historically,

16- _ Boston Edison has been the supplier of the imbalance and.

17 inaccurate information.

'18 According to regulations, Federcl regulations, the

i

19- utility is responsible for on site-planning. .The state and

20 local authorities as Alba so eloquently expressed, state ond

21- local authorities 'are in charge of of fsite planning.

22 Chairman Carr has told me that_the NRC will be using DECO's

23 testimony as a strawman. Is the staff aware of that

24 philosophy, or will you repeat history and accept the self-

25 serving statements of BECO as fact.

. . - - -- . . . .. . . - - .. -. . .. . - -. . . . . - .
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'

1- Edison's analysis of-the testimony given by the-

'N ) 2 public last Sept. ember was filled with incorrect statements.

3: The major areas in which they presented incorrect j

..

information were -transportation providers, reception4
4

5 centers, monitoring, npecial needs, Saguish-Gerne'i. Today,

6 again, it has provided the-!UTC with inaccurate information
,.

'
7 in the following areas. Saquish-Gurnet,_ transpectation, ;

i
8 special needs, reception centers in particular the arrival

,

i

9 time of the National Guard and one situation very near to my

10 heart, the precautionary transfer of students.

11 Again I state as I have stated since July, 1989,

12 the NRC is in violation of 10 CPR 50.47 and tUREG-0654 by

13 allowing Pilgrim to operate at above five percent power
,

'14. without adequate emergency planning in place. To the task

15 force, I request that you complete your rev.iew as quickly as

16 possible and advise the Commission to put icto effect 10 CFR

17 50.54 (s)2, setting the 120 day clock. If you do honestly .

18 identify the areas in which planning is inadequate, then

19 perhaps the State of Massachusetts and the utility will be
i

20 forced to honestly and 31ncerely put planning in p] ace.

21 To the task force again I ask, do your job. Do ,

:22 not-act as an advocate to the industry ac the NRC has done

23 so many times in the past. Do protect the public health and
i

24 safety. Inform the Commission that there is not reasonable
i

25 assurance provided within the Pilgrim EPZ.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. m - ,,. , . _ . _ , _ _ _ _ . , _ , , . , ,, , ,
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1 There is onv paint I would like to make on the

() a p re edutter Try transfer or studenta. What BECO provided us

with the intornation today running through the times they

A provided, just for the ridiculous of it -- Blai'r has lef t
-

5 but he was pushing this point which I wss very happy about.

6 First c7 all, time. For the precautionary transfer of
._

7 s tu.lents , why we don't havo to worry about nonitoring our
,

8 children because they will be gone before anythi.sg hay. pens.

9 Six hours, according to MCDA -- accordjng 'o j

10 sonething general -- I will learn (*n t term someday J?

11 hours beforr the National Guard will arrive t' start

12 contacting the transportation providera to tell them

13 something is wrong. The contacting part assuming -- they

14 didn't say, they wouldn't say, assuming with the speed

15 dialing one mingte t7 60 ninct$s to contact the

16 transportation providers.

l'/ Three hours beyond that mobilization time which

18 the MCDA is now allowing in their new LOA's. Thirty minutes

19 to three hours treivel t1mes fron the location of the buses

20 to the schools. This, depending on which set of numbers and

21 how you want to work them works out to be 10 and one half

22 hours to 18 honrs. before the buses arrive at the school for

23 the precautionary transfer of students.

24 How long is the Plymouth School day -- in Duxbury,

29 we don't have an 1d hour school day. Maybe our kids would
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1 be smarter if we old. This is the most ridiculous set of

$) 2 numbers I have ever heard. On top of that, they still

3 insisted upon using the term procautionary transfer of

4 students, 18 hours. Why is it precautionary transfer?

5 There is no chance these students e,ould be contaminated. Do

6 our children have at the other end of the rainbow,

7 monitoring, no. There is not one bit of monitoring in any

8 student relocation center.

9 This is an issue that really has to be fixed.

10 This is an issue that is ridiculous to even consider. As

11 Mrs. Lampart stated, Edison said there are extra monitors.

12 I suggest very strongly the first use of those extra

13 monitore after the third one is put in Wellesley, I want

14 monitors in the student relocation centers. I want our

15 children monitored.
,

16 Thank you very much.

17 MR. ERICK3ON: Thank you, Mrs. Fleming. Ma'am,

18 would you please identify yourself?

19 MS. OTT! My name is Mary Ott, and I am the Co-

20 Chairman of Duxbury Citizens Urging Responsible Energy.

21 Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you briefly hers

22 this afternoon. I guess I would concur with a lot of what

23 has been said rega Ning your well focused af ternoon. Like
f

24 Alba, I do agreo that we should have had sufficient notice

25 and there should have been more opportunity, and you might

-
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j

1 have enligrtened,a lot more people with this presentation.'

i .

j - 2 St,nce my many previous speakers have articulated a
I

*

] 3 host of concerns, I would like to focus on one we feel is of
!

) 4 primary importance to the successful implementation of

5 cmergency planning, that of of fsite medical services.

6 According to 10 CFR 50.47 (b)12, there is a requirement that;

7 preaccident arrangements for medical services beyond the

j 8 maintenance of a list of treatment facilities exist for
0

9 individuals who might be severely exposed to dangerous
i

! 10 levels of offsite radiation 1.llowing an accident at a
i
4

j 11 nuclear power plant.

; 12 We have obtained a list of hospitals from the Mass

13 Civil Defense Agency earlier this month. We have reviewed()
j 14 that collection of letters and they reveal that there are 13
!

15 facilities with " agreements with the Commonwealth." There,

.

16 are a total of 15 letters, as two facilities serve the dual

i 17 purpose of host. Close scrutiny reveals two facilities will

18- act as hosts only and there are only a total of four hosts. !

l

19 One facility will not accept contaminated patients. Ten

20 letters do not specify in a case of a radiological emergency

'

21 at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station,

22 Jordan Hospital's agreemept is with Boston Edison,

! 23 for the care of workers. Two hospitals are on Cape cod;

24 therefore, Will be inaccessible as evacuation procedures

'O
,

-

25 call-for the closing of the Sagamore Bridge. I should also

i

f

__ .._.-_. _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ . _ . _ . - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ - . _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ - . . . - . . . - - . . _ _ _ . _
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1 note in there that Jordan Hospital is within the emergency

() 2 planning zone.,

3 The remaining facilities can treat a maximum of

4 two to three radiation contaisinated injured individuals

5 within a 12 hour period. Therefore, it would be impossible

6 to respond to the needs of over 100,000 residents of the EP2

7 should assistance be required. I recently mailed evacuation

8 planning calendars -- assure us that Pilgrim Station is

9 designed, built and operated to prevent accidents, and that

| 10 even though accidents are unlikely your state and local

11 officials are prepared to deal with emergencies as they

12 occur.

;f 13 We know better. Since restart, four unusual event

14 declarations have occurred at Pilgrim. In addition, 13

15 unplanned shutdowns have happened. The events of September

16 2nd through 3rd 1990 are outlined on our enclosed

17 newsletter, which I will give you a copy of. They attest to

18 the serious operating problems which continue to plague

19 Pilgrim Station.

20 Most recently, on January 11, 1991, a smoldering

7 '. fire in the turbine building roof required the assistance

22 two municipal fire fighting units from the town of Plymouth.

23 The aforementioned unusual event level declarations force i

24 the implementation of the very emergency plan that we are
,

5 25 discussing today. Any one of those events had the potential

.. . _ ...- . -~_ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ ..__.
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]
! 1 to escalate.

I' 2 The NRC has overruled the rederal Emergency

3 Management Agency, the Massachusetts Delegation, local and

4 state officials in finding reasonable assurance that enough

5 of a plan exists to protect public health and safety. We

6 ask that you restore some element of public confidence by
i

7 recommending thra the agency withdraw their reasonable

8 assurance finding until those people responsible for

9 implementing our plan have approved it. Thank you very much

10 for your time. -

11 MR. ERICKSON Thank you very much. Yes, sit.

12 Would you please state your name, sir?

13 MR. KREEGAN: May name is Eugene treegar, :ind I am

'
14 the Town of Kingston's Delegate to the Transportat,'on

15 Committee of the Old Colony Planning Council for Regional

16 Planning Agency, and also its Delegate to the Council

17 itself. I am also a retiree from the Bell System, with 35

18 yearr of experience in the engineering and design of special

19 circuits. i;

20 I would like to address one point onl'| roday,

21 whirh is the point brought up at your earlier meeting here

22 in the fall. That is the unreliability of the telephone

23 network, the DDD, Direct distance Dial Network Dial tone.

24 One of the first things that is going to happen when an

I d 25 cmergency is declared is people being people, are going to

. . .-. . _ - - . _ _ - ___.- - - . _ - _ - . . -.
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1 call _their families, their friends and their neighbors.

() 2 They are going to get on the telephone, lift the telephone,

3 and try to get dial tone.

4 You are going to have an enormous surge of use

5 onto that DDD, the Dial Network. You also, in the process

6 of Edison's discussion, intend to have a central command

7 center --that's What you call it -- with four national
,

8 Guardsmen and an ofticar who are going to accept telrohone

9 calls from this DDD network from the various sensitive

10 locations like hospitals, nursing homes, convalescent hemes,

11 halfway houses, schools or whatever.
I

12 They are going to be using the same DDD network

13 that the population is going to be using for their personal ,

14 worries and concerns about their loved ones. These people

15 at the command center are then going to analyze the request

16 for transportation, they are going to make decisions, and in

17 turn are going to pick up the same telephone network and

18 call the transportation providers and tell them to send

19 seven buses here, eight buses there, two vans here,

20 wheelchair vans to another place.

21 I contend that this part of your system is a vital

22 link which is susceptible to failure. It is one of the key

23~ elements of the whole system of communications, and if it's

24 down the drain then all your plans about where the buses are

() 25 stored and how long it's going to take them to get from here

__
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1 ta there are going to be meaningless.

2 Back in the fall I recommended that either Edison

3 or the state Civil Defense or Nuclear Regulatory Commission

4 contact the Bell system -- Bell Labs, whatever' department

5 you want or the local telephone company here in NYNEX

6 service, a subsidiary of New England Telephone -- and get a ;

7 recommendation and cost analysis to put in a private lir.e

8 telephone network which is not part of the dial network

9 which can be dumped if enough people pick up their

$ 10 telephone. It would'be separate and distinct from the dial

11 network. It would always be available. There would be no

12 contention for its use.

13 If there were power failures in the region the

14 telephone company has its own emergency supplies, so this

15 network would stay on the air. It would not be subject to

16 some of the failures that the Civil Defense Man from

17 Plymouth brought up, the fact that the batteries in the

18 radio equipment are wearing out and they don't know where

19 they are going to get the replacements or how often they

20 have to replace them. Even some critical points that are

'

21 strictly radio should have land line intact telephone fixed

22 capability to communications.

23 -Communications are important. Even General

24 Schwarzkopf, the first target that they took on in Iraq, was

25 the communications network of Iraq. All the grand plans and

h _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . -
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1 all the high tech information is useless unless you can talk

( ) 2 and !! sten to the people who have to do the work. If youi

3 didn't near any mention of that suggestion of mine from

4 months ago, I do hope that it hasn't been lost and you are

5 addressing it.

6 It may be expensive, but how can you put a price

7 on the lives and future of children and other people. I

8 thank you very much.

9 MR. ERICKSON: Thank you, sir. Your suggestion

10 and comments are now a matter of the record of this meeting.

11 I declare that this meeting is now adjourned, and thank you

12 all for your assistance.

13 (Whereupon, at 4:01 p.m., the meeting concluded.)

'

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

. _ . -. . .
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REPORTER'S CBRT!TICATE

This is to certify that the attached proceed-
Angs before the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission i

4

in the matter oft

NAME OF PROCEEDING: ;.a u h l t .N(+ kN
,

* c.i

D0CKET NUMBER:

g gWWti1 , MD 6#-t M U $NPt. ACE OF PROCEEDING:

were held as herein appears, and that this is
the original transcript thereof for the flie of
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
taken by ma and thereafter reduced to typewriting
by me or under the direction of the court report-

'

ing company, and that the transcript is a true
and accurate record of the foregoing proceedings.

.

k^# - . t] #
.

-

w a

Official Reporter
Ann Riley & Associates. L:d.

.
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Statement for record of Nuclear Regulatory Commission Task
Force Meeting in Plymouth, MA - February 25, 1991, by Mary
C. Ott, Co-Chairman

I thank you for the opportunity to make a brief statement
this afternoon. Since many previous speakers have articulated
a host of concerns, I would like to focus on one ve feel
is of primary importance to the successful implementation
of emergency planning; that of offsite medical services.

According to 10 CPR 50.47 (b)(12) there is a requirement
that pre-accident arrangements for medical services (beyond
the maintenance of a list of treatment facilities) exist,

for individuals who might be severely exposed to dangerous
levels of offsite radiation following an accident at a nucicar
power plant.

We have reviewed a collection of letters of under tandin0
which exist between medical facilities and the Commonwealth.
The copics were received on February 8, 1991 from Julia
Gabaldon of MCDA.

The letters reveal that 13 facilities have " agreements"
with the Commonwealth. There are a total of 15 letters,
as two facilities serve the dua3 purpose of host. Close
scrutiny reveals:

1. Two facilities will act as host only. There are only 4 hosts.

2. one facility will not accept contaminated patients

3. Tsn letters do not specify in case of a " radiological"
emergency at PNPS

4. Jordan hospital's agreement is with DECO and for workers.

5. Two hospitals are on Cape Cod, therefore vill be inaccessibic
as evacuation procedures call for the closing of the Sagamore
Bridge

The remaining facilities can only treat a maximum of 2-3
radiation contaminated injured individuals.P Therefore it
would be impossibic to respond to the needs of over 100,000
residents of the EPZ should assistance be required.

Our recently mailed evacuation planning calendars assure

# d i(A+,c x /s At h.MuA

Post Office Box 2621 * Duxbury, Massachusetts 02331 (617) 934-5574*
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us that " Pilgrim Station is designed, built and operated
to prevent accidents.." and that "Even though accidents
are unlikely, your local and State officials are prepared
to deal with emergencies if they occur."

We know better. Since restart, 4 Unusual Event declarations
have occurred at Pilgrim. In addition, 13 unplanned shutdowns
have occurred. The eventr, of September 2-3 are outlined on
the enclosed " Downwind" newsletter, and attest to the serious
operating problems which continue to plague Pilgrim Station. Most
recently, on January 11, 1991 a smouldering fire in the turbine
building roof required the assistance of 2 municipal fire-fighting
units from the town of Plymouth.

The 4 mentioned " unusual event" level declarations forced the
implementation of the very emergency plan we discuss today.

,

Any one of those events had the potential to escalate.

The NRC has overruled the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
the Massachusetts delegation, local and state officiais in finding
" reason?4ble assurance" that enough of a plan exists to protect
public health and safety.

We ask that you restore some element of public confidence by
reccommending that the agency withdraw their " reasonable assurance"
finding unti.1 those people responsible for impicmenting our
plan have approved it.

Thank you.

.

I

*

|

|
|

|

|
|

| l

(617) 934-5574Duxbury, Massachusetts 02331
| Post Office Box 2621 +=
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provided to Task Force February 25, 1990

List of liospitals under " agreement" with MCDA for Pilgrim
Emergency Responce Plan - provided by Julia Gabaldon - February
6, 1991

1. Brockton Hospital - Brockton

2. Capo Cod Hospital - Hyannis |
'

Status host only - inaccessible, Sagamore bridge to
Cape vill be closed - host, only, for non-contaminated patients

3. Cardinal Cushing Hospital - Brockton

4. Charlton Memorial-Hospital - Fall River (2 letters,'

host also)

5. Falmouth Hospital - Falmouth
Status inaccessible, Sagamore bridge to Cape vill

be closed. |

6. Framingham Union Hospital - Framingham

7. Goddard Memorial Hospital - Stoughton

8. Jordan liospital - Plymouth
Status within EPZ, agreement is for PNPN vorker care

9. Morton Hospital & Medical Center, Inc. - Taunton (2
letters, host also)

10. Quincy City Hospital - Quincy

11. Saint Luke's Hospital of New Bedford. nc. New Bedford
Status host only

,

!

12. Sturdy Memor;.t Hospital - Attleboro

13. Tobey liospital, Inc. - Wareham
Status host only

|

i

i

i

Post Office Box 2621 * Duxbury, Massachusetts 02331 (617) 934-5574*

|
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,

Mr. Robert M. Hallissy Director
Radiation Control Progr,r.m
Mass. Department of Public Health

-

150 Tramont Street Eleventh FloorBoston, MA 02111

Dear Mr. Halliseyi 4

Thi4 letter will confirm that Brockton Hos11tal agrees to provide
assistance to individuait who may reouire treatment and/or hospitalization
as a result of an emergency at the Pilgrim it,1 clear Power Station. ,

k'e understand we will be notified in advance by the Massachusetts CivilDefense A
patients.gency or the Boston Edison Company prior to the arrival of any

At the time of notification, bed availability and patienttransfer suitability will be determined.
Accr6dited and has a bed capacity of 301. Brockton Hospital is JCAHO

We further understand Boston Edison Company will guarantee to trocktonkospitsi timely payment and/or reimbursement for all costs and expenses
incurred in admitting and caring for these patients.

As a condition of this Agreement Boston Edison will provide, at no charge,
decontamination related supplies and equipment and training assistance forBrot:kton Hospital staff.
sat %.bry receipt of equipment and training.A practica disaster drill will be conducted upon

This Lett er of Agreement may ba amended at any time by mutual consent of
the Hospital and the Massachusetts Department of Public Health.
Letter of Agreement shall remain in effect unless canceled upon 60 daysThis

written notice b{ be sent to;he Bottan Ecison compa
either party. We understand that a co of this Letteror Agreement wil i

Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency. ny ai tne
'

Our twenty-four hour contact is the Administrator-On Call at
Sincerely,

,

. . .- . . y..

Pr ident
.

WMHimp

.

_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - '
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CAPE COD HOSPITAL
P O. Sea oa0 ? Part 5:ree: H ar.r.in M A C:601

(101) "* N ID) FAC (DA) '93110:

('u.WP/..! .

. ..

Ms.rch 22. *.989
*

.

y

4

Keber: M. Mailissy, Directer
- Radiatien Cen:rol Prepa::
Mrs s at hus e tts Dept.: e n: ef Pablic Het.itn
T.leventh neer .110 ru:en: S tr ee t
14 sten HA C2111

Deu Mr. HA111sey:

"his le :ar vill eenfi:= that Cape Cod Hospi:A1 apees to provide assistir.ce,;

if beds are evt11able, for nen.cen d .ated hospital trarsing horne, or h:-*
pa:Lenti requEEg terper5 relocatien in the even: of en inciden: a: th~

Pilpin Ra:latr Power S:t.:icn. Invetees fer all costs associated with such-

te perary relocation (s) vill be sent to Lestra Edison Cc::pany for pre:p-

[ gur.ranteed pay::ent.
,,

_1. _ ._ ^ . . Ve understar.d ve vill be notified in advan:o by the Mr.anachusetts Civil Defense
A6ency prior to the arrival of any patients. At the ti~e of the er.orgency. bedm. --

_T'. 4 , _ availability estir.ates vill be provided. Ve hold JCAHO accredita:icn and have. _., .

a bad capacity of 05E. It should be 6Lt....J LhaL Cape Cod Mospital is a- -

censisten:1y high.cc:upancy herpital and genert.11y there are no beds availdic
or a few at be6st.

.

We ce intarosted in :he ::abing progrt.m being effered by the Loston Edison
Cc=pany. Ples.se have the contac us for schedu11.ng.

Tnis le::er of spee.::ent :.ty be a:r.enced at t.ny cine by tra:ual consen: of the
Ecspital and the Massachuse:ns Depe=en: et Publi: Heal::h, 1his le::c: ef
agreement sht.11 re:r.cin in effect unless cancelled upon 60 days w1::en notico

,

by either party. .Ve_undarstand that a copy cf stia letter cf Agreement vill be i
son: to the besten,. Edison Cor:pary and the Massac casac:J Civil Defanse Agen:y.

, $oinc. arely,
,

e''

,'
, s z. 4 _y. f

1'residen:
Jn.:j::f
e:: Jr..es 0. Seneir

?Vice ?residen:

| Ynt!R C A:U W. rn m n %i V w.ieu m i
_ . _ , , , -,_ . _ . , .__, . _ , , . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . . , . . . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ , . _ _ . , ._ _,_
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, y,m gg LArtplNAL. UVbrilNU GENERAL HDSPITAL '

i5$ NORTH PE ATSTPEEV. BROCRTON. Mass A0Hv$5??S Op@t
!,

(50812884000't .

April 26, 1989 3 {C { y[h
Robert N. Hallisay, Director W'INRadiation control Program '

Massachusetts Department of Public Health UN E"" D""#
150 Trament Street, Eleventh Ploor d'**"Boston, MA 02111 *

,

Dear Mr. Hallissyt
,

This letter will confirm that cardinal cushing General
Hospital agrees to provida assistance te individuals who pay
require emergency treatment and/or acute medical / surgicalinpatient care an
Nuclear Power Station.a result of an emergency at the Pilgrim

It is my understanding that participation in this medical
assistance program shall include the following

,

Bad availability Will be providad M.C.D.A. by theHospital.

Patient transfer arrangements will be communicated
to the Hospital prior to the patient's arrival.
Boston Edison will provide, at no charge, decontami-
nation related Atens and training assistance to the
liospital,

, ,

Boston Edison will, on an annual basis, conduct a
practies disasatar drill at cardinal cushing General
Hospital and submit a written report to the Hospital. '

Besten Edison will t>eplace all supplies used at the
practica disastwr .tel.11 at ne charge to the Hospital.

Twenty-four hour centact w.i'.h the H ,,,al can be madethrough the Hospital switchbu.rf, to Nursing supervisor
and/or Administrator on call at % 6
Sincerely,

' '
. ,

rt''h/J pkn Jr., President%R

RJJ/bn '

,

Carltes Christi . A Catholic Health Care System . Charter Member
An Affiliated Teachtrig Hoecittti of Tu'tri U ovestetty School of Medicirm

,,

_ _ _ . . . . _ _
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Mr. F,alph G. 11:d
Senier Vice President, Nuclear
Isosten Edisen Ocepany

.

Tilgri.e Noelt.ar l'ever Statien
T.ocky Eill f. cad

| I'!ymouth MA 0 300

Dear Mr. Bird:

D.is letter vill cenfire that Charlton Mcmorial Hespital, Inc. agrees toa result cf an accident ataccept persons injured and conta2tinated asWe hcid .' OLE accreditation and have a

Pilgrim Nuclear Pover Strition.
bed capacity of 363.

We understand we vill be notified in advance by cither Loston Edison' ~
.

Cer:pany (IE00) or t.he Massachusetts Civil Defe.nme AEency (MODA) prier to
'

the arrival of any pa tinnts . At the time of the emergency, bed

availability estimates vill be provided.

We furt.her understand EE0o vill offer assistance with preceduret

development and traini.ng, and vill reimburse the hespital for normal andfor these
' reasonable cests and expenses incurred in admittiLF a.nd carinE|

patients,

Our ;4 hour contact is the 71rst Call Administrative Person ati
'

Sincarely.'

1

J' 'y
gehElaineT. AndersonChief Operating Officerv

epc

'
.
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May 23, 196E

b b 5 0 U .O
Mr. F,obert heulay. Director
Kassachusetts Civil Delanse Age.ney
400 Worcester Avanue
ir antnghan , KA

Dear Mr. boulay:

This letter will confirm that Charlton Memorial Bospital, Inc. agrees te
as a host _ f acility . f er patients requiring hospitalization in thLserve

event of an incident at the Pilgrim Nucisar Pevsr Station.

will be notified by the State Civil Def anse AgencyWe understand that vs
of the need f or our services at t.he time of any emergency and that bed
availability esti. matas are to be provided at that tun. For planning

you may use 363 inpatiant bed availability as our total
We al.so undarstand that assistance with procedure develepcs.ntpurposes,

capacity.ud training vill be offered to the hospital by the Loston Idisen
Company.

Our 24-hour contact point should be t.he first Call Administrative Person
at FItansion N

S ince rely ,

I '

Ilaine 7. AndarsonSE Chiaf Operating Offiear
s

epc

Roo Varley - Loston Edison Conspanyc:

.'
e
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FALMOUTH HOSPITAL,
*

ix * t a * t./m :Piv i '8 a .vovin, was1Ac %8 t"s ::es: Mst ,3,g s m *.I 1:1 64 100

%dwi,I i .

> Q,

Jar.uary ;4.198f -.

..

T.obert M. Hallisey. Direeter .

Radtatten Centrol Fregrar
Massachusetts D e p a r '.m e n t of Puhlic Heal *r.
Eleventh Floor - 150 Tremont Street
Boston. Massachuset:s 0:1'1.

This letter will confirm that f:1 mouth Hospi.a1 agrees to
provide assistance to .ndividuals who ..u require

treatment and/or hespitalization s a resca et an

emergency at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

We understand we will be notified in advance by the
Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency prier to the arrival cf
any patients. At the time of the emergency, bed
availability estimates util be provided. We hold JCAR
accreditation and have a bed capacity of 130.

This letter of agreement may be amended at any tie by*

' mutual consent of the Hospital and the .assachusettsM,

Department of Public Health. This letter of agreement
shall remain in effect unless cancelled upon 60 daysa copywritten notice by either party. We understand that
'of this letter of agreement viil.be sent to the Besten
Edison Company and the Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency.

:,
.

1 Falmouth Hospit.al.

Y '!. Y. I'
' . ,[/

' *
. , ,

''

b].Qh !II , $& '

Roy A. Eftebangs, Jr. i
,'

| President &,gEO
\ \ .*' .I
t

egl

i
,.

!

|

. . . - . - -
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.

Mr. Robert M. Hallisey, Director ftAetul0N CONikol.
Radiata,on control Program pgogggy'
150 Tramont Street - Eleventh riocr
Booten, MA C2111

Dear Mr. Halliseyt

This letter will confirm that Tra.mingham Union Hospital
agrees to provide assistanet to individuals who may
require treatment a.nd/or hospitalisation as a result of
an emergency at the Pilgrim Nuclear power 8tation.

He understand we will be notified in advance by the
Massachusetts civil Def ense Agency or the 'Joston Edison
company prior to the arrival of any pat:.ents. At the
time of the smorgency, bed availability estimates will
be provided. Me hold JCANO acoraditation, and have a
bed capacity of 311.

We further understand Boston Edison company will off er
assistance With procedure development and training, and
will reimburse the hospital for normal a.nd reasonable
costs and expenses incurred in admitting and caring f or
these patiernts.

This letter of agreement may be amended at any time by
mutual consent of the Korpital and the Hassachusetts
Department of Public Health. This letter of agreement
shall remain in effret unless etncelled upen 60 days
written notice by either party. We understand that a
copy of this letter of agreemant will be sent to the
Boston Edison cor@mny and the Massachusetts civil
Defense Agency.

Our twenty-hour contact is the administrater-en-call at

sincerely, ,,

,

Barr H. Movits
Div ion Administrator ~
of cilities

r

/sx
cel J. Kerrigan

- - . - - . - _. . - - --
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Mr. Robert M. Hrillisey. Director ,

Radiation Control Program
Massachusetts Department of Public Health , ,f y

' '' l150 Tremont Street - Eleventh Floor
Boston, MA 02111 - ''r'-

*

Dear Mr. Hallisey:

This let;er vill confirm that Goddard Memorit.1 Eospital agrees to provide
assistance to individuals who may require treatment and/or hospital 1 ration
as a result of an emergency at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

.

We understand we vill be notified in advance by the Mamcachusetts Civil
Defense Agency or the Loston Edison Company prior to the arrival of any

-

patients. At the time of the emergency, bed ave.ilability estimates vill be
provided. We hold JCAR accreditation, and have a bed capacity of 236.

.

We fu'rther understand hoston Edison Company vill offer assistance with
procedure development and training, and vill reimburse the hospital for
normal and reasonable costs and expenses incurred in admitting and cr. ring
for these patients.

This letter of agreement may be amended at any time ty mutual consent of the
Bospital and the Massachusetts Department of Public ilcalth. This letter cf
agreement shall remain in effect unless cancelled upon 60 days vritten
notice by either party. We understand that a copy of this letter of
agreement vill be sent to the Loston Edison Company and the Massachusettss

Civil Defense Agency.

Our tvcoty-four hour contact is the administrator-on-call at*

Sincerel',
.

% [> ,

William P. Tleming
Vice President for Operat ns

cc: Mike Corthell
,

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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+ ;h. ?
p' . <*

Boston Ecison Company
59 Industrial Park Road
Plymouth, MA 02360

Stephen 5, Hook, Emergency P.epareaness CoordinaterAttn:

Deer Mr. Hook:
update to the Jordan Hospital, ]n:,, letter ofThis will serve as an

with the Boston Edison Company for referral to the hospital inagreement
the event of an emergency at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

I have reviewed the 1987 " agreement" and find it to be in compliance
with all necessities should there ever be the need for emergen:y

treatment of any radiation accident cases. .

been a pleasure working with the Pilgrim Station during the lastIt has
several years. If we can be of any further assistance, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

)
Y M0hc//j'

.

Peter A. Chapman ,

President

PAC:mjd ..

Enclosure: 1987 Agreement

Jacoueline E. Hess, M.D., Medical Directer
Robert E. Olson, M.D., Jorcen Hospital Chief of the Emergen:y Teamcc:

0

.! ~ ~ ' ', : m it H 97 ME 7 l'!XWT 'Tli \'.\ '2 '.4 t i';: "
* ' ,.. ,

_ _ _ ._. _ __. . _ . _ .-
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AGR E LMENT

of3|

preparing plans and procedures for
*ne Ecston Edison Company, in

tne management of r a c ' a t '. o n atticents et its Pilgrim Nuclear Power

Massachusetts, has moce cortain arrangemer,ts with$tation at Piemouth,

ine Jorcan Hospital, Pl ymo u th , Massachusetts for the reception and

treatment of radiation accicent cases.

Dr, setert Olson of the Jorcan Hetpital staff has agreed to be

consvitant in such cases.
Cases cf radiation exposure or contamination,

will be trought to the hospital and treated by Dr. Olson or those

members of the staff he wishes to assist in the primary or secondary

care.

The Pilgrim Station Operation Department agrees to notify the

occurrence of any such accident before sencingJordan Hospital of the

such cases into the hospital so t$at adecuate preparation may be made

for their reception. B6ston Edison Comp,any agrees to transport these

cases to- the hospital in a manner agreed upon with Dr. Olson and the

bring them only to that section of the hospitalhospital staff and to

designated and prepared for such cases,

Prior to acmission, the company's Health Physics Personnel wills

have used their best efforts to evaluate the case, carry out

|
(

cecontamination and first aid procedures that they deem necessary and,

are within their capabilities.|

will be accomDanied by Healtn Physics Personnel from theI

|
All cases

f
comoany, or other personnel knowledgeable in the care of raciation

wne will remain with the patient and assist in his careaccioent cases, ,

as long as necessary.
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MORTON HOSPIT AL & MEDIC AL CENTER, INC. (
, ,

c >
. ;g. m, .

s , .....u....c .

1
-

3 ., . m ; - :u. s.. .

Lv
-

__ ._ _ ._
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. "p ''
J

iJune :. 1HE

Mr. 7.aiph G. Eird
.S e n t : r '.l c e iresident Nuciear
Besten f.dison Company
Filgrim Suticar Power Station
Ecce:, hi:1 Road
P!yneuth. s 02 % 0

Lear ir. 51rc:
This letter vill confirm that Morten Hespitai agrees to accept persons injured on:-e noid'

Pilgrim .uclear Power Station.N

:entanir. ate:i as a result of an incicent at
JCAM Ala arcref.itation and are capabic ci receiving up to 3 patients.

Le understand we vill be notified in advance by either Loston Ecison Company (EECoi
.

prior to the arrival of any patients.or the Massachusetts Civil Def ense Agency (MCDA)

We further understand EECo vill offer assist.ance with procedure development
anc

training, and vill reimourse the hospital for normal and reasonsole costs and expenses
ine'arred tn admitting and caring for these patients.

Chief Operating Officer at
Our 24 hour contact is

\

. . . ,

Sincerely,
.

,

. . .
, ,

"nomas C. Porter. T'resacent -..
WyW* t ,

~ , ,, _r- t. \ ,.
s- ,

u -..

.~ *$ ",~ . .'w*
qu.h *- g **

a.n .s ;. Keefe"

*c:
herder * E&essler, M.C.

?
.N.: . ..rrr. ,

->

.__ ._ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ , _ , _ _ , _ . _ . _ . _ _-.m _. , _ - - _ _
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June 27, 19EE '*[-

;ir . Robe r t Leulay. Director

Massachuset's Civil Defense Agency
400 Worcester Avenue
framingham, KA 01701

Dear Mr. Boulay:

This letter vill confirn that Morten Hrspital agrees to serve as a best facility
f or hospital, nursing home, or group home patients requiring temporary relocation
in the event of an incident at the Pilgrim Nuclear tower Station. Invoices f or all
costs associated with such temporary relocation (s) vill be sent to besten Edison
Company for prompt guaranteed payment.

Ve understand that we vill bt notified by the State Civil Defense Agency of the
need f or our services at the time of any emergency and that bed availability estimates
are to be provided at that time. For planning purposes, you may use American Hospital
A0sociation inpatient data for bed availability estimates. We also understand that
assistance with procedure development and training vill be offered to the hospital by
?.he Boston Edison Company.

Our 24-hour contact point should be Chief Operating Officer at

M
y ncerely,

s

( b c ..(. p .a

Eotsas C. .Forter. President'

TCP/src . . , ,

fcc: Ron Varley, BECo
Dennis Keefe, Chief Operating Officer y

|

H AR RY H. C ARTY. Ca "aira f reed of 7m'e'ers * THOM AS C PORTIR. f cotea*o

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - -
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i,cdia :en .:-: rvi F :grar.

Sever.:h Th,et
1!') Trenen: 5:reet
E c e : e n . Kr. *1010

Dect P.r. P ::bews:

As a f:llev-up to cur ic:en e e t ng wi t h M . .%.i t he i.: e t : g e r r e t a r c in g
the P.a s s a c h t e t t s ha c ie;t;g it t.1 I .s t p ne :, I,e s t en s e *1an, :ae purpese ci :51
'et:tr is to confirm that !: bey Ecepitti vill agret :: c e rv e a s s .ho s._t.. .

ft:111ty in tr,e even: et an sa:iden: r. : the ? 1 p :.*t :'ove : $:::1en.4

-

My unds re t tndint el this pr egrara is the.: !chey .".et;i:a1 vill be
centa:ted :: serve as a host fccility * 5. the event el &n a::ident t. :

,

P11 grin. Pcwer Sta:icn. 7ebey s parti:1pt:1er. in :be ;:::tre.: it veluntaryr

and :.s dependen: en bed and :af! availability en any pven day. It,

additien. I understand that leeten Idison vill guorantee pr.ynent theuld
'!chey Hespitti be utilized, and n.ake availatie trein:ng ;tegrace f er our
staff. .e

.

.astly, ! unders:t.nd that we vill be notified in sevance by tne
Massachuse:u Civil Defense Agency and/cr Eesten Idisen and thr.: our exte;
bed eva11stility vill be detstr.ined a: tha: :1: .e .

in :he event tha: you should have te ac:ivate :r.is p;an, y:>u enculd
:enta : the hrst.ng Superviser,

Sincerely,
s

p,

,I y " ;kON j''~
'

*

wu y-
W1'linu Ftipin..

Vice P-esident/Oper.stavns

* *d : b ..

00: F, . h i e r in.
C. Finney

?

,,.., .-.--.-
f 1r W4

.! 3 *-IlG L !"Y .'.' A $ f . A M 'A
.
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Mr. Robert M. Hallisey $
Director
Radiction Control Program
Massachusetts Department of Public Esalth
Eleventh Ploor - 150 Tremont Street
Boston, KA 02111,

Dear Mr. Ballissy:

This letter vill confir that sturdy Memorial Bospital agtses to
require treatment and/or hospita.11tationindividuals vbo may

of an evacuation of,the area around the Pilgria Nuclearaccept
as a result
Power Station. .

We understand we vill be notified in advance by aither Boston Edison
Company or Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency prior to the arrival of
any patients. At the time of the energency, bed av:''cbility
estimaten vill be provided. We bold JCASD accreditation and have a

bed capacity of in.

This letter of agreement may be amended at any time by mutual consentof Public Esalth.of the hospital and the Kassachusetts Departmentunless cancelled upon
This letter of agreement shall remain in effectWe understand a copy of this60 days written notice by either party.
completed letter of agreement will be sent to the Boston Edison
C0mpe.ny and the Massachusetts Civil Defenee Ag 7cy.

Our 24-hour contact person should be sat'ety & Security
'

Manager, M
.

Sinpetely,

Lb/ | f/A'-

Linda Shyavitz y .

.

President and Chief Executive Officer

sd

u

\
'

'It <a en M:vw sc $erre "
* i

- - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Murch .i . C t i-

|Mr. Roacrt M. Hall;:=y, Darrctor

kadiatten Control Pro ram ,w , . .

g- + '. + 1Massachusetts D e p a r t:te n t of I- ; b; ; : Henith .
'-

Eleventh Floor - 150 Tremont Ctreet *-

Boston, MA 00111

Dear Mr. H a. Icey.

This letter will confirm that Saint Luke's Hospital acrees to
accept individuals who may requ:re relocation, treatment and/cr
hospitalization as a result of an evacuation of the area around the
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Statien to the extent ~ we have beds availabic

-

Invoices f or all costs associated si'tE such t"cipoiary relocation (s)

will be sent to Boston Edison CcLpany for p r o:t p t guaranteed

payment.

We understand thht at the time of the emergency we w:11 be
notified by either Boston Edison Company or Massachusetts Civ:1
Defense Agency prior to the arrivel of any patients. At that :. m e ,

bed availability estimates will be provided. We hold JCAHO
accreditation and have a bed capacity of 433.

We further understand that assistance with procedure development
and training as well as appropriate equipment will be offcred to
the Hospital by the Boston Edison Company and will contact Ms,
Martha Roettger f rom Boston Edison :n that regard.

This letter of understanding shall remain in offect unless
cancelled upon 60 days written notice by either the Hospital or the
Department of Public Health. We understand a copy of this

completed letter of understancing will be sent to the Besten Ed:. son
Company and the Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency.

\

Sincerelyr
,

em . , 'i

| \. b S h'

| 'Q W (){LCu% .
! / i
I

a

l
' John P. Bihldorff ci

1 President'

ern

ec: Martha Roettger, Boston Edison Company.'
Ed Fiander, Vice President, Human Resources

,

.- m_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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).:bart K. Rallissy Director
Lsdiation Centrol h ogrs=
Ka s s achus e t t e De parte.a nt of Public Realth
150 Trecent Streest, Ileventh Tleer
Besten, .v.A-

Daar Mr. Rallieey:

C*nis lottar vill confirs that Qaincy City Respital agre n to provide
to individuals vne uny require stargsucy treatnant and/oraseistance

acute t.edical/ surgical inpattent cara as a result of an eu.argancy at
the Pilgr b Nuclear Power Statien.

We understand va vill be notified in advance by the Massachusetts Civil
Def ense 4.ency (MQA) prict to the arrival of any patients. At the ti:

of the surgency, bed availability estimates vill be previded to F.CDA by
Qaincy City Bespital. Qatney City Hospital 14 JCABO accredited and is
currently licensed for 314 beds.

We also undarstand that training assist 6cco, certain equipment, and a
practica disastar drill vill be of f ered te q;incf City Eosyttal by
Beaten Edison Cc:pany at no charga.

Tysnty-four hour centact with the hes;1.tal can be ude threuth the honpi-
tal avitchboard to tbs nursing; superviser and/cr administrator en call at

'

.S ucaraly.

.l .

*

Pd hy
Director

XJX/gs

cc: J. C. Rarsfield
O. A. 51nksvich :

1

|
,

*

- - - - - _ - _ - - _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _
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had oeter lor ated to the point _it no :onge could Sdeyuntely
protect the p*ople of u m EPO .

n i e .pon t.e 'o in!. the -)pr +t If restl1.ino the*

ji; + ne /as' l' i # ife i * *i' i n!.
..e ,. . t ;- .

i ? t.1) ! ''eC ' re ? t [' t- Ik | } ?, t n ,1 C i g 5 y ed sti Qj y t( , I u?) ;')U t *a*< ,

mopple'.. there angotny review ut Enief g geht i PiSuntug, [ tie jWC
tnen unlIaterbi1y decided t-v cenduct itS Cwn essessinent ut
einer9ency pl onra ng to avoid e puosible delay in the r estat t
01 P i i gr !!h .

According to the recent Jan. 16. 1991 Inspector General
. . . .timergency pl ann i ng regu i at ions do not pravide for-Audit "

^1rcumstanceo where the NRC can unilaterally decide to
t onduct tle own-rev~ew of 01felte emergency preparedness."

tThe results of thet r eve nw ar e well known " the statt's
reve:iu we neither tulanced nor thorough end cer tain
t hini. mat lon presented to the Commission was lisadequate."

Sept. 1990 l''EHh recon f I rined tneir posttion thet.
Pihnniq9 19 Indeed ettll inadequate. The NRC announced the
'unostion at t.n e: T s *A Force Io revlew . with FEl'!h. the
curr en t estatus at Emer gene:y P l ann i ng. Five months siter FEMA
r econ t i rnneu *.h i ro Iinalno ot INADEQUACY Toa8y we ure ohle.

to bene 91 tneris to t he llRC gather i og intormstion from the
util1(y htotorluoliy bECO hae taeen the cuppi t er ot the
Imbuluncoc1 Afid Inaccurate iniormation.

accor di ng t.o re9u l S t. i on** t.he u t.1 l i t y le tespone Die for
on-sete planning The State and Local aut nor i t les er e in
unar9e at o f. t -ts t b e plannlov. Chairman Carr has eald the
(IPC ie velng BECO e testimony as a "STRAWMAtP , le t he St.ar f
c1r a or that phtlosophy or wt11 they repeat history and
hccept the sel+ 9erving staterrents of BECO as fact?.

Edison s ana l y' id ot t est . .nony given l ast Sept were

tilled with incorrect statements. The major area's iri which
3

they presented aneotreet information were :
Transpotatton 4Q
Pecept t un Cent.ers
Honttoring %<c[M A -

K
Todhy Ldison has again provided the NRC with inaccut ste

intormatich tn t. h e 1olIowing aress:

O
Rec [ N h d g My ' dC> M >G

re%eLstae.asIhevysinceJuly-T M % 9~
'

1id-"1989:Aghin

. .



.____ - . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _______-_____ _-_ _ _ _ ______

iu u!- i; o '- i n t e t ton ut Jo UFF %:-4~ win: idiFF: 0 01 t r,

S i ) ou i n yl Pi1Orim t,0 Operate hbove b\ powet WIthout odequote
Emergen: y Pl annllig in place."

To the Task Force I request that you compete your
review as quickly se possible and advice the Commieston to
put irito effect 10 CFR 50:54 (e) (2) setting the 120 day
clo'n., 11 you honestly identify the areas in which Planning
iG ) li btle'.ju a t e . T H Ell , per heps t he St hte end the Uti1ity vii1

, u ;ei: i , , n a o ,a * i, ,,n! .i nt e r .,1 y p i , t, p g o , n i n .j 1. i m e.i,,

To tne 'l Ask Fo ce : Do your sub! !)o n o t, set es
,

10 ocal- of the i natis t c y . D o p r' o t e: c t t h e- PiJD1le Hentth and
S t e t '. ' Inturm the Commiselon that there le f40T reasonable
astur! alice provided ulthin the Pi19 Im EK .

Jane A Flem;Iig
D.enucod Dr,
Duxhury, ils. 02332
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